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The Bronze Age of Hong Kong has long been regarded as an egalitarian society 
compared to the Bronze Age civilization in mainland China, but in-depth studies are 
far from sufficient. Though unique decoration motifs found with bronze artifacts and 
special ornaments in Hong Kong archaeological sites seem to suggest that some sort 
of status differentiation existed in the Bronze Age (ca. 3500 to 2400 BP), 
fragmentary and few burial goods do not provide sufficient proof of a stratified 
society. 
To understand more about the social structure and economy at that time, this 
study looks at a more abundant source — pottery. The presence of an exclusively 
Bronze Age motif found in South China - the double-F, may hold key information to 
these issues. Based on a comparative and quantitative study of potsherds decorated 
by the double-F motif found in three Bronze Age sites: 1) Tai Wan, 2) Sha Po New 
Village, and 3) Sha Ha, this thesis discusses aspects of pottery production and 
distribution, examines potter's application methods of the motif and manufacturing 
technology, investigates whether standardization and economic specialization 
existed, and whether the double-F pottery could have been social elite goods. By 
integrating the results of this pottery study and other archaeological data of the three 
sites, including subsistence strategies and mortuary analysis, this thesis seeks to 
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CHAPTER I THE DISCOVERY OF BRONZE AGE CULTURES 
IN HONG KONG 
“I almost crushed a piece of obviously old pottery under foot as I 
walked past a sand-heap on a jetty at Aberdeen (Hong Kong). I was 
on way to town. On my way back past the same spot, I picked up this 
time a piece of patinated bronze, evidently a fragment of a weapon, 
probably a sword. ” (Finn 1958:1) 
1.1 Introduction 
The first Bronze Age site in Hong Kong was discovered in the 1930s by Father 
Daniel J. Finn. Like many other archaeological sites discovered in the early days, it 
was found accidentally. Father Finn's random discovery of this sand-heap was 
entailed with much more surprises. He found what is now identified as uniquely 
Bronze Age material: the conjunction of bronze items and double-F patterned pottery. 
Spending countless nights examining, comparing, and studying the styles and the 
designs of the newly found pottery, he finally proposed that the double-F motif along 
with the bronze casting tradition that were once very common in Central China 
during the Shang and Zhou periods (ca. 1600 - 221 BC) had later spread south into 
Guangdong and then into Hong Kong (Finn 1958). 
Since the 1930s, and for more than 70 years, there was a bloom of Bronze 
Age site discoveries in Hong Kong. Important sites include Sham Wan (深灣)，Sha 
Po Tsuen (沙埔村)，Tai Wan (大灣）on Lamma Island (南丫島)，Hai Dei Wan (蟹地 
灣)，Man Kok Tsui (萬角嘴)，Pak Mong (白茫)，Sha Lo Wan (沙螺灣)，Shek Pik 
(石璧）on Lantau Island (大嶼山)，Kwo Lo Wan Lower (過路灣下層）on Chek Lap 
Kok Island (赤鱲角),Sha Ha (沙下）in Sai Kung (西貢),Lung Kmi Sheung Tan (龍 
鼓上灘）and So Kwun Wat (掃管筋）in Tuen Mun (屯門),and Chan Ka Yuen (陳家 
in Yuen Long (元朗）(Meacham and Tsui 1978; Shang 2000). Rogers cl al. 
(1995) characterizes this phase by the appearance of bronze items, hard geomclric 
pottery and hard fine wares with occasional green glaze, which are identified by high 
temperature firing resulting in a hard texture. Patterns include the distinct double-F 
motif, the cloud pattern, the lozenge pattern, the zigzag pattern, and the spiral pattern. 
Coarse wares, named after the coarse textured clay paste of the pottery, continued to 
be in use as the majority, but increasingly being undecorated rather than being 
decorated with cord marks. This period is often identified with stone implements that 
are notable for their increased sophistication and technological refinement — ground 
stone tools (adzes, axes) and slotted rings (Au 2004; Chau 1993; Shang 2000). 
Archaeological features are described as being rare and few in Bronze Age Hong 
Kong: post-holes that indicate foundations of piled dwellings, occasional burials 
such as those found in Tai Wan, and crafts workshops of bronze-casting or slotted 
ring manufacturing (ibid). 
The archaeological evidence of Hong Kong's Bronze Age (3500 - 2400 BP) 
recovered throughout the decades have slowly convinced scholars that Hong Kong in 
fact held a separate Bronze Age entity from that of Central China. However, the very 
traditional view that Hong Kong Bronze Age cultures must have been influenced by 
other parts of China one way or another, and that these Bronze Age cultures 
emulated cultures up north still holds strong. More importantly is that whenever the 
Bronze Age of China is mentioned, a stratified society is almost immediately 
associated with it (Au 2004; Bu 2004; Wu and Ye 1993; Xu 1984). Guangdong, 
including Hong Kong, was thought to have entered its Bronze Age during the 
Western Zhou period (ca. 1046 BC), which is notably later than that of Central 
China (Au 2004; Wu and Ye 1993; Xu 1984). One of the main reasons is because for 
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many years, there has not been much evidence of the presence of sophisticated 
cultures in Guangdong; this ultimately transforms Hong Kong and South China 
cultures into relatively less developed than those cultures in the Yellow River Valley. 
It was not until the 1930s, when Father Finn discovered bronze items and double-F 
pottery in the Tai Wan site that academics began to regard Hong Kong as a region 
that deserved further archaeological investigation on the double-F pottery and Hong 
Kong's Bronze Age (Guangdong Provincial Institute of Cultural Relics and 
Archaeology 2005). 
In Central China, beautifully made bronze ritual vessels were found in 
Bronze Age deposits dated to the Shang period (ca. 1600 — 1046 BC), and the Zhou 
period (ca. 1046 — 221 BC) (see Lee 2002; Liu and Xu 2007). The two periods were 
praised for its delicate bronze craftsmanship, but none of these symbolic vessels 
were found in Hong Kong. Archaeological sites such as Man Kok Tsui, Shek Pik， 
Sha Lo Wan, and Tong Fuk (塘福）on Lantau Island, Sha Po Tsuen (Old Village) 
and Sha Po New Village on Lamma Island, Kwo Lo Wan Lower on Chek Lap Kok 
Island, Tung Wan Tsai South (東灣仔南）on Ma Wan Island (馬灣)，Sha Ha in Sai 
Kung, have all been found with stone axe molds for making bronze axes. Pieces of 
pottery sherds stained with bronze slag were recovered in Sha Po Tsuen, further 
suggesting that these certain sites were most likely bronze-casting workshops, 
refuting earlier claims that bronze items were imported from Central China or the 
Yellow River Valley region, also known as the North (AMO 2005; AMO 2007c; 
Shang 2000; Rogers et al. 1995). Tung Wan Tsai South and Tung Wan Tsai North 
(東灣仔北）have also reported that certain stone ornaments made from nonlocal 
sources (Rogers et al. 1995; Chan 2007), while the Sha Ha report has also mentioned 
that certain stone tools were made from sources outside Hong Kong (AMO 2007b): 
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there is reason to believe that the exchange of goods may have occurrcd during that 
time. 
Quite a number of bronze vessels were discovered in Guangdong, and over 
200 Bronze Age sites had found the double-F pottery. It has been interpreted by 
many scholars that people from the North brought the vessels and the traditions 
down to the South; and even when there were signs of localization, the reason was 
only because the locals emulated those from the North (Wu and Ye 1993; Xu 1984). 
South China's Bronze Age is often labeled as "the slave society", also known as a 
hierarchical society where a dominating group controlled those of lower status, and 
that bronze weapons were made only to constrain slaves, as opposed to the North 
where bronze was used to make hoards of ceremonial vessels that symbolized status, 
prosperity, and sophistication (Higham 1996:9). Indeed, there is a rather big contrast 
between "the cultured North" and "the barbaric South" when the North is considered 
to have reached state-level complexity, while the South was still in its 
tribal/chiefdom stage. In Hong Kong, it may have been depicted in an even more 
"primitive" way with minimal social differentiation. Was that really the case though? 
To determine the social structure of Bronze Age Hong Kong, it does not 
seem justifiable and convincing to say that a stratified society existed based on a few 
relatively rare or exotic items found, for instance, bronze artifacts, or the yazhang 
blade or scepter (牙璋 ) . M a r c u s notes that, even "egalitarian societies often 
accumulate similar exotica for bridewealth or status competition" (Marcus 2008:257). 
It is therefore essential to turn to other archaeological evidence such as pottery 
analysis, burial analysis, and analysis on subsistence strategies, for a better picture of 
Hong Kong's social structure. Given the scarcity of possible status indicators such as 
bronze or "jade" artifacts, pottery is chosen as the main source for analyzing the 
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social structure of Bronze Age Hong Kong. Pottery vessels, like other artifacts found 
in archaeological sites, are human products. Pottery vessels serve many functions, 
from everyday domestic ware, to prestige ware, to ceremonial ware, and even as 
commercial items (Orton et al. 1993; Rice 1987; Underbill 2002). What makes 
pottery important is that it appears in many cultures, and is very abundant, even in 
prehistoric cultures where written records were not available yet. Even the slightest 
bit of a pottery fragment embodies much information about a society. Looking at a 
potsherd can infer much information on what it was made of, how it was made, the 
technology level, the skills, and from there to further interpret what it was made for, 
who used it, the economy, and lastly the social organization of a culture (Rice 1987). 
The diverse forms of pottery enable us to compare and differentiate different wares 
of the same period, and to distinguish the diversity of the economy and social 
structure. Potsherds surely do not have the power to speak, and we surely cannot 
interview Bronze Age inhabitants to understand their lives, their societies, and their 
cognitive mindsets, seeing pottery as "first hand" source can offer us more 
information than reading from a history book. 
According to Shang (2000), there are over 90 known Bronze Age sites in 
Hong Kong but the Antiquities and Monuments Office (AMO) currently shows a 
record of only 66 (AMO 2010). Many archaeological sites have been identified 
through survey over the years, but many were not excavated; some sites existed in 
documents and records but the sites have been completely excavated, and now are 
gone. One explanation could have been because Hong Kong is an extremely densely 
populated city where land is constantly needed for residential and commercial 
purposes, so there is insufficient land in urban and suburban areas throughout Hong 
Kong. Most of the time, archaeological sites are only discovered when regions arc on 
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the verge of being redeveloped or require immediate rescue excavation when land 
development directly affects archaeological material. Because of these needs, many 
sites were completely cleared, artifacts excavated were quickly recorded and stored, 
but insufficient time was spent to further research the findings, and some were even 
not published due to various reasons. The ultimate goal of archaeology is to 
understand past societies and cultures, thus it is important to have an in-depth and 
detailed study of Bronze Age Hong Kong. 
Knowing more about Hong Kong is crucial to our understanding of the Pearl 
River Delta region as a whole, as Hong Kong is part of it along with Macao, Zhuhai, 
and Shenzhen. They all share the same "cultural arena" with similar archaeological 
assemblages, and most likely similar cultural attributes (Shang 2000:88). For this 
reason, knowing more about Hong Kong is important not only on Hong Kong's 
prehistoric cultural development, but also on understanding more about the Pearl 
River Delta region when finds are compared with finds of other Bronze Age cultures 
in South China. Therefore, this study attempts to examine Bronze Age Hong Kong's 
social structure by identifying economic specialization, the possible occurrence of 
pottery standardization, and the signs of social complexity. With potsherds acting as 
time capsules, I hope to find answers by looking at pottery to see: 1) if there was 
cultural exchange or trade; 2) if so, how far this network extended; 3) whether there 
were “crafts centers" (specific workshops where crafts were produced and not seen 
in other sites) or "distributors" (specific workshops where crafts were produced in 
large quantities and distributed to other sites or regions for the purpose of exchange 
or trade); 4) whether there was a distinction between elite's pottery and commoners' 
pottery, and 5) whether there were professionalization and specialization of 
craftsmanship in Bronze Age Hong Kong. 
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1.2 Literature Review 
As mentioned in the Introduction, this study attempts to examine Hong Kong Bronze 
Age's social structure through detecting economic specialization and standardization. 
This section consists of: 1) a summary on previous researchers' work on social 
complexity, specialization, and standardization in archaeology, 2) a discussion on 
how pottery was studied and analyzed to investigate whether craftsmanship 
standardization was present in the society, and 3) the current debates about Hong 
Kong Bronze Age's chronology and social structure. 
1.2.1 Social Complexity，Specialization，and Standardization 
The rise of complex societies has been one of the key foci of social archaeology. The 
earliest studies regarding social complexity have been following the footsteps of 
Lewis Henry Morgan (1877), Gordon Childe (1951), and Leslie White (1988) in 
refining the theories of sociocultural evolution. Based on Elman Service's typology 
of social organization (1962) - band, tribe, chiefdom, and state, many have 
continued to elaborate this issue (Fried 1967; Johnson and Earle 2000), specifically 
dealing with the mechanisms involving the development of egalitarian societies, 
simple chiefdoms, complex chiefdoms, and agrarian state through social, political, 
and economic levels. Johnson and Earle (2000) provide a clear theoretical 
framework to define the social structures of societies with the use of relevant case 
studies, such as the Yanomamo, and the Basseri. Instead of implementing the "one 
size fits all" notion that all societies go through a similar unilinear evolution, 
Johnson and Earle (2000) offer new views that each society can be affected by a 
myriad of factors such as the natural environment, and that there is no definite 
boundary between each type of social organization. 
Under the canopy of sociocultural evolution, an important branch is the 
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archaeology of rank (McGuire and Paynter 1991; Wason 1994) (sec Figure 1.1). 
Fried (1967) has attempted to separate ranking from stratification where ranking is 
defined as structural differentiation that does not necessarily mean having a higher 
status will be equal to being wealthy, which is essentially economic differentiation. 
Paynter identifies that inequality is complexity when there is "differential access to 
strategic resources" (1989:369). Therefore, the key to defining a complex society is 
when there is accumulation of wealth. Identifying the display of status through the 
accumulation of wealth has played an important role in archaeology because traces 
of wealth seem to be most easily spotted in sites, while signs of ranking seem to be 
less obvious in archaeological remains. Earle suggests that ranking and stratification 
are "best conceived of as a continuum" (2002:56) because ranking cannot be strictly 
symbolic but must derive from real economic advantage. 
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Figure 1.1 Theoretical Framework of Social Archaeology 
Schiffer (1992) on the other hand, has shifted his focus to the study of 
artifacts, and how artifacts reflect human behavior, social organization, and ideology 
of past cultures. The relationship between artifacts and human behavior are seen to 
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be an essential part of archaeology, as within this relationship are dynamics that 
create the "life cycle" of an artifact, and artifact variability. Artifact variability from 
stylistic factors is one of the key evidences to differentiations of wealth and social 
standing, which brings us back to the question of how inequality precipitated in 
various aspects of early inhabitants' life ways. Craft production is one aspect, which 
leads to heated debates on specialization. 
Specialization has always been considered as one of the key factors 
contributing to the formation of complex societies, though it is not linked to 
complexity in any simple way. As Earle (2002:130) states, "No direct relationship 
exists between the amount of specialization and the degree of complexity." Many 
researchers have further refined specialization into two categories: craft 
specialization and economic specialization (Brumfiel and Earle 1987; Costin 1991; 
Earle 2002). Economic specialization involves occupational specialists following the 
most efficient means of production, which increases productivity for all, while craft 
specialization involves attached specialists employed by certain elites to produce 
unique and intricate objects for them or for the purpose of trading for other exotic 
items (ibid). This, as a result, leads us to two different forms of identification in 
archaeological remains when dealing with artifact styles. Sherratt (1982) suggests 
that with competition for rank, the fine quality artifacts used to mark status will not 
be uniform. People will seek innovation. Conversely, Oilman's theory of distribution 
pattern (1981) suggests that the broad distribution of uniform and standardized elite 
artifacts requires that over this area people have similar ideas about how status ought 
to be symbolized. Like the difference between structural/political differentiation and 
economic differentiation, craft specialization and economic specialization are also 
closely linked as those who had the power to summon cooperative work would have 
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also had the power to commission work for their own use. This means, craft 
specialization would only explain that there were elites with structural differentiation 
(rank) and the power to employ certain people to create limited crafts for their own 
use, but not necessarily the power to control economic and strategic resources for the 
whole society. If there was economic specialization, however, elites would already 
have the power to control economic resources, there would most likely be craft 
specialization, and there would definitely be a differentiation in wealth that leads to 
the conclusion that the society was stratified. 
Standardization is considered to be "an integral part of specialization" 
(Costin 1991:33) because specialized systems seem to have fewer producers, thus 
less individual variability. The specialization here that Costin refer to is essentially 
economic specialization. According to Rice (1987:202), "standardization has 
implications for all the economic spheres in which a commodity participates: 
production, distribution, and use". It began to gain importance in pottery and ceramic 
studies when Costin and Rice hypothesize that when artifact characteristics in two or 
more assemblages display a relative degree of homogeneity or a reduction in 
variability, it is most likely that goods were produced in mass quantities by 
specialists (Costin 1991; Rice 1981). However, the notion of standardization was not 
discussed in detail but was only treated as a method in identifying and analyzing 
pottery economics (Rice 1987). 
Blackman et al. (1993) put standardization in full use for the study on Tell 
Leilan, Syria. The paper sufficiently illustrates what standardization is and how it is 
related to craft specialization, economic specialization, and complex societies. Being 
well aware of the fact that there are also shortcomings in their approach, they 
introduce a new concept called the "cumulative blurring", which is defined as 
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multiple production events in several different workshops, even when carried out by 
specialists can be expected to increase the amount of variability. The study by 
Blackman and his colleagues suggests that standardization can be a reliable index 
only under conditions of close spatial and chronological control over the 
archaeological record. This indicates that distance is an important factor affecting the 
degree of standardization. Chronological control is something to bear in mind as well, 
as Hong Kong's Bronze Age covers over 1100 years. 
Since then, many researchers have followed suit in studying standardization, 
and have engaged in discussing how to measure variability accurately (Kvamme et al. 
1996; Schiffer and Skibo 1997). Ethnographic and experimental data often support 
the correlation between specialization and standardization (Costin 1991; Roux 2003). 
As previous researchers have identified, seasonality, potter's learning age and 
exposure (Deal 1998), potter's expertise, and motor habits (Roux 2003) have all 
contributed to slight variations in manufacturing. More fields within standardization 
have continued to bloom and have started to collaborate with cognitive archaeology. 
Eerkens and Bettinger (2001) even try to apply a psychological perspective to assess 
standardization, for example, the Weber fraction (the ability of individuals to 
discriminate between objects of different measurement depended on the mean 
measurement of the objects involved). This is to see the degree of people's intentions 
to either faithfully copy traits but not realizing making tiny errors or to create new 
lines of artifacts. Studies specifically focusing on potters' performance and skills 
(Budden and Sofaer 2009; Roux and Corbetta 1989) have also been contributing to 
the knowledge of specialization. 
The study of standardization and its implications on social organizations have 
laid a solid foundation in archaeology. However, the study of specialization and 
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standardization is not widely used in the archaeology of China, including llong 
Kong. Researchers outside of China such as Underhill's study on craft production 
and social change in northern China (2002) have incorporated standardization as one 
of the key components. Researchers in China focus more on stylistic changes of 
artifacts, or on how society has progressed to a new stage through certain 
technological changes, but the focus is usually on the site as a whole and not on a 
certain aspect of the studied site. Changes in research approaches have been noticed 
in recent studies, for example, the Zengpiyan site (曾瓦皮岩）(Institute of Archaeology, 
the Chinese Academy of Social Sciences et al. 2003), in which emphasis has shifted 
to the manufacturing skills of pottery. However, studies on Hong Kong's social 
organization is almost absent not only because of different research methods, but 
also due to insufficient time on research after hurried rescue excavations. 
1.2,2 Pottery Analysis 
Pottery is one of the most abundant and trustworthy sources of information for 
archaeologists to interpret past cultures and societies, as it is one of the most 
common artifacts found throughout archaeological sites. The methods and 
techniques of studying pottery in different aspects have gradually accumulated over 
the years. Quantitative methods have been incorporated into pottery analysis as well 
(Sinopoli 1991). Pottery analysis, as Rice (1987) and Orton et al. (1993) discuss, 
consist of several aspects: from properties of the raw material (clay), to pottery 
manufacturing technology, pottery economics, vessel function, stylistic analysis, 
pottery ethnoarchaeology on how and why a certain type of pottery was made, and to 
pottery characterization (or fabric analysis) on how the fired products are perceived. 
The main focus of this study is on pottery characterization and pottery variability as 
approaches to study pottery economics and social structures. 
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Pottery characterization in general, is "the analysis of formed and fired 
ceramic materials" (Rice 1987:309). It usually begins with a description of the 
pottery and its many properties. In archaeological smdies, the use of characterization 
may infer how the ceramic might have been used and what techniques that might 
have been involved in its manufacture. It is the qualitative and quantitative 
description of the composition and structure of a ceramic, which may include 
mineralogical composition, chemical composition, typological attributes and 
decoration motifs. As Rice (1987) points out, the methods chosen to study these 
features may be simple or complex, but they all describe the properties by objective, 
precise, and replicable standards, though at times it may incorporate subjective 
judgments. 
Technological properties are "significant descriptive characteristics of both 
raw materials (clays or clay/temper mixtures) and fired clay objects" (Rice 
1987:313). Physical properties of unfired clay pastes include color, texture, plasticity, 
shrinkage, and strength. Physical properties of fired ceramic materials on the other 
hand, are properties that provide evidence of manufacturing (i.e. surface or internal 
imperfections, dark coring, firing shrinkage, estimates of firing temperature), and 
those that characterize the appearance of functional capabilities of the finished piece, 
such as color, and mechanical, structural properties such as porosity, hardness, and 
texture (ibid). 
Archaeologists have most frequently turned to various procedures based on 
variations in the output - pottery vessels or fragments. The idea is that variability in 
pottery encodes information on the strategies of production in much the same way as 
pottery decoration can be viewed as a stylistic code of reflecting social behavior 
involved in production and use (Rice 1987:201). "Production is a process of variety 
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generation” (ibid), meaning different elements of the production can producc a 
variety of outcomes from resource selection to forming, finishing and firing, 
resulting in a characteristic final product with a unique range of properties. 
Standardization of production as a result occurs when little heterogeneity in 
composition and appearance (form and style) is evident within each category of 
pottery. Highly standardized products imply that production utilizes a limited range 
of materials and somewhat formalized or routinized techniques, and that “more 
uniformity is due to a higher rate of production" (Roux 2003:768). Opposite to 
standardization and uniformity, diversity in pottery styles bears another set of 
meanings in ancient societies. While production may comply with cost-effectiveness 
to represent the existence of economic specialization and division of labor, style in 
its aesthetic sense may not conform to economic controls. In cases analyzing the 
social structure and status symbols embedded within pottery, diversity in an 
assemblage may well be an indication of the presence of elites. This does not mean 
that there cannot be standardization and diversity at the same time; in fact, they are 
not mutually exclusive at all. Standardization may be envisioned in terms of "the 
execution of the design" (Rice 1987:203), how specific resources were chosen and 
what technology was to be applied in production, but production of the ware, the 
application of, and the motif measurements of the double-F can be identical, but the 
style and the appeal of the double-F motif can vary according to different 
preferences. Pottery analysis applied in this study will metaphorically recount the 
mode of production and organization during Bronze Age Hong Kong. 
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L2.3 The Debates: Chronology and Social Structure in Bronze Age Hong Kong 
The general definition for the Bronze Age is rather tricky for Hong Kong, as its 
Bronze Age did not have large amounts of bronze items unearthed to be considered 
having a bronze age. In general, a bronze age is defined by "the period from the first 
use of copper-based artifacts" (Higham 1996:7). Yang and Wen (1993:69) on the 
other hand, define it as "a phase of human material cultural development when 
bronze is the main or important source for production tools and weapons". 
Higham (1996) mentions that agricultural communities antedating metal use 
are called the "Neolithic", but agriculture was not the main economic activity for 
local Neolithic communities in Hong Kong. Bronzes may be seen as status symbols, 
or as a contributory factor to the development of ranking behavior, but Southeast 
Asia in the Bronze Age fails to conform to a widespread pattern of increased social 
complexity (Higham 1996:313). Archaeologists in China have different opinions on 
Guangdong's Bronze Age. Some scholars claim that Guangdong at that time was 
still a "primitive society" because there were no political entities of any sort, while 
the others argue that archaeological evidence support the fact that by the Spring and 
Autumn period (ca. Century BC), the Lingnan region already had the ability to 
cast bronze items, and a "slave society" occurred (Yang and Wen 1993:68). As 
Meacham points out (1978:83): 
The use of the term "Bronze Age" to denote the period when bronze 
first began to be made or used in Kwangtung (Guangdong) is not 
entirely appropriate, for the evidence from a number of sites indicates 
that only a small proportion of all tools and ornaments were made of 
metal. 
While chipped and ground stone tools were produced in large quantities, bronze 
vessels on the other hand were extremely rare and perhaps unknown during the 
earliest Bronze Age in this area. Meacham (1978:284) suggests to divide 
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Guangdong,s Bronze Age into two phases 一 the first phase with pollery 
characterized by double-F, spiral, circle, and lozenge patterns, which were found in 
known Bronze Age sites in Hong Kong; and the second phase characterized by 
pottery having motifs of "Union Jack" or “rice character" and net designs. Chau 
(1993) attempts to create a chronological framework for Hong Kong's 
archaeological periods. He has divided prehistoric cultures into five phases, where 
Bronze Age was categorized as Phase V. His chronology is based on radiocarbon 
dates of Kwo Lo Wan, Lo So Shing Upper Layer (蘆鬚城上層)，Lung Kwu Sheung 
Tan，Man Kok Tsui, Sha Po Tsuen, Sham Wan Ca Layer, and Tai Wan, along with 
dates of some Guangdong sites, and material culture, namely pottery and lithics 
typology (1993:46). 
Higham (1996) emphasizes the difficulty especially when dealing with Hong 
Kong. He prefers to put Hong Kong within the Southeast Asian context, as he sees 
Hong Kong having more similar elements of cultural development with her southern 
neighbors than to North China. According to Higham's classification, the Bronze 
Age of Southeast Asia is divided into two periods - Bronze Age I and Bronze Age II. 
Among the sites listed, Chek Lap Kok and Sha Po Tsuen are within “Bronze Age I" 
(Higham 1996:76). Shang (2000), on the other hand, has not discussed much about 
Bronze Age Hong Kong's social structure, nor has he queried much about the 
Bronze Age chronology. However, he points out that archaeological evidence has 
not given us information on when the Neolithic exactly ended and when the Bronze 
Age exactly appeared in Hong Kong (2000:105). Shang in the end proposes that the 
Tai Wan Upper Layer with the presence of the double-F and bronze items would be 
considered as the Middle Bronze Age, whereas the Early Bronze Age would be 
equivalent to Central China's Middle-Late Shang period (2000:112). He has put Man 
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Kok Tsui, Sha Po Tsuen, Sham Wan, Tai Wan, and Tung Wan Tsai within the 
Middle Bronze Age (Shang 2000), but has not further defined and explained the 
contents of the Late Bronze Age. 
Regarding social organization, traditional views pertain that metallurgy first 
appeared in Central China and later spread to the South, namely the Lingnan region. 
Xu refers the introduction of bronzes as a significant improvement of productivity, 
thus "motivated developments in the Southern Yue society (1984:81)". The result 
was the formation of a slave system. He also believes that there was increasing 
economic specialization during the late Warring States period when the potter's 
wheel was introduced. Au (2004) equates the Bronze Age with a civilization or state-
level society where there is urbanization, writing system, and religious monuments. 
Au refers to historical records such as Lushi Chunqiu (呂氏春秋）and archaeological 
evidence. According to Au, there was no evidence of casting foundries, palace 
structures, and ritual items; further suggesting that there may not have been status 
difference but only wealth difference (Au 2004), thus Guangdong was only 
undergoing a "Copper-Stone Age" rather than a “Bronze Age" (Au 2004:12-16). Au 
attempts to offer one possible reason to why Guangdong was "slower" in 
development - the reason being natural environment and ecosystem constraints 
(ibid). 
According to Higham (1996), in the Lingnan region, there was equal 
proficiency in the manufacturing of stone and ivory ornaments, while pottery was 
fired in controlled atmospheres of sophisticated kilns, though not yet in Hong Kong. 
Early inhabitants in Lingnan also became familiar with jade yazhang blades (牙璋） 
and ge halberds (戈）from Central China or Yangzi Valley, and by the same 
exchange routes came late Shang bronzes. Higham believes that it was within such 
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communities, some recognized exotic ornaments of shell and stone as status symbols, 
that the first copper-based artifacts were cast and circulated (Higham 1996:310). 
Higham stands at the position that Lingnan at this time had some sort of ranked 
society with status or wealth differentiation, though it may not have been as obvious 
as that in later periods. 
Following Higham's point of the Lingnan region already experiencing a 
ranked society, many scholars are convinced that the discovery of the yazhang 
scepter found in Tai Wan in 1990 was evidence of a ranked, if not stratified society. 
The yazhang was found mostly in the Yellow River Valley in as early as the 
Longshan period (ca. 2400 - 1900 BC), with the earliest known yazhang found in 
Shandong Province dated to 2600 to 2000 BC (Zhang 1994:19). Other regions in 
China also found the yazhang but it seemed as if it was not widespread. Besides the 
Yellow River Valley, only Sichuan, Fujian, and Hong Kong yielded the yazhang 
(Gong and Yang 1994). As many of the Late Neolithic yazhang found was relatively 
rare, for example, only two were found in the Dafanzhuang site (大范莊)，one was 
found in the Simatai site (司馬台）(ibid); the yazhang(s) found in the Daluchencun 
(大路陳t寸）site in Henan Province dated to a later period - the Early to Middle 
Shang (ca. 1570 - 1200 BC) were found with larger amounts of bronze and jade 
artifacts. 
The jade yazhang or zhang (璋)，according to the Zhouli (周/禮)，was often 
paired with the jade gui (圭)，and was the most important jade ceremonial item, 
followed by the bi (璧）and the cong (琮）（Zheng 1994). According to texts such as 
the Shanhaijing (山？每糸至)and the Zhouli, the original purpose of the yazhang was to 
worship the natural environment or the heaven (Zhang 1994:32). It was later 
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described as an item that commanded the army (Gong and Yang 1994; Zhang 1994). 
The descriptions in the literary texts and the archaeological evidence have led many 
to believe that the yazhang not only was a symbol of power, it was also a symbol of 
status. It has been suggested by many that the yazhang itself was a "symbol of 
civilization" (Zheng 1994; Zhang 1994), as the scarcity of it represented high value, 
the material (jade) that it was made of was considered rare, so the one who was able 
to possess it would have a relatively higher status than others. Only 14 
archaeological sites in China yielded the yazhang, and Hong Kong was one of them 
(Deng 1994). The yazhang from Tai Wan was not the only one recovered, as another 
was found in 1938 from Tung Wan (東灣）on Lantau Island, but information of it is 
missing (Deng 1994). This finding has ultimately attracted attention from 
archaeologists in China to reconsider Hong Kong's social organization as a whole. 
As Li (1994) points out that since Tai ^din's yazhang was found in burial M6, it was 
possible that the use of the yazhang was the same as how it was used in the Yellow 
River Valley. If that was the case, it would imply that Bronze Age Hong Kong, or 
Tai Wan in particular, was already a complex society. 
Despite the discovery of the yazhang from Tai Wan was considered as an 
important one, the discussions were only concerned with the artifact itself, for 
example, what it was used for, what period it should be dated to, and how it was 
related to cultures in the Yellow River Valley. Little time was spent on analyzing Tai 
Wan as a culture in terms of social, economic, and political conditions, and the 
significance of this discovery in Tai Wan seemed to focus more on the Yellow River 
Valley or Central China's cultural influence to regions down south. 
The Antiquities and Monuments Office (AMO) also joined the discussion of 
Hong Kong Bronze Age's social organization, though it is only seen in its unofficial 
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documents of Sha Ha when they were organizing excavated artifacts. Based on the 
finds, the AMO (2007b) proposes that Sha Ha was still at the ancient culture level. 
One interesting point the AMO makes is that there was only one piece of green 
glazed double-F potsherd found, and they have diagnosed it as an artifact from 
outside of Hong Kong. At the same time, the report proposes that since Yingang (銀 
崗）and Meihuadun (梅花激）from Boluo County (博羅）have found kilns producing 
green glazed pottery, there could have been some exchange (of information and 
goods) between the places (2007b: 14). 
Scholars studying the Bronze Age in the Lingnan region have started to 
question whether it is valid to firmly link the Bronze Age with the formation of the 
state. Yang and Wen (1993) assert that although Central China entered a level of 
hierarchical society during its Bronze Age, and it seemed that the Lingnan region 
was still at its primitive stages, it did not necessarily mean that there was no cultural 
exchange and influence occurring between the two regions. They looked into pottery 
production and conclude that pottery production in Guangdong was relatively large-
scale with the discovery of kilns. Wu and Ye (1993) also offer examples such as how 
the Mayans created the state during the Neolithic; or in South China, some ethnic 
groups still practiced earlier subsistence strategies such as hunting and gathering 
instead of agriculture even after entering the Iron Age (Wu and Ye 1993:56), which 
echoes Johnson and Earle's (2000) approach on how different societies had their 
own sets of rules and pace in experiencing social change. They further suggest that 
since Neolithic artifact assemblages underwent dramatic changes, social changes in 
Guangdong could have also occurred and entered a new era — the Bronze Age. Many 
critical questions are raised, yet the debates seem to not have reached an agreement 
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1.2,4 Conclusion 
To summarize, Chinese and Hong Kong archaeologists (AMO 2007b; Au 2004; 
Meacham 1978; Wu and Ye 1993; Yang and Wen 1993) have argued over issues of 
whether Guangdong's (including Hong Kong) Bronze Age should be considered as a 
bronze age and whether these Bronze Age cultures were "slave societies", since both 
Chinese and Hong Kong archaeologists have had a traditionalist perspective of Hong 
Kong's cultures being inferior to that of China's. 
However, this study leans more to Higham's (1996) view that the Bronze 
Age in the South differed greatly from the Bronze Age of the North (i.e. with the 
absence of bronze vessels), and more similar to the Bronze Age in Southeast Asia. 
Putting Hong Kong within the context of Central China would still create a 
"backward" image of the South, chronologically speaking; Guangdong's Bronze 
Age did in fact appear later than Central China's as many have agreed that 
Guangdong entered its Bronze Age during the Western Zhou period (ca. 1046 BC). 
Trying to define and categorize Hong Kong's Bronze Age was originally 
intended to narrow down the 1100-year time span in hope of making typology easier 
and more efficient. Many have tried to organize them either into Early, Middle, and 
Late (Rogers et al.l995; Shang 2000), into the Double-F, Union Jack, or Fubin (浮 
濱）（Au 2004; Xu 1984), into five phases (Chau 1993), or into Bronze Age I and II 
(Higham 1996), but many have failed to acknowledge the fact that artifacts 
recovered in Hong Kong may not be as numerous or "rich" and distinct to define a 
new phase. Employing artifact typology to create a chronological framework seems 
rather difficult, as there is no clear boundary to differentiate and categorize the 
different phases of Bronze Age in Hong Kong. The only clear marker of Bronze Age 
Hong Kong agreed by scholars is the double-F pottery, and this study will base on 
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the assumption that when there is double-F pottery, it will be Bronze Age Hong 
Kong. 
While research of Hong Kong's archaeology is mostly composed of 
descriptive excavation reports, there is a lack of in-depth theoretical analysis of 
social, political, and economic conditions of Bronze Age Hong Kong. Reports with 
lists of artifacts are recorded and presented, but using these data to further analyze 
lives of early inhabitants is clearly ignored. As mentioned earlier, this study focuses 
on identifying variations (in terms of technology and style) in pottery, to further 
analyze whether there was standardization, which would also mean that mass 
production was present. The point of detecting standardization is to find answers to 
whether there was economic specialization during the Bronze Age, as economic 
specialization would imply division of labor that would indicate a complex society in 
place. Scientific and reliable as statistical calculations may seem, the very aspect of 
standardization is not quantitative at all. Researchers have tried many ways to 
measure it but all have not worked out a solution to fully illustrate the degree of 
standardization. A high degree of standardization obviously would mean having 
routinized or even controlled manufacturing processes and having highly identical 
products (Rice 1987), but the question remains as to how do we assess the degree 
when there are so many variables in the process of pottery production. 
For this reason, this study will not solely depend on quantitative methods but 
also qualitative means through pottery observations to detect minor variability. 
Thereby, offering a more all-rounded study for the social structure of Bronze Age 
Hong Kong. This thesis consists of eight chapters: a general introduction of this 
study (Chapter 1), one chapter on research questions and methodology (Chapter 2), 
Chapters 3 to 5 on data from the three studied sites: Tai Wan and Sha Po New 
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Village on Lamma Island, and Sha Ha in Sai Kung, followed by analyses of pottery 
production and manufacturing skills (Chapter 6 and 7). Lastly, this thesis ends with a 
discussion on the social structure of Bronze Age Hong Kong. 
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CHAPTER 2 RESEARCH OBJECTIVES AND METHODOLOGY 
One of the main problems of the study of Hong Kong Bronze Age's social structure 
is that, only scattered and exceptional pieces have been found in certain sites, and 
with the lack of settlement sites and burials, we do not have enough evidence to 
prove that social complexity or social hierarchy existed in Hong Kong during that 
time. This study attempts to tackle this issue focusing on pottery analysis. 
Objectives 
As Bronze Age pottery kilns have not been discovered in Hong Kong, the only 
relevant artifact suggesting local production is the net- or lattice-patterned pottery 
stamp from Man Kok Tsui (as displayed at the Hong Kong Museum of History). 
Though dated to the Late Neolithic (5000 - 3500 BP), this is by far the only pottery 
stamp found in all Hong Kong archaeological sites, and is crucial to our 
understanding of local pottery production. The fired products in this study will shed 
light on pottery economics, which involves production, organization, distribution, 
and consumption, so as to assess the possibilities of having standardization and to 
understand the social structure during that time. 
The research questions and approaches of this study are as follows: 
1. By looking at pottery standardization and product uniformity, I studied how 
pottery was produced, and the production structure of pottery. 
2. By comparing measurements and differences in pottery production of three 
different sites (namely Tai Wan and Sha Po New Village on Lamma Island, 
and Sha Ha in Sai Kung), I examined whether there was an exchange 
network of pottery and information in Bronze Age Hong Kong; if so, how far 
did this network reach, and whether there were "craft centers" where pottery 
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was made and distributed to other sites or regions. 
3. By comparing the manufacturing and rarity of potsherds (those that appear at 
a relatively low frequency within the site), I investigated whether there were 
pottery vessels exclusively for the social elite that were segregated from the 
common people, as indicators of status in Bronze Age Hong Kong. 
By integrating the above data, and putting them in comparative perspective 
with archaeological data extracted from excavation reports and articles, I formulated 
a detailed analysis of Bronze Age Hong Kong's social structure through pottery 
economics, subsistence economy, and burial analysis. 
2.1 Unit of Analysis: Pottery Sherds 
One of the main goals of this research is to look at the variations of the finished 
double-F pottery with main focus on three sites: Tai Wan (大灣）and Sha Po New 
Village (沙埔新村）on Lamma Island (南丫島),and Sha Ha (沙下）in Sai Kung (西 
貢)，the New Territories of Hong Kong. The key is to look at variations among 
technological properties (porosity, color, wall thickness, vessel part), and stylistic 
attributes (design elements, different forms of the double-F, application of patterns), 
of the double-F pottery in these three sites to see the degree of similarity and 
variation. 
The three sites Tai Wan, Sha Po New Village, and Sha Ha have been chosen 
for this study for their significance. Tai Wan, as seen in the first chapter, is deemed 
to be the most significant of all Hong Kong Bronze Age sites for its first discovery 
throughout Hong Kong. Sha Po New Village and Sha Ha are also considered to be 
sites of importance with its abundant and rich findings. Another reason to have three 
sites for comparison was to see the differences or similarities (if any) of the double-F 
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pottery in the three sites. Tai Wan (No.6 on Figure 2.1) and Sha Po New Village 
(No.8 on Figure 2.1) are located on Lamma Island, while Sha Ha (No.2 on Figure 
2.1) is situated in Sai Kung on the mainland. 
New Territories T^^ tJC^  ^ T ^ 
> Lantau Island Kong Is lan^ 
Lamma Island 
O c = = D 10000m 
Figure 2.1 Distribution of Double-F Pottery in Hong Kong 
Map Source: AMO 2010 
Site Source: AMO 2005; 2007c; Au 2004; Shang 2000 
1. Sha Tau Kok San Tsuen; 2. Sha Ha; 3. Sham Wan; 4. Lo So Shing; 5. Hung Shing Ye; 
6. Tai Wan; 7. Sha Po Tsuen; 8. Sha Po New Village; 9. Yung Shue Wan; 10. Shek Pik; 11. Tong Fuk; 
12. Man Kok Tsui; 13. Hai Dei Wan; 14. Kwo Lo Wan; 15. Sha Lo Wan; 16. So Kwun Wat; ‘ 
17. Long Kwu Sheung Tan. ’ 
Could there have been some major differences seen in the pottery with the 
waters separating Sha Ha and the other two sites is the main reason comparative 
analysis is used in this research. The usual human assumption is that the closer the 
proximity, the more similarities they will bear, therefore it is normal to assume that 
Tai Wan and Sha Po New Village double-F pottery would bear more similarities in 
terms of technological properties and stylistic attributes than pottery from Sha Ha. 
Distance also plays an important role here to examine the exchange of goods and 
information. If data from pottery (inter- and intra-region) shows a rather high degree 
of uniformity, it may well indicate a constant exchange network between these 
regions. If pottery measurements of the two Lamma Island sites display higher 
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uniformity than other regions outside of Lamma Island, it may indicate possible 
location of craft center(s). But if, for any reason, should there be no major 
differences between all three sites, there is possibility that exchanges of pottery itself, 
information, and manufacturing technology already existed, more importantly, a 
consensus of having a set of standardized rules in producing the double-F pottery. 
The second goal of this study is to examine properties of other contemporary 
pottery of the Bronze Age (often within the same context). By comparing the 
double-F pottery and other pottery namely lozenge-pattemed and cord-marked, we 
can see whether there were differences between the procurement and handling of 
different pottery within the same site and in relation to others. Ultimately, 
differences or similarities between pottery assemblages of the three sites will show 
us whether standardization and economic specialization existed in pottery production. 
All pottery sherds are currently stored at the Archaeological Repository of the AMO, 
where data collection of this study also took place. 
Certain terms commonly used in this study are listed in Table 2.1, while the 
inclusion sorting chart (Figure 2.2), the percentage inclusion estimation chart (Figure 
2.3), and the sphericity/roundness estimation chart (Figure 2.4) were used in pottery 
analysis during the course of study. 
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Technological Fabric or The composition of a fired ceramic, including clay, 
Properties Ware inclusions and pores, and excluding surface treatment. 
Color Munsell color names and numbers used. The color of the 
core is always given, followed by the color of the 
margin(s) (if different from the core) and the surface(s) (if 
different from the margins). 
Void An open space in a pottery fabric; pore 
Porosity The volume of pores contained within a solid or the 
presence of pores or spaces within the wall. High 
porosity characterizes nonvitrified vessels, especially 
earthenware. 
Inclusion or Particulate matter, usually mineral in nature, present in a 
Temper clay or fabric, either naturally or added by the potter. 
Slow wheel A small pivoted turntable used as a revolving support for 
(also known hand building vessels, but lacking the weight for 
as tournette) sustained rotation and the centrifugal force for throwing 
on the true potter's wheel. 
Coiling The method of hand building an object of clay by 
successive additions of ropes or coils of clay. 
Oxidation A firing atmosphere characterized by an abundance of 
free oxygen, which combines with elements (such as 
iron) in the body and yields clear colors of the ceramic I 
body. 
Reduction An atmosphere of firing in which oxygen is removed from 
substances or materials. 
Anatomy of Orifice The mouth or opening of a vessel 
Vessel Lip The edge or margin of the orifice of a 
vessel. 
Rim The area between the lip and neck of a 
vessel. 
Neck The part of a vessel between the shoulder 
and the rim, typically characterized by a 
marked constriction of the maximum body 
diameter. 
Collar A raised and extended orifice that begins at 
or just above the point of maximum 
diameter of the vessel. 
Body That portion of a vessel between the orifice and the 
base, also called the belly. 
Shoulder The upper part of the body of a restricted 
vessel; that portion between the maximum 
diameter and the orifice or neck. 
Base The underside of a vessel, or that part of a vessel in 
contact with the surface it rests on during normal use; 
sometimes called the foot. 
Table 2.1 Terminology of Pottery Analysis 
Source: Rice (1987) and Orton et al. (1993) 
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Figure 2.2 Inclusion Sorting Chart 
Source: Orton et al. 1993:239 
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Figure 2.3 Sphericity/Roundness Estimation Chart " 
Source: Orton et al. 1993:239 
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Figure 2.4 Percentage Inclusion Estimation Chart 
Source: Orton et al. 1993:238 
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2.1.1 The Double-F Pottery of Hong Kong 
The term "double-F" was first coined by Father Finn (1958) when he first discovered 
archaeological sites on Lamma Island. He noticed this pottery pattern that looked 
like a combination of one upright "F" and one upside-down or inverted "F", thus the 
name "double-F". He soon found the correlation between the double-F pottery and 
bronze items, which he immediately associated the double-F pottery with the Bronze 
Age, and would only be found in Bronze Age deposits. 
According to Finn's observation, the double-F pattern varies, though his 
descriptions seem rather hard to comprehend. He described some with "linked 
heads,，，or "marked central groove", or "toothed branch as horizontal division,，, other 
double-Fs fit into "dovetail fashion". One remarkable discovery Finn made was the 
motif combination. He was one of the pioneers studying this South China motif, he 
finally made a conclusion that the double-F stamp was organized in a pattern like 
this: 1/2. 1. 1/2. The "1" represents a full “F”，while the “1/2” represents half of the "F", 
with the first half on the left hand side and the second half on the right hand side 
(1958:181). What he hypothesized was later proved to be correct with the discovery 
of the double-F stamps in two archaeological sites in Boluo County, Guangdong: 
Meihuadun (梅花墩）（Guangdong Provincial Institute of Cultural Relics and 
Archaeology and Museum of Boluo County 1998) (Figure 2.5) and Yingang (銀_) 
(Guangdong Provincial Institute of Cultural Relics and Archaeology 1998; 2000). 
The Meihuadun site yielded a "dragon kiln", which consists of a series of linked kiln 
chambers built on a hilly slope, where the gradient provides the draft for combustion 
(Rice 1987:161). 
The dragon kiln is built so enormous volumes could be produced 
economically. According to Kopplin et al., a 50-meter kiln could hold more than 
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20,000 pieces in a single firing (2008:48), which may suggest that mass production 
took place at Meihuadun. Although this kiln and pottery stamp associated with the 
double-F was found in Guangdong and not in Hong Kong, this piece of information 
provides clues to how the double-F pottery was produced and in what kind of 
environment. Because Boluo was the only county where such finds were found, and 
that there were no possible Bronze Age kilns and double-F pottery stamps yielded in 
Hong Kong, it indeed led many archaeologists to ponder if double-F pottery was 
imported from Guangdong and not produced locally (Meacham 2009). 
國 
Figure 2.5 Double-F Stamp from Meihuadun 梅花墩’ Boluo County 博羅 in Guangdong 
Provi 门ce 
Source: Guangdong Provincial Institute of Cultural Relics and Archaeology and Museum of 
Boluo County 1998 
Despite the debates on where Hong Kong should be placed within the Bronze 
Age chronology and whether Bronze Age ever existed in Hong Kong, the double-F 
pottery is often found hand-in-hand with bronze items, leading to at least one 
consensus that this motif can be considered as an indicator of the Bronze Age. Many 
scholars have agreed that the geometric pottery vessels were designed according to 
bronze vessels, but the designs were expressed as local variants of the ancient Yue 
people (Zhang 1993). The double-F motif in particular, has lent its origin on the 
emulation of the Shang-Zhou dragon motif from the North (Meacham 2009; Ng 
2002; Xu 1984), yet it is uniquely South China and is only found in Bronze Age 
deposits. The knowledge of geometric-patterned pottery was thought to be the result 
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of a new wave of migration of the Yue people to Hong Kong and other parts of the 
Pearl River Delta region some 3500 years ago (Au 2004:70). In the Lingnan region, 
the double-F is usually referred to as the kui motif (夔/紋)，generally categorized as 
fine grained "hard geometric pottery" or "stoneware" in many Hong Kong 
archaeological reports or journals. This class of pottery is often described as "hard, 
high-fired, and generally cannot be broken by hand" (Meacham 1978:156). This type 
of pottery is hard, defined by its hardness ranging from 5 to 7 on the Moh's scale 
(Guangdong Provincial Institute of Cultural Relics and Archaeology 2005). In most 
cases, wheel marks are seen in the interior of the vessel or potsherd, which indicates 
the hard pottery was often produced on a slow wheel. 
The double-F pottery is described as being fired at a relatively high 
temperature usually between 1020 to 1150�C or on average 1100�C, sometimes 
found glazed (Ng 2002:117), which is earthenware with a porosity of 10% - 25% 
and a firing range of 900 to 1200°C (Rice 1987:5). There is somewhat a confusion of 
classification here - while some Hong Kong excavation reports term hard geometric 
pottery as stoneware, Rice's criterion of stoneware does not seem to match with the 
correct firing range as stoneware is fired at approximately 1200 to 1300°C (ibid) 
instead. So if the double-F and other hard geometric pottery of Hong Kong are fired 
at 1100°C, then they must have still been earthenware instead of stoneware. After all, 
earthenware can also be "glazed" when fired at high temperature - 900 or 1000�C or 
above, the fired product may become vitrified (Rice 1987:86). 
The common types of vessels the double-F pottery of Hong Kong holds 
include urns and jars (Shang 2000). This distinctive motif gained its reputation for 
being especially "southern" or Yue. It is mainly distributed in Guangdong Province, 
but neighboring regions also show signs of the double-F motif such as in eastern and 
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northeastern Guangxi, southwestern Hunan, and south of Fujian (Au 2004; Li 2006; 
Ng 2002). In Hong Kong however, only some Bronze Age sites have yielded the 
double-F pottery at the moment (see Figure 2.1). 
2 J.LI The Double-F Pottery of Boluo County, Guangdong Province 
Double-F potsherds have also been found in other Guangdong locations dated to the 
Bronze Age, and can be used for comparative study. Double-F potsherds from 
Meihuadun's 3 '�and 4出 layer, Boluo County of Guangdong Province were taken for 
thermoluminscence testing to find out the dates of these potsherds. Results showed 
that these double-F potsherds were dated to 2920±230 BP, 2790±220 BP, 2680±210 
BP, and 2850±220 BP (Li 2006:256; Shang 2000:116). Although this study was 
unable to conduct the same testing on Hong Kong's double-F potsherds, knowing 
that Hong Kong's Bronze Age dates from approximately 3500 to 2400 years ago, 
these dates probably suggest that the double-F pottery appeared in the middle of the 
Bronze Age. Figure 2.6 depicts the three studied sites in relation to Yingang and 
Meihuadun in Boluo County, Guangdong Province. 
Besides having direct evidence of the double-F pottery production located, a 
massive cemetery site dated to around the Shang-Zhou periods was discovered in 
Henglingshan (橫嶺山）of Boluo (Guangdong Provincial Institute of Cultural Relics 
and Archaeology 2005). This site recovered elaborate burials with many bronze 
artifacts not just of weapons and production tools anymore, but with bronze vessels 
(only one ding found in one tomb — M201:l) and musical instruments (Guangdong 
Provincial Institute of Cultural Relics and Archaeology 2005:41), indicating the 
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Figure 2.6 The three studied sites: Tai Wan, Sha Po New Village, and Sha Ha in relation to 
the two sites from Boluo County, Guangdong Province: Yingang and Meihuadun 
1. Yingang; 2. Meihuadun; 3. Sha Ha; 4. Tai Wan; 5. Sha Po New Village 
Map Source: d-maps.com 2011 
Site Source: AMO 2005; 2007c; Au 2004; Guangdong Provincial Institute of Cultural Relics 
and Archaeology 1998; Guangdong Provincial Institute of Cultural Relics and Archaeology 
and Museum of Boluo County 1998; Shang 2000 
Nonetheless, these grave goods have offered a better understanding of the 
double-F pottery. According to the report, the double-F pottery appeared in 
Henglingshan at the time of the Early Western Zhou (ca. 1046 — 950 BC), while 
several Hong Kong sites such as Hai Dei Wan, Lo So Shing, Man Kok Tsui, and Sha 
Po Tsuen were thought to have had the double-F pottery in the Middle Western Zhou 
to the Spring and Autumn periods (ca. 950 — 476 BC) (Guangdong Provincial 
Institute of Cultural Relics and Archaeology 2005:47), appearing a little later than 
Henglingshan�double-F pottery. The Henglingshan double-F vessels appeared in 
various forms: urns, jars, vases {lei 糖 and bu 瓶)，cauldrons, stem cups, basins. 
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dishes, bowls, and cups (Guangdong Provincial Institute of Cultural Relies and 
Archaeology 2005; Xii 1984), with one double-F vessel being a gui (篮)，instead of 
just urns and jars found in the Hong Kong context. Even among the double-F 
patterned jars found in Guangdong, the jars are divided into many different types: 
some with ears, some without ears, some with applique, round-based, and flat-based. 
Double-F pottery found in Boluo is extremely diverse - different types of vessels in 
different shapes, along with direct evidence of production, builds to the argument 
that Boluo was probably one of the major double-F manufacturing centers. The 
Guangdong Provincial Institute of Cultural Relics and Archaeology has classified the 
double-F motif into three styles according to the making of the unit stamp and how 
the double-F appeared on the vessel: the y i n , the y a n g , and the relief, in which the 
relief meant that the whole pattern was raised with the surrounding remains of the 
stamp hollowed out (2005:431). 
2 J, 1.2 How the Double-F is Studied Here 
Technological properties of the pottery were studied according to color, forming 
techniques, and inclusions; however, stylistic attributes were studied differently 
according to different patterns and styles. The double-F motif was produced by a 
stamp, after the discovery of two double-F pottery stamps found in Boluo County, 
Guangdong. So to further verify and access the possibilities of standardization in 
pottery production and motif application, specifics of the double-F motif were 
examined by its width and length, raised (yang) or impressed {yin), the "F" angle, 
whether the "F" is hooked or round-headed, whether the motif was repeatedly 
stamped causing overlaps, and the design elements or design combination (what 
other motifs were present along with the double-F). 
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2,1,3 Other Potsherds 
In a typical prehistoric Hong Kong assemblage, the pottery consists of a majority of 
coarse pottery (plain and decorated), along with a small proportion of hard pottery 
(plain and decorated). 
2.L3.1 Hard Geometric Pottery 
In most cases, the double-F pottery was found with other patterns of hard pottery, 
patterns such as the net pattern, the lozenge pattern, and the spiral pattern. Since these 
different patterned potteries are categorized under the same class with the double-F, 
they were also thought to be fired at about the same range as the double-F pottery 
(900�C — 1200�C) with a Moh's scale hardness between 5 and 7 (Guangdong 
Provincial Institute of Cultural Relics and Archaeology 2005), and made through 
coiling and slow wheel. 
The lozenge pattern was chosen in this study for its regular frequency in the 
three sites. Some other patterns were not chosen simply because some existed in one 
site and not in the other. Like the double-F, the lozenge was also stamped, and 
sometimes with overlaps. The main point of including the lozenge pattern here was to 
compare it with the double-F pattern on similar aspects to see if the two patterns were 
treated in more or less the same ways. 
2,1.3.2 Coarse Pottery 
Coarse pottery takes up most of the assemblage, but quality-wise it is not as fine as 
the hard pottery with a gritty texture and coarse feel. It is distinguished by its ‘‘soft 
flaky texture and large number of quartz inclusions" (Meacham 1978:127). Coarse 
pottery in Hong Kong is fired at 500'C — 800°C (Meacham 1987), which is also 
categorized as terracotta with a high porosity of 30% or more (Rice 1987:5). Coarse 
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pottery is usually plain or applied with cord marks, but as many researchers have 
previously suggested, the cord marks were not applied for aesthetic purposes but was 
unintentionally added when a device wrapped with cord was used for surface 
treatment in the process of vessel construction (Institute of Archaeology, CASS et al. 
2003; Meacham 1978; Rice 1987). This class of pottery in Hong Kong was thought to 
serve functionalistic properties - mainly for cooking, it is also suggested that the hard 
geometric pottery was mainly used for storage and also for ritual purposes (Meacham 
1978; Underbill 2002). 
The coarse pottery is very different from the hard geometric pottery material-
wise and function-wise; to be able to see differences or similarities between the two 
different types of pottery will disclose some clues to a routinized production. 
2.2 Chronology of the Potsherds 
While the chronology of Bronze Age Hong Kong is still under debate, Au (2004:70) 
proposes that at around 3500 years ago, around the time of Central China's Xia and 
Shang periods, there was an influx of new immigrants to Hong Kong, Shenzhen, and 
Zhuhai. Most of the time archaeologists of China put Hong Kong's Bronze Age into 
Guangdong's Bronze Age chronological framework, and in the bigger context of 
China's Bronze Age as a whole, which is equivalent to the Shang and Zhou periods. 
According to the Xia-Shang-Zhou Chronology Project commissioned by the Chinese 
government in 1996, the official dates of the Xia period is from 2070 to 1600 BC, the 
Shang period is dated from 1600 to 1046 BC, the Western Zhou period is from 1046 
to 771 BC, and lastly the Eastern Zhou period is from 771 to 221 BC (Lee 2002; Liu 
and Xu 2007). Whereas in Hong Kong archaeology, the Bronze Age is dated to 
approximately 3500 to 2400 years ago, which overlaps with China's Shang Dynasty 
to Eastern Zhou Dynasty. In this study however, Bronze Age Hong Kong will be 
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considered as a prehistoric period, following the Southeast Asian context similar to 
Higham's (1996), as Hong Kong during that time shared more similarities with 
cultures in Southeast Asia, and that Hong Kong was not in historical periods (with no 
written history) of any sort. 
To know the exact dates, absolute dating or chronometric dating (e.g. 
radiocarbon dating CI4, dendrochronology) is used (Renfrew and Bahn 2000). For 
pottery sherds, thermoluminscence dating is normally used where light emitted is 
measured during experimental heating of a ceramic material to about 500°C (Rice 
1987:440). But in cases when absolute dating cannot be applied, relative dating is 
then the solution for solving chronological problems. Most archaeological research 
today still pays close attention to transitions or morphologies of artifact assemblages 
to detect cultural changes and to put artifacts, deposits, societies and events into 
sequences, earlier before later. Having a chronological and stratigraphic framework 
contains the essential material and excludes those deemed confusing, for example, 
material found in disturbed deposits, and enables researchers for comparison. The 
relative dating methods used in this study is relying on information of stratigraphy 
and typology. 
2.2.1 Stratigraphy 
Stratigraphy is "the study of stratification — the laying down or depositing of strata or 
layers (also called deposits) one above the other" (Renfrew and Bahn 2000:118). In 
the three sites of this study: Tai Wan, Sha Po New Village, and Sha Ha, pottery sherds 
are studied according to strata that are considered as Bronze Age by the published 
reports along with the presence of the double-F pottery. There is however, difficulty 
in studying Father Finn's early Tai Wan material, as excavation methods at that time 
was quite different from now, only a small portion of the double-F and other pottery 
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accompanying them could be certain that it was dated to around the same time with 
the double-F potsherds. 
The Sha Ha site in this study consists of two separate excavations in 
2001/2002 and 2005. The 2001/2002 excavation was conducted by several 
archaeological teams from China — Guangzhou, Hebei，Henan, Shaanxi, and the 2005 
excavation by the Institute of Archaeology of the Chinese Academy of Social 
Sciences (CASS) and the Department of Anthropology at The Chinese University of 
Hong Kong (CUHK). Because the surface area of Sha Ha site is quite large, different 
teams were responsible for different areas for excavation. The information of what 
contexts belonged to the Bronze Age are rather scattered and confusing, as each team 
published their own brief reports on their excavated grid, often in different journals 
and in different years. Some contexts may not have been specified in finds and require 
identification when cataloguing artifacts one by one. For the 2005 field season, Layer 
2 is identified as Bronze Age with the presence of the double-F pottery. The Bronze 
Age strata have been identified as follows according to finds and reports (Table 2.2). 
Based on this table, the Bronze Age deposits seem rich and scattered over a 
rather large area. The Bronze Age units are more concentrated in areas where the 
Shaanxi team (Blocks Al, All, and E), the Henan team (Blocks C and DII), and the 
Guangdong team (Block DI) excavated. Burials were found specifically in Blocks All 
and DI (AMO 2005), which may indicate that certain areas served different functions 
within this large settlement. 
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Sha Ha Context 
Hebei Team (2001/2002) C4003 




















Guangzhou Team (2001/2002) C8017 
C8022 
~ ~ C8016 
— C8018 
~ C8003 
— C8023 (M1) 
— C8037 (M2) 
一 C8041 (M4) 
C8088 (M7) 
CASS and CUHK Teams C2 
(2005) 
Table 2.2 Sha Ha's Chronology and Stratigraphy according to Reports and Accession Cards 
•C stands for the C of "context", referring to the layer; M is taken from the M of mu (M), which stands for 
burial 
Sha Po New Village on the other hand, has a more straightforward 
stratigraphy. The site is divided into four layers, Layer 1 (LI) being the top layer. 
Layer 2 (L2), which is the layer beneath it, is divided into two layers A and B. These 
two layers were disturbed probably due to cultivation of local inhabitants, but 
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nonetheless they are identified as Ming Dynasty and Qing Dynasty deposits (AD 
1368 - 191 1) with some porcelain found. Layer 3 (L3) is identified as Tang Dynasty 
and Song Dynasty (AD 618 — 1279) because porcelain found was typically Tang and 
Song. The last layer is Layer 4 (L4), which according to the report，is dated to the 
Bronze Age, having yielded a lot of material definitely not of Tang and Song (AMO 
2007c) (see Table 2.3). 
Layer Period Material “ 
LI Modern ~Garbage, roots, some~ 
pottery sherds 
L2A Ming & Qing D y n a s t y S t o n e flakes, mixed 




L^B Ming & Qing Dynasty Porcelain sherds 
L3 Tang & Song Dynasty Bronze Age pottery 
sherds, Tang and Song 
— porcelain sherds. 
L4 Bronze Age Pottery sherds: cord-
marked, net, double-F, 
lozenge, jars, pots, 
potstands, net sinker, 
clay animal figurines, 
etc 
Table 2.3 Sha Po New Village's Chronology and Stratigraphy excavated by the AMO in 
2003/2004 
Source: AMO 2004; 2007c 
Tai Wan's stratigraphy however, is rather difficult to determine as the Tai 
Wan potsherds studied here were of Father Finn's collection, which dates back to 
when stratigraphy was rather unclear in the 1930s, and detailed fieldwork report is 
lacking. Potsherds that are identified as Bronze Age would be the double-F and other 
hard geometric pottery. 
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2.2.2 Typological Sequences 
The form of an artifact can be defined by its specific attributes of material, shape, and 
decoration. For example, when several pots with the same attributes constitute a pot 
type, typology groups artifacts into such types. In other words, typology enables us to 
identify pottery that carries a certain recognizable style to be of a certain period, 
which in some sense characterizes the society that produced them (Renfrew and Bahn 
2000:120). Another underlying idea typology brings out is stylistic changes, where 
grouping different artifacts into specific periods can map out how a certain artifact 
changed over a certain time frame. Most archaeologists have agreed that the double-F 
pottery is typically and strictly Bronze Age because this motif was nowhere to be seen 
in previous Neolithic deposits or in later dynastic periods (e.g. Han, Tang, Song) (Xu 
1984), some even proposed that the double-F pottery only appeared in the Late 
Bronze Age, which in dynastic chronological framework, is equivalent to the Spring 
and Autumn Period (AMO and Guangzhou Municipal Institute of Cultural Relics 
2007). 
2,23 Measurements 
The uniformity or variability of pottery through measurements is one of the key 
methods of analysis of this study. The measurements were obtained from wall 
thickness, motif width and length of the double-F motif (Figure 2.7), of the lozenge-
patterned (Figure 2.8), and of the cord-marked pottery. After obtaining measurements, 
Coefficient of Variation (CV) was used to see whether there was a high variability or 
not, as researchers have agreed that CV is by far the best measure (Blackman et al. 
1993; Eerkens and Bettinger 2001). The point is to make a few comparisons: 
1. The inter-regional comparison among Tai Wan, Sha Po New Village, and 
Sha Ha 
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2. The intra-regional comparison among Tai Wan and Sha Po New Village 
(within Lamma Island) 
3. The difference of variability between the double-F motif and the coarse 
paste cord-marked and the fine grained "hard" lozenge pattern on an 
inter-regional and intra-regional basis 
4. The degree of standardization through how many sites had both 
standardized production and product uniformity 
Based on these data and with studies on the archaeological contexts where the 
double-F motif and other potsherds were found, whether there were both standardized, 
routinized production and product uniformity in pottery occurring among the regions 
is investigated. By looking at inter-regional and intra-regional variations, if the CV 
value is below 10%, it means a high degree of standardization is present. 
Besides looking at variability, this study also approaches it the other way 
around — by looking at similarities. Cluster analysis (that groups entities by their 
similarity on a large number of attributes) was used in hope of plotting out which sites 
were characteristically closer and more similar than with the other site. The 
organization of production through the studying of manufacturing skills was also 
examined among the three sites. By combining and comparing similarities and 
dissimilarities of the studied pottery, it may indicate a differentiation in the use, the 
accessibility, the production, or even the status of the different types of pottery (e.g. 
elite goods versus commoner goods), or even among different sites (craft centers). 
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I 國 : 
Figure 2.7 Measuring the Double-F Motif 
_ 
Figure 2.8 Measuring the Lozenge Pattern 
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CHAPTER 3 POTSHERDS FOUND IN TAI WAN, LAMMA 
ISLAND 
Tai Wan (大灣）was first excavated in the 1930s. It was the very first archaeological 
site to be officially excavated in Hong Kong, and with the discovery of many 
significant finds, Tai Wan earned its reputation of being one of the most important 
archaeological sites of Hong Kong. 
On the western side of Lamma, an island due south of the western 
part of Hong Kong Island, there is a large bay, whence its Chinese 
name, “Tai Wan"... The finds of which the present chapter treats 
were made on the beach and in the sandbanks behind this stretch that 
faces S.W. and seems to be the real Tai Wan or Tai Wan To. Behind 
the beach is a fertile angle of soil in which is a village which the 
people themselves call “Tai Wan". (Finn 1958:2) 
Father Finn wrote 13 articles on the finds, which were published in The Hong 
Kong Naturalist. In 1958, the University of Hong Kong republished the works of 
Father Finn as Archaeological Finds on Lamma Island near Hong Kong. The site 
was revisited again in 1979, as the Hong Kong Electric Company wanted to install 
underground cables. A mini rescue excavation was conducted by the Hong Kong 
Archaeological Society. In November 1990，the Center for Chinese Archaeology and 
Art of the Chinese University of Hong Kong and the Anthropology Department of 
Sun Yat-sen University carried out another excavation covering a surface area of 
315.75 square meters (m^). In 1996 the Institute of Archaeology of the Chinese 
Academy of Social Sciences (CASS) once again unearthed astounding artifacts from 
this site (Au 2004:213-214). 
Lamma Island is situated in the southwest of Hong Kong Island, and the Tai 
Wan site is located on the west of the Island on a sandbar. The east, west and north 
sides of the site are surrounded by hills. The south of the site is the bay, and on its 
east and west side are headlands. At the back of the sandbar was once a lagoon but 
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now it has been converted to farmland. At the west of the sandbar is a stream that 
flows from north to south into the South China Sea (Au 2004:215). 
3.1 Archaeological Data 
Father Finn's discovery was not only of Tai Wan but also of Hung Shing Ye (洪聖 
爺）and Yung Shue Wan (榕樹灣)，and the finds were fruitful. These included 
bronze axes, bronze weapons, and typical Bronze Age pottery (hard geometric, soft 
and coarse). Finn divided the finds into different sections: jar-shaped vases and other 
"stamped ware，，，"rough ware" or coarse ware, stone and bronze axes, bronze 
weapons, arrowheads of bronze and stone, rings, stone implements, and some 
interpretations and comparisons of pottery and bronze artifacts here and there (Finn 
1958). It must be emphasized that the excavation methods during Father Finn's time 
were very different from now, and the related publication did not contain clear lists 
of artifact counts and precise representation of stratigraphy. Finn's (1958) approach 
was more descriptive, the finds were divided into rough categories based on artifact 
type and style, for example, bronze and stone axes would be put into the same "axe" 
category rather than being divided into bronze artifacts and stone artifacts. 
After a massive excavation of Tai Wan in the 1930s, the site was revisited 
again in 1990 and in 1996. One significant find was the yazhang blade (牙璋）that 
many saw as a sign of a stratified society (Shang 2000). A closer study of the two 
excavations was not possible since the official excavation reports are not published 
yet. Therefore I only have a brief report of the 1990 excavation published in Au's 
book (2004). Precise amounts of pottery and other remains recovered will not be 
presented here due to the inaccessibility of original accounts of the excavations. 
Particular restored vessels found within burials were mentioned in the brief report, so 
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this study will also follow suit in describing what was found in burials so to have 
reference to mortuary analysis. According to Au, Block IV Layer 2a excavated in the 
1990 field season is the main focus considered to be Bronze Age, or as the report 
suggests the layer to be dated to the Eastern Zhou period (Au 2004:228). 
The bulk finds by Father Finn have been stored at the Archaeological 
Repository of the AMO; but the 1990s finds are not stored with the Government and 
therefore, not accessible. I was allowed to observe some of Father Finn's findings 
from June to December 2011. The following description is based on Finn's and Au's 
publications, as well as my observation of the artifacts. 
LI Features: Burials and Activity Area 
Burials or signs of settlements were not found or mentioned in Father Finn's 
publications. The focus of Finn's collections seemed to be on the artifacts — bronze 
items, pottery, stone tools, and ornaments. However, there were features that 
indicated a sedentary lifestyle of early inhabitants in Tai Wan found in the 1990 field 
season. Ten burials were discovered, but due to Hong Kong's acidic soil, none of the 
burials contained any human remains. Out of the ten burials, nine of them were 
located in Layer 2b of Block IV，which is thought to be dated to the Early Bronze 
Age; and only one (M9) was a burial from Layer 2a, the layer considered to be 
Eastern Zhou, which in this context is seen as the Middle to Late Bronze Age (Au 
2004). Burial M6 was found in grid G15 with the most significant grave goods. 
Burial goods were concentrated at the southwestern part of the burial with goods 
stacked up in piles. Goods consisted of one yazhang blade made of kaolinite 
(categorized as jade in the report), broken in half; eighteen pendants that probably 
were linked together as a necklace: four disc-like ornaments that resembled the bi 
( i i ) , two tube-shaped, two triangular, and ten beads (Au 2004). Burial M4 was 
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located in grid F13; goods found consisted of one stone adze, one stone spear and 
one slotted ring. Burial M7 was found in El3 with two jars. Burial M9, the only 
Middle/Late Bronze Age burial was found located between Layers G16 and G17 (Au 
2004). This burial yielded one coarse cord-marked bowl，one coarse cord-marked jar, 
one soft pottery basin, and five soft pottery stem cup with ring foot and decorated 
with incised pattern (Au 2004) (Table 3.1). 
From the same 1990 field season, an activity zone of the early inhabitants 
was detected in the second layer of G17 (Au 2004). The zone was rectangular with a 
length of 470 cm and a width that ranged from 70 to 110 cm (Au 2004). Surrounding 
the zone was scattered with large amounts of coarse and soft pottery, at the same 
time, a huge shouldered adze was unearthed. 
Post-holes of a site could have been a valuable source to infer signs of 
sedentism; however, it was not recorded in this brief report, nor was it mentioned in 
Finn's publications. 
3.1,2 Pottery 
Hard, soft and coarse potteries were typically found in Bronze Age deposits. All the 
three types of pottery have been found in Finn's and the 1990 excavation.. 
According to the brief report of the 1990 excavation (Au 2004), coarse pottery and 
soft pottery were the majority, followed by hard geometric pottery and glazed 
pottery. 
Finn (1958) calls coarse pottery as "Rough Ware. Corded or Plain" in his 
publication. He does mention that a "considerable amount of rough ware has turned 
up,, (1958:39). The coarse pottery was found in depths that ranged from six feet to 
two feet, with a consistency of cord marks (Finn 1958). According to FinrTs 
observation, the pottery here was usually made with reddish clay and was not of 
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good quality. The walls were thick and badly affected by moisture. The coarse 
pottery was found repeatedly close by the hard geometric jars or guan (罐)，leading 
Finn (1958) to conclude that these should belong to around the same date as the hard 
geometric pottery. Coarse pottery found in 1990 on the other hand, was very loose, 
thus making it exceptionally easy to break (Au 2004). Colors varied mainly in 
grayish black, yellow orange, and pale red, with lots of inclusions, some with bits of 
carbon. Some individual vessels were fired at a higher temperature. The pottery was 
made with the pinching technique while the rim area seemed to have been finished 
on a slow wheel. The main design was the cord-marked that took up to 90% of the 
coarse pottery; other designs consisted of the zigzag pattern and the spiral pattern. 
Designs were mainly seen below the neck, vessels of this type were mainly 
cauldrons oxfu (签)，bowls or wan (碗)，and potstands (器座).Three cauldrons were 
found, all of which were made into different types, with two were found in burial M7. 
One complete cord-marked bowl was found in burial M9 (Au 2004:219). 
Another type of pottery Finn (1958:35) mentions is "Other Ware with 
Stamped or Molded Patterns". The descriptions of this type of ware are somewhat 
similar to what other reports call “soft pottery" or "chalky ware" (Meacham 1978; 
2009), as Finn (1958) describes this type of pottery being smooth and soapy. This 
could well be considered as earthenware but probably fired at a lower temperature 
than the hard ware. According to Finn (1958), most of the pottery found was in small 
pieces rarely over two inches long, the paste was soft and "not well baked" but 
frequently generously spotted with quartz particles (Finn 1958:35). Soft pottery 
found in the 1990 field season, on the other hand, had relatively fewer inclusions, 
and was fired at a not too high temperature (temperature was not measured here) (Au 
2004). Pottery colors consisted of red, light yellow, and gray, but there were 
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occasional white pieces. Vessels consisted of jars, basins (盤)，large bowls or pen 
(盆)，and stem cups, with patterns such as the net, the lozenge, the wavy, the zigzag, 
the incised grooves being mostly applied on jars (Au 2004). Basins and stem cups 
were usually plain. Some vessels of this soft ware were restored and were mentioned 
in the brief report - a jar found in burial M7 was decorated with stamped circular 
patterns on the shoulder. Another grayish yellow jar was decorated with net patterns 
and a plain grayish yellow stem cup was found in burial Ml. In burial M9, another 
large orange red plain bowl was found (Au 2004:220) (Table 3.1). 
According to Finn, an unusually large amount of large hard pots or bigger 
sherds were present. Hard pottery vessels consisted of urns, which Finn refers to as 
"oong"(甕）(1958:6), and of jars. These vessels did not have "feet" for the vessels to 
stand firmly, which presumably would be the round-bottomed jar (圜底罐） 
mentioned in other archaeological reports (Shang 2000). Patterns like the double-F, 
the net, the lozenge, the zigzag, the circles, the union jack also known as the basket 
pattern in Xu's terms (1984), and the inscribed squares were seen (Au 2004). 
Information was not quite precise here as to how many vessels or sherds were 
uncovered, only certain selected specimens deemed significant were mentioned. 
Glazed and unglazed stem cups or dou (豆）with intricate details incised with 
serrated tools to create dots or parallel bands were also mentioned in great length, 
but how many were found was not mentioned. Hard and glazed pottery was also 
found during the 1990 field season, but the proportion of it was relatively few in 
comparison to the coarse and soft pottery. These pottery sherds were fired at a higher 
temperature decorated with motifs like the double-F, the spiral, and the net pattern. 
Only two pieces of glazed pottery were found, both having a layer of green glaze 
cracked and peeled — one being a lid, which was wheel-made and another being a 
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sheep figurine (Au 2004:220). 
3.L3 Bronze Artifacts 
Finn found six axes of three types, two in each type, in the 1930s excavation (Finn 
1958). But when looked closely，one of the types is actually a bronze axe mold, 
which actually puts the number of bronze axes found to four with only two types 
instead of three. One bronze axe was found in Lot A with an agalmatolite axe and a 
stone lance head or dagger with some agalmatolite ornaments (Finn 1958:60). The 
other axe was found in Lot K accompanied by an agalmatolite gouge, and an 
agalmatolite bracelet (ibid). A half-chisel and a dozen stone rings and ring fragments 
were found immediately beneath it (Finn 1958). Finn (1958) states that Lot K 
"immediately adjoins" Lot A because both lots have unearthed similar types of 
pottery and artifacts. One bronze axe was from Lot E in a context with a 
considerable amount of bronze weapons: projectile points of two types, a spearhead, 
and two weapons like a lance or spear, which were named "assegais" by Finn (1958). 
The other axe was from Lot C found with bronze arrowheads, quartz rings and 
quartz ring cores, and an unglazed stem cup (Finn 1958). 
Another chapter in Finn's publication was dedicated to “Bronze Weapons". 
Finn mainly wrote about the findings of a bronze blade found in Tai Wan, which he 
calls "bodkin". The piece was broken in two pieces, found in Lot W, decorated with 
geometric patterns or what Finn calls "zoomorphic" (1958:80). He also found 10 
bronze "assegais" (Finn 1958:91); two of them in particular were decorated. Two 
bronze knife-like halberd, where one halberd was found in complete form in Lot E. 
At the same level, Finn found some more bronze artifacts: two assegais, one dagger, 
one bronze adze, arrowheads, and stone slotted rings. Near there was a black cord-
marked round-bottomed jar (1958:105). Two bronze spearheads were also found; 
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one spearhead Finn mentioned in particular was picked up at the beach of Tai Wan. 
The blade below the shoulder showed a human face or mask and the upper part of 
the blade was decorated with geometric patterns (Finn 1958:98), which is worth 
further studying. 
A number of 40 bronze arrowheads were also recorded in Finn's finds (Finn 
1958:116). As Finn wrote, the contexts of these arrowheads were apparently the 
same with the bronze halberd. Other artifacts found together with them included the 
double-F pottery, glazed ware, cord-marked pottery, and "many rings and discs of 
quartz" (1958:119). A bronze sword measured to 28 cm long and decorated with 
geometric patterns, and bronze adzes decorated with geometric patterns were also 
found by Finn (1958:215). 
Excavation in 1990 did not find as many bronze artifacts as Finn did. 
According the report, there was very little bronze artifacts recovered, most of them 
were shattered, and some were even in powder when found (Au 2004:225). There 
were only four pieces of bronze artifacts listed. One was a little axe, two were 
scrapers, and one was an unidentifiable object with both sides decorated with spiral 
patterns (ibid). None of them were found in burials. 
3.1.4 Stone Artifacts: Tools，Slotted Rings 
According to Finn (1958), ground stone tools were found in Tai Wan, though 
numbers were not specified. Apart from these unreported stone tools, 16 stone axes 
(adzes) were found on Lamma Island (Finn 1958:50). Though it was not sure how 
many of the stone axes (adzes) were from Tai Wan, only the item labeled ‘‘No. 6,, 
was said to be from Tai Wan (Finn 1958:56). The majority of axes are shouldered, 
and the adzes belong to the regular type with a rectangular shape (Finn 1958). 
Another 29 stone arrowheads were also identified, but the finds were mixed with 
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other artilacls found in Tai Wan and Hung Shing Ye (Finn 1958). While only four 
pieces were specifically identified as from Hung Shing Ye, I can only make an 
approximate number of 25 projectile points being possibly from Tai Wan. The 
Center of Chinese Archaeology and Art also found stone tools in 1990. Ten pieces of 
stone artifacts were found, nine of which in complete form. Stone tools are all 
ground: one axe, five adzes, and three spears. One adze and a spear were found in 
burial M4, while another shouldered adze was found in burial M3 (Au 2004:221). 
The majority of stone rings found by Finn were slotted, but at the same time 
there were rings that were not slotted, again the amount was not specified. Three 
complete rings of a "bluish laminated stone", five disc-like quartz rings, and one 
grayish green slotted ring were identified as being from Tai Wan (Finn 1958:145-
149). 
While Finn discovered enormous amounts of bronze items, he found no jade 
artifacts. As mentioned above, pieces of kaolinite ornaments have been discovered in 
the 1990 excavation (labeled as "jade" in the brief report), consisting of one yazhang 
blade, eighteen pendants that probably were linked together as a necklace: four disc-
like ornaments that resembled the bi (璧)，two tube-shaped, two triangular, and ten 
beads. Two bangles, four slotted rings, and one "T" ring made of kaolinite have also 
been found, all of which were recovered in burials (Table 3.1) (Au 2004). 
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Burial Grid Pottery stone “Jade，， 
Coarse Soft Hard 
Cord-marked Net-patterned 
M1 H16 cauldron (1) jar(1) 
Cord-marked jar Stem cup with 
(U ring foot (1) 
M2 H17 Cor 广 rk二 
cauldron (1) 
M3 ~ F 1 4 一 ~ Adze(1) Bangle (2) 
_ F13 二 1)) Slotted ring (2) 
Cord-marked 








r-Ho Cord-marked • … 
M7 E13 , . /。、 Jar (1) cauldron (2) 、」 
M8 ~~G16 _ ~ Adze (1) Slotted ring (2) 
Cord-marked ^ . … 
MQ G16. bowl ⑴ 丨 门 ⑴ , , 
_ 17 Cord-marked Stenj N i^th 
cauldron (3) _ foot (5) 
M10 I G15 I I A d z e d ) "T" ring (1) 
Table 3.1 Burial Goods from the 1990 Excavation, Tai Wan 
Source: Au 2004 
3, L 5 Axe Molds 
Originally placed under the category of Bronze Axes in Finn's study (1958), it is 
decided that since axe molds were made of clay instead of bronze, and they are 
essentially not axes, the molds will be put into a separate category. Two axe molds 
were found by Finn, one of them found in Lot E along with ground stone tools and 
an "assegai" (material not mentioned), and another smaller one was found at Lot X 
together with a double-F potsherd (Finn 1958:62). No axe molds were found in the 
later excavation of 1990 (Au 2004). 
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3.2 The Studied Pottery Sherds of Tai Wan 
As the original field record is neither detailed nor accurate, only nine pieces of 
double-F potsherds and five lozenge-patterned potsherds from Father Finn's 
collection could be identified as found in Tai Wan and be studied. Because Father 
Finn also excavated the Hung Shing Ye site near Tai Wan, but did not leave clear 
record of context and stratigraphy, finds from Tai Wan and Hung Shing Ye may 
have been mixed up already. As editor of Archaeological Finds on Lamma Island 
Hong Kong (1958) Thomas F. Ryan stated in his Preface, after several years of 
Japanese occupation, “few things of Hong Kong remained undisturbed" (Finn:VII). 
All photographs and original illustrations were missing, and most of the artifacts 
were misplaced from where they had originally been kept, so previous lists and 
catalogues were completely useless. This has added even more confusion to what 
artifacts were really from Tai Wan. Finds recovered from the 1979, 1990, and 1996 
excavations were not accessible, so they were not included in this study. 
Quantitative analysis may not be applicable in this section, but basic 
descriptions and comparison between the double-F sherds and the lozenge-patterned 
sherds can illustrate if there is an obvious difference in terms of fabric, 
manufacturing, and styles. 
3.ZJ The Double-F Potsherds of Father Finn，s Collection 
Father Finn's finds on Lamma Island have survived several decades, but information 
from the 1930s have become even more confusing after documents were gone 
missing. Statistical analysis was impossible in the 1930s; a thorough count of the 
amount of pottery, and context of the pottery found were not recorded at all. The 
nine double-F potsherds, identified as Tai Wan material by the AMO, are studied in 
terms of technological properties and physical characteristics, such as wall thickness, 
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forming techniques and color, as well as stylistic attributes and design applied. Of 
these nine potsherds, three are rim pieces, and the remaining six potsherds are of the 
shoulder part. The potsherds have been coded ‘‘Y1973.60.xF”，which seem to 
suggest that the sherds were excavated in 1973; but according to the AMO, these 
potsherds are from Father Finn's collection. The information drawn from these 
observations will be used to analyze pottery economics and the social structure 
during the Bronze Age. 
Technological Properties 
Like many studies of the double-F pottery, the double-F potsherds studied here were 
mainly hardware. According to the Guangdong Provincial Institute of Cultural Relics 
and Archaeology's study on the Henglingshan (橫嶺山）pottery, it is suggested that 
double-F pottery has a Moh's scale hardness between 5 - 7 (Guangdong Provincial 
Institute of Cultural Relics and Archaeology 2005). Out of the nine double-F 
potsherds found in Tai Wan, eight are wheel-made, with evidence of “rilling，，， 
rhythmic ridges and grooves that spiral around the vessel walls (Rice 1987). Though 
the Henglingshan report has concluded that the double-F vessels were made through 
a mixture of wheel and coiling (Guangdong Provincial Institute of Cultural Relics 
and Archaeology 2005), the eight Tai Wan potsherds do not show any signs of 
coiling. Only one rim potsherd No.Y1973.60.7F has been identified employing this 
method. It is observed that the rim was made on the slow wheel, the shoulder made 
separately through coiling and later attached together. The double-F motif was 
impressed and applied possibly with the paddle and anvil technique, where the 
paddle would be the motif stamp and the anvil placed in the interior of the vessel 
wall acting as a support when the clay was still relatively wet. As a result, anvil 
marks may appear in the interior of potsherds, as seen at potsherd No.Y1973.60.14F. 
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Pogerd inclusions* Voids Forming 二 ， S p e c k s = Sgace PInng 
Y1973.60. ，ste「s， 
2F oSuTand ^ ^ Wheel Body 0.68-0.75 Yes ^ ^ ^ 10 
BM ^ 
Y1973.60. Even-sized, 
or Occasional 、 ， ， ， „ , i inht 
3F (below 5%). Yes Wheel Body 0.50-0.65 Yes g j Gray S 
Opaque 
Y1973.60. Clusters, 
4F Sizes vary, Yes Wheel Body 0.68 Yes Grayish 
Opaque Yellow Yellow 
Y1973.60. gzesva「y， 
5F 卩^台^门口^!!  Yes Wheel Rim 0.72 Yes 丨^。^  Brownish 
urange， Orange Gray 
Black (5%) 
Y1973.60. ？6n-siz6’ " 
cr Occasional ,, , 〜 i inht uuii 
6F (below 5%). Yes Wheel Rim 0.30 Yes ^ 丨 yellow 10 
Opaque Orange 
Y1973.60. ，n-sizecj, 
7F 二 ， N O Wheel , m 0.73 Yes ^ ^ ^ 10 
Opaque 
Y1973.60. gzesVa「y， 
11F S t NO Wheel Body 0.50-0.60 Yes ^Sow 卿 S 
Black (5%) 
Y1973.60 .，s Vary 
12F Yes Wheel Body 0.45 Yes B : j s h 3 
u「ange， Yellow Black 
A m 
Y1973.60. =izesVa「y 
14F S f X Yes Wheel Body 0.60 Yes 3 u「ange Yellow Black 
(5%) 
Table 3.2 Technological Properties of Double-F Potsherds from Tai Wan (Finn's 
Collection, 1930s) 
•Clusters of inclusions are found only in fractures and voids, if there were no voids, these 
clusters would have not been noticed; therefore no frequency percentage is available for it. 
Sizes vary means some inclusions can be as large as 5 mm. 
**Wan thickness measurements for sherds with rims are not taken from the junction/collar of 
the vessel, but on where the double-F is applied (shoulder). Uneven thickness is stated on 
body sherds that are not located below the rim. 
***Firing conditions include: 0=Well-oxidized, R=Reduced, IO=lncompletely Oxidized, 
S=Smudged ‘ 
The potsherd walls seem to be thicker near the rim. For example, the wall of 
potsherd No.Y1973.60.6F near the rim was measured at 0.90 cm, while the lower 
part of the potsherd was 0.30 cm (Table 3.2)，which is three times thinner than the 
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part near the rim. Potsherds farther away from the rim and more on the shoulder or 
upper body of the vessel show a relatively even thickness, though there are 
exceptions such as potsherd No.Y1973.60.12F. The wall thickness measured from 
the nine potsherds ranges from 0.30 to 0.80 cm, with a mean of 0.61 cm and a 
standard deviation of 0.12 (Figure 3.1). Although it has been observed that walls 
closer to the collar may be thicker, the thickness of rim sherds were measured by 
where the double-F motif was applied, which was usually on the top shoulder. 
Contrary to thick wall measurements on rim pieces however, Table 3.2 shows that 
the three rim pieces actually have relatively stable measurement, one of which is as 
thin as 0.30 cm. The thickest piece was a body sherd No.Y1973.60.12F (Table 3.2). 
If we calculate CV values of rim pieces and body sherds separately, the CV value of 
the three rim sherds is 43.33%, while the CV value of the six body sherds is 15.88% 
(Table 3.3). The great variation still persists, indicating that each potsherd may have 
been prepared, handled, formed and fired separately. 
The sample size is rather small at the moment, whether there is a high 
variation in measurements will require more sherds to be studied, the values 
calculated here will be used as reference for later comparison. 
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Figure 3.1 Distribution of Double-F Potsherd Wall Thicknesses (Tai Wan of Finn's 
Collection 1930s) 
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Potsherd Mean (cm) ^ a n d a r d c v Value 
Deviation 
Rim Pieces 0.60 0.26 43.33% 
Body Sherds 0.60 0.095 15.88% 
Table 3.3 CV Values of Studied Tai Wan Double-F Potsherds (Finn's Collection, 1930s) 
Rice (1987) has stated that all earthenware "hard" pottery is impermeable but 
they can also be porous. Among the nine pieces, only two of them are not porous 
(Table 3.2). The remaining portions, regardless of how fine the clay may be or how 
elaborate designs are, there are still fractures, slits or voids seen in these fired objects. 
The causes to void occurrences vary. It may either be carbon or organic materials 
burnt off during firing, or it was manipulated by the steps of initial clay preparation, 
the amount, size, and shape of inclusions present in the paste, and the care exercised 
in wedging (Rice 1987:231). One phenomenon observed among these hard double-F 
potsherds is that when observed under the microscope with lOx magnification, 
clusters of opaque inclusions are seen within the voids of two potsherds 
No.Y19723.60.2F and No.Y1973.60.4F (Table 3.2). This has been explained by 
Gibson and Woods (1997), as the result of drying shrinkage, when clay dried and 
shrunk away, it caused cracks within the potsherd structure and exposed inclusions 
that were originally blended within potsherd walls. Not all of the sherds display 
clusters of inclusions; in fact, the adding of inclusions seems to vary for different 
sherds. Four of the nine double-F sherds (No.Y1973.60.3F, No.Y1973.60.6F, 
No.Y1973.60.7F, No.Y1973.60.14F) have inclusions that are hardly recognizable， 
even if inclusions are detected; they are usually opaque minerals that are 
occasionally spotted (Table 3.2). Sizes of inclusions vary for different potsherds, and 
the frequency level of inclusions seems to vary as well, demonstrated by its uneven 
distribution. Morphologically, the inclusions seem to be rounded or sub-rounded 
according to Powers' scale of roundness (Orton et al. 1993). The last group of 
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potsherds (No.Y1973.60.5F, No.Y1973.60.1 IF, and No.Y1973.60.12F) represents a 
slightly different category. These sherds have a variety of inclusions that are not only 
white or opaque, but also orange and black. Potsherds No.Y1973.60.5F and 
No.Y1973.60.llF have all three colors, while No.Y1973.60.12F has only white and 
orange. 
Interestingly, all the studied double-F potsherds have black specks except for 
potsherds No.Y1973.60.14F and No.Y1973.60.7F, their black specks are seen only 
in the core. The black specks are common in Hong Kong's hard pottery, and it has 
been suggested that these specks were caused by iron oxide turning to black 
magnetic iron oxide being fired at a temperature at or above 1150°C (Meacham 
1978:156). In Tai Wan's case, Finn (1958:251) has also briefly discussed the firing 
of the hard pottery. One double-F pottery sherd was re-fired to test the temperature. 
According to his results, he believed that the people who made the double-F pottery 
"had enough control of the furnace to be workers of metal", and that pottery was 
definitely fired at a temperature over 1000°C. From the information based on 
Meacham，s study and Finn's study, it may be possible that all double-F potsherds 
were fired at or above 1150°C, and it also demonstrates that Tai Wan potters have 
been able to maintain a high firing temperature, at least long enough for the black 
specks to appear. However, besides achieving a stable control of temperature, the 
fired products seem to display very different colors. 
Light gray pottery seems to be a popular choice of pottery clay for Bronze 
Age Hong Kong potters (Au 2004; AMO 2004; Finn 1958; Meacham 2009; Rogers 
et al. 1995). While four of the nine double-F pottery sherds have light gray core 
colors, which Rice (1987) interprets as clay that has little or no organic material, the 
remaining five double-F pottery sherds have a core color of pale or light yellow in 
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general (Table 3.2). These potsherds also have surface colors different from their 
core colors, usually of yellow, yellowish gray, orange, and brownish black. Some of 
them even have different margin colors, what other reports would describe this 
phenomenon as “the sandwich layer" (Figure 3.2). 
Figure 3.2 The Sandwich Layer of Double-F Potsherd No.Y1973.60.2F, Finn's Collection 
(1930s) 
Out of the nine double-F potsherds, four of them (No.Y1973.60.2F, 
No.Y1973.60.4F, No.Y1973.60.6F, No.Y1973.60.7F) show surface colors of light 
orange or yellow, which indicate that they were fired in an oxidizing atmosphere; but 
because core colors are either light gray or pale yellow, which are far from identical 
with the surface colors, these four vessels were possibly fired under a condition of 
incomplete oxidation (Rice 1987:345). A large portion of double-F potsherds appear 
to have brownish black or gray surface colors (Table 3.2), this would suggest that 
five of these double-F vessels were probably fired under a smudged condition where 
carbon may have been deposited on surfaces during or at the end of firing (Rice 
1987:345). The observations from the nine double-F potsherds seem to suggest that 
potters were not quite skilled in firing as seen from the potsherds showing 
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incomplete oxidation and smudging. Though results indicate that these vessels were 
fired in oxidizing environments, there is also a possibility that reduced firing in a 
closed environment existed. This will need to be further proven when more Tai Wan 
double-F potsherds are available for study. 
Stylistic Attributes 
All these sherds seem to be uniquely different from each other, unlike Sha Po New 
Village and Sha Ha, where there are certain sherds that look more similar with 
combined aspects fabric-wise and motif-wise (this will be discussed more in the Sha 
Po New Village and Sha Ha sections later). Perhaps due to the small amount of 
samples available for this study, I am unable to compare or spot any regularity 
among the potsherds. The only aspects found similar so far are the characteristic 
black specks, the voids, the different core and surface colors, and the wheel marks. 
Style-wise, the double-F motif in general were stamped near the rim and shoulder 
(upper body) and accompanied by the net pattern (方格系文）stamped from the lower 
body to the base of the vessel. The design combination is the double-F with the net, 
the double-F with the net, the combed dots (篦點),and the incised grooves (凹弦)• 
The double-F design, as mentioned in Father Finn's (1958) and Xu's (1984) 
study, is clearly evident in the sherds. In these nine sherds, the double-F motif is 
either raised iyang) or impressed (yin) (Figure 3.3) with the double-F being either 
hooked or round-headed (Figure 3.4). The double-F motifs on four sherds are raised, 
and are impressed on the remaining five sherds. Five sherds are hook-shaped, while 
four potsherds are round-headed (Table 3.4). The double-F also has certain angles 
that ranges from 9 2 � t o 110°, five of which slants to the right, and four slants to the 
left (Table 3.4). Upon observation, there is no association between the angle and 
how it is slanted. Again, another half-half proportion is seen among the nine sherds. 
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The motiflength ranges from 2.50 to 4.40 cm, with a mean of 3.10 cm and the motif 
width ranges from 2.00 to 3.50 cm, with a mean of 2.70 cm. However, due to the 
vast variations of the double-F motif seen in just the nine sherds, it is hard to have a 
strict comparison in motif length and width. More studies are needed to further 
verify if prehistoric potters had preferences to certain double-F style. 
Hook-
Motif Motif Raised (R) shaped 吓,， 
Potsherd No. Width Length /Impressed , 。 （ ） 」 A n g l e & Designs ‘下，， Design 
(cm) (cm) (I) , 二 - Direction Overlap Overlap 
(R) 
Y1973.60.2F 丨 
2-50 2.70 R H 105°R F, net Yes Yes 
Y1973.60.3F ~ "“； “ 
3.50 4.40 R H 110°L F, net Yes Yes 
Y1973.60.4F ~ ~ ： 
2-50 3.00 I H 95°R F，net Yes No 
Y1973.60.5F ~ ；；~ 
3.00 2.50 I H L F. net Yes No 
Y1973.60.6F ~ “ 
3.00 2.50 R R 95。L F Yes Yes 
Y1973.60.7F ~ 
3.00 3.50 I R 92。R F Yes No 
Y1973.60.11F ~ ~ ~ 
2.50 2.50 I R 100。L F No Yes 
Y1973.60.12F ~ ~ “ 
2.00 3.50 R R 110。R F No No 
Y1973.60.14F ~ 
2.50 3.00 I H 105°R F No Yes 
Table 3.4 Stylistic Attributes of Studied Tai Wan Double-F Potsherds (Finn's Collection 
• 1930s) 
*Some "F" angles cannot be measured due to incomplete double-F. 
Figure 3.3 Double-F Style: Raised, Round-headed, Slanted to the Left (Potsherd 
No.Y1973.60.6F from Tai Wan, Finn's Collection, 1930s) 
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Figure 3.4 Double-F Style: Impressed, Hooked, Slanted to the Right (Potsherd 
No.Y1973.60.7F from Tai Wan, Finn's Collection, 1930s) 
The double-F stamp still follows what Finn (1958) previously proposes - the 
1/2.1.1/2 unit pattern, as some sherds presents a clear half "F" head on the left, and a 
clear half "F" tail on the right. Stamp borders can be seen on potsherds 
No.Y1973.60.5F, No.Y1973.60.1 IF, and No.Y1973.60.12F, proving that the double-
F motif was stamped onto the vessel. To confirm Finn's hypothesis of how a double-
F stamp looks like, the two stamps found in Boluo County (博羅）of Guangdong 
Province (as mentioned in previous chapters) have shown that the double-F patterns 
were stamped in a Y2A.V2 fashion, which is observed in most sherds, following 
strictly to the rule. Finn (1958:31) has also mentioned that all hard geometric pottery 
should have a potter's mark, as he has called it "trade marks’,，and they are seen on 
rims and foot pieces of jars and stem cups respectively (ibid). According to Finn's 
observation (1958:34)，"none of the other wares have definite trade marks been 
found.,. However in the nine studied double-F potsherds, only one rim sherd is found 
with a potter's mark (No.Y1973.60.5F) (Figure 3.5). The claim that all hard pottery 
had a potter's mark is yet to be proven since certain rim sherds found do not 
necessarily display sherds with the mark. Indeed, there seems to be a rule set for 
potters to follow — the potter's mark and the unit of impression. 
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The overstamping phenomenon or the overlaps of double-F patterns is 
evident in the pottery sherds. There are two types of overlaps. The first one is the 
double-F overlap, which includes the repeated stamping of double-F at the same 
location, and the half "F" head or the half "F" tail being covered by another half "F" 
unit. Another type of overlap is “motifs overlap，’，which means the band of double-F 
patterns are covered or crossed out by another motif like the net pattern or incised 
grooves. This other pattern may sometimes cover portions of the previous pattern, 
for example the double-F motif, or vice versa, but that does not mean the double-F 
overlaps and the motifs overlaps are mutually exclusive, in fact, they can appear on 
the same sherd. Eight of the nine potsherds show at least one of the above two 
overlaps. Six of the nine potsherds show the double-F overlap, while potsherds 
No.Y1973.60.2F, No.Y1973.60.3F, and No.Y1973.60.6F also have motifs overlap. 
Another two pottery sherds show only the double-F overlap, and only one double-F 
pottery sherd, No.Y1973.60.12F, shows no overlaps (Table 3.4). It must be 
emphasized here that motif overlaps are only available when the potsherd is 
imprinted with the double-F motif and another design. According to Table 3.4, only 
potsherds No.Y1973.60.2F, No.Y1973.60.3F, No.Y1973.60.4F, and 
No.Y1973.60.5F are seen with both the double-F motif and the net pattern, and it is 
only potsherds No.Y1973.60.4F and No.Y1973.60.5F that do not show motif 
overlaps. In other words, a skill and organization difference is reflected on these four 
sherds. 
Different as the double-F styles may seem, in order to detect the possibility 
of having the same stamp applied on some pottery sherds, the yin/yang mode, the 
double-F hooked or round-headed design, and the right or left double-F are 
examined. Again, probably due to the small sample size, only two potsherds show 
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certain similarity of the double-F motifs, which are potsherds No.Y1973.60.4F and 
No.Y1973.60.14F. Both are impressed, hooked, and the double-F slants to the right. 
Interestingly enough, the two sherds display exactly the same standard deviations in 
both motif length and width, which is 0.29 cm. However, when compared closely, 
despite the similar styles of the double-F, the double-F angle is different. Potsherd 
No.Y1973.60.4F has an angle of 92。，while potsherd No.Y1973.60.14F has a double-
F angle of 105°. Moreover, the technological properties observed among the three 
sherds show that though they have a similar range of wall thickness: 0.68 and 0.60 
cm respectively, they were made of different clay pastes and were fired in different 
conditions (Table 3.2). 
Figure 3.5 The Potter's Mark on Rim Potsherd No.Y1973.60.5F in Tai Wan found by Father 
Finn in the 1930s 
There does not seem to be particular association between the double-F angle, 
design arrangements, hooked or round-headed, and whether it was impressed or 
raised, and there does not seem to be a special correlation between the sizes of 
inclusions, the types of inclusions, and the fired colors or structures reflected in the 
final products. 
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3丄2 Other Potsherds: the Lozenge-patterned 
Though the focus is on the double-F potsherds of the sites Tai Wan, Sha Po New 
Village, and Sha Ha, a comparison with other types of potsherds may offer more 
insights to the pottery production of Bronze Age Hong Kong. In Tai Wan, only the 
double-F and the lozenge-patterned potsherds are available for this study, though 
according to Finn's publications that there were cord-marked potsherds found as 
well. As these potsherds are from Finn's collection, it is basically impossible to 
identify the context of these sherds due to limited information. However, like the 
double-F potsherds, these five pieces will be discussed in terms of technological 
properties and stylistic attributes. Among the five pieces, two of them have been 
identified as parts of the rim and shoulder, while the remaining three are considered 
to be parts of the body of a vessel. 
Technological Properties 
All five lozenge-patterned potsherds show wheel marks on the interior, indicating 
that they were made on the wheel. While all five sherds are made on the wheel, the 
structure of potsherd No.Y1973.60.18F is more powdery than the others. As black 
specks appear in all potsherds except potsherd No.Y1973.60.18F，and that the 
appearance of black specks indicates a relatively higher temperature of 1150°C or 
above (Meacham 1978), there is reason to believe that potsherd No.Y1973.60.18F 
was fired lower than 1150°C. On the other hand, potsherd No.Y1973.60.21F has 
exceptionally huge and numerous black specks, but its other properties observed do 
not indicate anything special or irregular compared to other lozenge-patterned 
potsherds in this assemblage (Table 3.5). 
The core and surface of the sherds all have different colors. Core colors are 
mainly light gray and yellow, while surface colors range from yellow, orange and 
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gray (Table 3.5). Potsherds No.Y1973.60.19F and No.Y1973.60.20F in particular, 
have different exterior surface and interior surface colors. Potsherd 
No.Y1973.60.19F for example has a core color of light gray, and an exterior surface 
color as dull yellow, while its interior surface color is gray. This is probably the 
result of insufficiently oxidized firing (Rice 1987). There is only one potsherd that 
seems to be smudged (potsherd No.Y1973.60.22F) (Table 3.5). 
Porosity with slits, fractures or voids are very common among Tai Wan 
pottery sherds. Some have more voids than others, such potsherd No.Y1973.60.21F 
having more voids than potsherd No.Y1973.60.18F. In these five sherds, only one is 
nonporous (No.Y1973.60.22F). The causes to the voids, as mentioned earlier, can be 
many. Voids could have been formed when organics or carbon was burnt off during 
firing, or they could have been resulted during the course of initial clay preparation 
(Rice 1987). But having the potsherds examined under the microscope with lOx 
magnification, like some of the double-F potsherds from Tai Wan, potsherd 
No.Y1973.60.20F show clusters of opaque inclusions in voids. This phenomenon 
was explained in section 3.2.1 that it could have been caused by drying shrinkage, 
when clay dried and exposed these inclusions in cracks and fractures (Gibson and 
Woods 1997). The other potsherds seem to have different inclusions, as seen from 
Table 3.5, inclusion frequency ranges at 5% or below, according to the percentage 
inclusion estimation chart (Orton et al. 1993). Some potsherds have relatively even-
sized inclusions, while others have inclusions of varying sizes. It is only within five 
lozenge-patterned potsherds that we already notice differences in inclusion adding, 
and this may well suggest that they were produced from different hands or from 
different occasions. 
Wall thickness ranges from 0.40 cm to 0.60 cm, with a mean of 0.48 cm and 
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a standard deviation of 0.09 (Figure 3.6). Though the standard deviation of the wall 
thickness seems considerably lower than that of the double-F potsherd, the CV value 
of the wall thicknesses of the lozenge-patterned potsherd is 18.75%, which is still 
above 10% and highly variable. Considering the fact that there are three rim pieces 
in this lot of samples, and it was previously suggested that rim pieces might have 
thicker wall thicknesses than those of body sherds, Table 3.5 shows that there is not 
much of a difference among all the measurements. However, if we were to divide the 
measurements into rim and body sherds for a more precise CV value, results show 
that the CV value of the rim pieces is 28% while the CV value of the body sherds is 
17.40% (Table 3.6). 
P o t 二 Inclusion* Voids Forming Vessel Thickness Core Surface Firing 
No. ^ Part (cm)** ^ Color Color *** 
Y1973.60 Even-sized, 
• 18F Occasional Yes Wheel Body 0.60 No P 她 Dull ,q 
(below 5%) Yellow Orange 
Y1973.60 Sizes Vary, 
.19F Opaque, Yes Wheel Body 0.40 Yes Ligfit Gray, Dull 
(50/0) Gray Yellow 
丫 1973.60 Clusters, Light 
.20F Sizes vary, Yes Wheel Rim 0.45 Yes Light Gray, !〇 
Opaque* Gray Light 
Orange 
丫1973.60 ，esva�y, 
_21F S S t Yes Wheel Rim 0.45 Yes 丨• 
Black (5%) 
Y1973.60 ？6rvsiz6(|， 
I S 3 , NO Wheel Rim 0.60 Yes 巳 二 s h 3 
Opaque 
Table 3.5 Technological Properties of Lozenge-patterned Potsherds from Tai Wan (Finn's 
Collection, 1930s) 
•Clusters of inclusions are found only in fractures and voids, if there were no voids, these 
clusters would have not been noticed; therefore no frequency percentage is available for it. 
Sizes vary means some inclusions can be as large as 2 mm. 
**Wall thickness measurements for sherds with rims are not taken from the junction/collar of 
the vessel, but on where the lozenge is applied (shoulder). 
***Firing conditions include: l〇=lncompletely Oxidized, S=Smudged 
Both CV values of different vessel parts are still well above 10%, suggesting 
that the wall thicknesses are rather variable. It must be emphasized once again that 
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the sample is extremely small; calculating of the CV values now is only used for 
reference and comparison with the two other sites. The wall thicknesses of these 
sherds are relatively thinner compared to similar sherds found in other sites, but 
whether this is a Tai Wan characteristic will require more Tai Wan potsherds and 
further studies. 
Potsherd Mean (cm) Dev?at?on CV Value 
Rim Pieces — 0.50 — 0.14 — 28.00% 
Body Sherds 0.50 0.087 17.40% 
Table 3.6 CV Values of Studied Tai Wan Lozenge-patterned Potsherds (Finn's Collection, 
1930s) 
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Figure 3.6 Distribution of Lozenge-patterned Potsherd Wall Thicknesses from Tai Wan 
(Finn's Collection, 1930s) 
Stylistic Attributes 
Design combinations of all five sherds are somewhat similar to the double-F sherds 
in a sense that the lozenge pattern is either teamed up with the net pattern or with 
combed dots. Three are with the net pattern (potsherds No.Y1973.60.18F， 
No.Y1973.60.19F and No.Y1973.60.20F) while one potsherd is with combed dots 
(No.Y1973.60.21F) and another potsherd has both the net and the combed dots 
(No.Y1973.60.22F) (Table 3.7). Like the double-F, the lozenge motif is applied on 
the shoulder or near the rim. Two sherds, No.Y1973.60.18F and No.Y1973.60.19F, 
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show that they are part of the upper body, while the other three had the lozenge 
pattern applied near the rim. From the rim angles of potsherds No.Y1973.60.20F and 
No.Y1973.60.22F, it seems possible that the two potsherds were parts of urns, while 
Y1973.60.21F may well be part of ajar. 
Like the double-F, there are variations in the lozenge motif, one type with a 
solid filled square in the middle and another type with a solid filled diamond in the 
middle. The filled diamond can be surrounded by one or two border lines, and the 
rhombus seems to be longer than the filled square in general. This is seen in potsherd 
No.Y1973.60.21F, with a motif length of 1.80 cm and width of 0.70 cm (Figure 3.7). 
On the contrary, lozenge patterns with filled square have squarer dimensions, for 
example, potsherd No.Y1973.60.20F has a motif length of 0.80 cm and a width of 
0.75 cm (Figure 3.8). 
^ S q u a r e 
Potsherd No. _ ) f ， t h (SQ)/ No. of Motif 
(cm) 二 Diamond Borders Overlap 
^ (D) 
Y1973.60.18F 7T： ； ” " 
0.40 0.60 SQ 1 Lozenge, net No 
Y1973.60.19F ~ ；"" 
0.70 0.70 SQ 1 Lozenge, net Yes 
Y1973.60.20F ；;T： 
0.75 0.80 SQ 1 Lozenge, net Yes 
Y1973.60.21F ~ ~ ~ Lozenap 
0.70 1.80 D 2 Lozenge, 
combed dots 
Lozenge, 
Y1973.60.22F . __ …， mmhprl dnQ 0.70 1.25 D 2 comoea aos, 
net, incised 
grooves 
Table 3.7 Stylistic Attributes of Lozenge-patterned Potsherds from Tai Wan (Finn's 
Collection, 1930s) 
Proportion of the preferred lozenge style is quite equal, although it is not 
clear whether it is due to the extremely few samples. Unlike the double-F motif, 
however, the lozenge-pattern sherds only have border overlaps, which refer to the 
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overlap of the stamp borders when the motif was stamped on the vessel to create a 
band (Figure 3.7). When compared with the double-F potsherds of Tai Wan, the 
lozenge pattern itself at least does not show re-stamping. The lozenge-patterned 
potsherds only show motif overlaps, which is usually applicable to potsherds that 
have more than one type of motifs applied. By having motif overlaps, it means that 
one motif is covered or crossed out deliberately or mistakenly. Among the five 
studied lozenge-patterned potsherds, all of them contain more than one design, either 
with the net pattern or with combinations of combed dots and incised grooves. 
However, not all are free from overlaps, two of them display signs of motif overlaps. 
This situation once again points to either the lack of skills or the lack of organization 
during potting. 
Based on similar preparation, forming, firing, and design application methods, 
it could be highly possible that the double-F and the lozenge-patterned pottery were 
basically produced on the same methods. It is also observed that the double-F and 
the lozenge-patterned pottery were usually applied on urns and jars in Bronze Age 
Hong Kong, this seems to suggest that the two may have served similar functions, 
where the only difference they contain lies in the design motif itself. Each Tai Wan 
potsherd has its own combination of clay, inclusions, wall thicknesses，fired colors, 
and motif style, and it seems impossible to find two sherds with exactly the same 
characteristics and attributes. This can only be explained that these pottery vessels 
were made separately on different occasions. Though it is possible that they were 
made by the same potter(s), it seems that they were not standardized. 
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Figure 3.7 "Filled Diamond" Style of Lozenge-patterned Potsherd N0.YI 973.60.21 F from 
Father Finn's Collection of the 1930s 
Figure 3.8 "Filled Square" Style of Lozenge-patterned Potsherd No.丫 1973.60.20F from 
Father Finn's Collection of the 1930s 
3.3 Discussion: Inference on the Social Structure of Tai Wan 
Based on data from the above studied potsherds and archaeological data provided 
from previous publications (Au 2004; Finn 1958), a clearer picture of Tai Wan can 
be constructed. 
The discovery of burials and activity zone from the 1990 field season 
indicates that the prehistoric Tai Wan inhabitants settled in this region. Though post-
holes were not detected as proof of piled dwelling housing built in Tai Wan (An 
1994), burying the dead may well tell us about their decision on settling down in this 
region for a certain period of time. 
The ground stone tools of arrowheads, spearheads, and adzes found in the 
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1930s and in the 1990s suggest that hunting and gathering were probably still the 
dominant subsistence strategy for this group of people. Plant cultivation activity 
could have been feasible like the people of Sha Ha (Lu et al. 2005), since there was a 
stream at the west of the sandbar (Au 2004) that could support crops with fresh water. 
This of course needs to be further proven, as there is no evidence to support this. 
Based on my observation, the double-F and lozenge-patterned motif are all 
applied on the rim or shoulder of the vessel Further, vessels that are stamped with 
the double-F and lozenge patterns are urns and jars. 
The appearance of black specks found in almost all of the potsherds studied 
show that these pottery were fired at or above 1150°C, which indicates that a new 
form of firing technology might have been developed to better control the 
temperature. On the other hand, though the firing temperature was higher and the 
prehistoric potters might have kept this firing temperature rather stable, the potsherds 
still show incomplete oxidation, which means that there was still difficulty in 
controlling the firing environment. 
The presence of wheel marks found in potsherds suggest that potters at that 
time developed the technique of wheel-throwing, which perhaps substituted the old 
pinching forming technique in pottery making, and would have enabled a faster and 
more desirable vessel formation. The stamped potsherds and occasional anvil marks 
found in the interior of certain potsherds also suggest that the paddle-and-anvil 
technique became an essential treatment in the processes of pottery production in 
Bronze Age Tai Wan. The introduction of the potter's wheel has nonetheless 
increased the efficiency of pottery manufacturing. 
However, with the above techniques, there is still a lack of consistency 
within the potsherds. This may suggest the absence of quality control and 
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standardization in pottery production. First, there is a difference in the clay paste 
treatment as seen in the different inclusions spotted in the potsherds (sometimes 
hardly recognizable, sometimes with only opaque inclusions, sometimes with black 
and orange inclusions). According to Rice (1987), the presence of voids in some 
potsherds and not all may also indicate different methods of paste treatment, in 
occasions such as adding organics to the paste and having them burnt off during 
firing, in other cases such as using different clay, adding different amounts of 
inclusions in different sizes, or in other steps of initial clay preparation. However, 
the exact causes could not be identified here, as it requires further analysis to provide 
answers. 
The wide range of wall thickness may indicate that there was no code 
prescribed to keep a uniform measurement in wall thicknesses for urns and jars. 
Samples are rather small in this current assemblage and a solid conclusion cannot be 
made, but combining these measurements with the two other sites may offer us more 
clues. At the same time, the different colors of potsherds signify different firing 
conditions, either in an oxidized environment or in a reduced environment, and 
suggest that these double-F or lozenge-patterned vessels were fired in different 
settings. The diverse double-F styles and the inability to detect the same double-F 
style stamped from one single double-F pottery stamp also testify to the separate 
production of pottery. With different clay preparation, varying wall thickness, 
dissimilar firing conditions, and individual pattern styles, it is evident that pottery 
production in Tai Wan was not centrally produced, though given the skills of the 
potsherds, pottery may have been produced by certain people in Tai Wan. Mass 
production and standardization may not have existed at that time, but it may be 
possible that potters who made the double-F and lozenge-patterned vessels were 
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already semi-specialists (more on skills will be discussed in Chapter 7). 
Though potsherd observations show that there may not have been economic 
specialization, the presence of an extremely rare grave good found in burial M6 
might contribute more to the reconstruction of Tai Wan's social structure. The 
yazhang blade/scepter was found, one of the two found so far throughout Hong 
Kong. There have been many interpretations about what the yazhang was used for, 
for example, as a symbolic weapon for commanding the army or as a ritual item 
(Gong and Yang 1994; Li 1994; Liu 1994; Yang 1994). Regardless of what this 
yazhang was intended for, only one was found and belonged to the owner of burial 
M6. Burial M6 also contained grave goods that were not found in other burials such 
as the bi pendant (see Table 3.1), and this seems to suggest that the owner of burial 
M6 was of special status or rank. 
According to the brief report (Au 2004), all "jade" (kaolinite in fact) 
ornaments were found in burials only, this may mean that owners of burials M3, M4, 
M6，M8, and Ml0 were relatively important people, while the owner of burial M6 
would be the one with the highest ranking according to the larger amount of "jade" 
artifacts (Table 3.1) found in the burial as well. There was also a special system in 
burying the deceased. As seen in Table 3.1, there seems to be some sort of ranking 
reflected in the burials, those who were buried with pottery could not have stone or 
“jade，，artifacts buried with them, and those who were buried with stone or "jade" 
artifacts, including the owner of burial M6, did not have any pottery buried with 
them, except for the owner of burial M5, who had a stone spear and pottery buried 
together. This special arrangement seems to be a code that was followed in Tai Wan, 
which may reflect part of an elaborate social system, though it is not clear if other 
sites also practiced this code as well. 
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Besides the burials found with "jade" ornaments, Tai Wan seems to contain 
many bronze artifacts, and many of them were found with pottery including the 
double-F. The bronze items were diverse and relatively abundant compared to other 
sites such as Sha Ha, where only two bronze axes and some bronze arrowheads have 
been found (AMO 2005). Some bronze artifacts from Finn's collection were 
decorated with geometric patterns such as the 28 cm bronze sword. Finn (1958) also 
specifically mentioned a blade he picked up from the beach had a human face or 
mask decorated below the shoulder (also mentioned in section 3.1). The 1990 field 
season also found a bronze adze decorated with spiral patterns (Au 2004). These 
decorated bronze artifacts may be symbolic or at least more special than regular 
bronze tools, which in turn suggest that this society did display social differentiation. 
Though Finn was unable to locate any burials during his excavations in the 
1930s, he did mention in his publication (Finn 1958) that bronze axes were 
discovered with other artifacts such as in Lots A and K, which are lots thought to be 
next to each other. A bronze axe, an agalmatolite axe, a stone dagger and some 
agalmatolite ornaments were found in Lot A; and a bronze axe was found with an 
agalmatolite gouge and an agalmatolite bracelet in Lot K (Table 3.8). 
Both lots were said to contain pottery and other artifacts as well, though not 
specified. In Lot E, a bronze axe was found with bronze projectile points, a bronze 
spearhead, two bronze assegais, and a bronze halberd. In Lot C, the bronze axe was 
accompanied with bronze arrowheads, quartz rings and ring cores, and a stem cup 
(Finn 1958, see also section 3.1). Bronze items found with ornaments made of 
agalmatolite, a semi-precious stone, seem to suggest that these lots were of 
importance. Unlike potsherds or stone tools that could be found in workshops or 
activity zones, personal and seemingly unique ornaments deposited in a single place 
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may be evidence of burials or ritual pits. 
Lot No. Finds 
Bronze axe (1) “ 
Lot A Agalmatolite axe (1) 
Stone dagger (1) 
Some agalmatolite ornaments with pottery 
Bronze axe (1) 
Lot K Agalmatolite gouge (1) 
Agalmatolite bracelet (1) 
Some pottery 
Bronze Axe (1) 
Bronze spearhead (1) 
Lot E Bronze halberd (1) 
Bronze assegais (2) 
Some bronze projectile points 
Bronze axe (1) 
LotC Stem cup (1) 
Some bronze arrowheads, quartz rings and ring cores 
Table 3.8 Possible Burials or Ritual Pits in Tai Wan found by Father Finn in the 1930s 
Source: Finn 1958 
To sum up, though it is not certain whether there was economic 
differentiation within Tai Wan's society where elites had the power to control 
strategic resources, food production, and pottery production, the burials discovered 
in 1990 (Au 2004) seem to suggest that there were differences in rank as seen in 
burials with more exotic jade items versus the burials with ordinary items such as 
cord-marked pottery. The vast amounts of bronze artifacts, some of which were 
decorated, along with ornaments made of semi-precious stones such as "jade" (or 
kaolinite) and agalmatolite (Finn 1958), also point to the fact that there were certain 
people who had the privilege to own and use rarer items. The society in Tai Wan 
would have been a ranked one, but whether it was a stratified society like what 
Shang (2000:111) has stated, as having entered a "civilized society，’，would require 
more studies. 
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CHAPTER 4 POTSHERDS FOUND IN SHA PO NEW VILLAGE, 
LAMMA ISLAND 
Sha Po New Village (沙埔新村）is located on Lamma Island, right next to Yung 
Shue Wan (榕樹灣),a small bay northwest of Lamma Island. At the northeast of Sha 
Po New Village is a hill called Yung Shue Ling (榕樹嶺).The land at the foot of 
Yung Shue Ling is flat and has a stream that runs from east to west into Yung Shue 
Wan. The site is technically located at the south of the hill, next to Sha Po New 
Village is another site Sha Po Tsuen (沙埔村）or Sha Po Old Village (沙埔舊村） 
that was excavated earlier in the 1970s by the Hong Kong Archaeological Society 
(AMO 2007c). The site at Sha Po New Village however, was first detected during a 
survey conducted by the Antiquities and Monuments Office (AMO) in 1982. In 1985, 
B. A. V. Peacock and Taryn J. P. Nixon conducted a trial excavation there and found 
stone axe molds, stone adzes, and geometric pottery. In the years 2000 and 2001, Mr. 
Au Ka Fat also conducted a survey at the site (ibid). But it was not until the local 
residents of Sha Po New Village requested rebuilding village houses, did the AMO 
evaluate and assess whether there were archaeological deposits beneath the proposed 
the construction area, and finally decided to carry out excavation in 2003 and 2004 
(ibid). 
4.1 Archaeological Data 
The archaeological data presented here is based on the brief excavation report 
published in the Kaogu ]omn3[(考古）in 2004, and the official full excavation report 
published in 2007 by the AMO. Between 2003 and 2004, the AMO carried out a 
small-scale excavation of only 56 square meters (m^) and four layers were uncovered 
during the course of excavation. Layer 1 (LI) and Layer 2 (L2) were the top layers 
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identified as Ming and Qing (AD 1368 — 1911) deposits, Layer 3 (L3) was identified 
as Tang and Song (AD 618 - 1279) deposits, and lastly Layer (L4) was thought to 
have dated to the Bronze Age (3500 - 2400 BP) (see also Chapter 2) (AMO 2004; 
2007c). As Layer 4 is the main Bronze Age stratum, this section will focus on 
materials recovered from this stratum. The data of features, pottery, stone, and 
bronze artifacts will be used to analyze the social structure of Sha Po New Village 
during the Bronze Age. 
4.1.1 Features: Post-holes 
In Layer 4, the stratum dated to the Bronze Age, 36 post-holes were found. Post-
holes according to studies (An 1994), are supposedly holes constructed for piled 
dwellings, which were typical houses of early inhabitants in Southeast Asia. 
However, the 36 post-holes here are unevenly distributed that hardly show any 
patterns that look anything like a settlement，which led the report to conclude that 
this site was probably a seasonal settlement instead of a permanent one (AMO 
2007c: 14). The hypothesis that Sha Po New Village was only a camp seems rather 
unconvincing, as large amounts of pottery, and finds of bronze items and ornaments 
seem to suggest that people inhabiting in this site were quite settled. 
4.1.2 Pottery 
According to the report (AMO 2004; 2007c)，there were three types of pottery found: 
coarse, hard (and some soft), and glazed. Coarse pottery as mentioned in previous 
chapters, is made from a coarse-textured paste. Because it is thought to have fired 
between 500°C — 800°C, it is also known as terracotta (Rice 1987). The hard and soft 
potteries are made from finer grained clay paste and are usually fired between 
9 0 0 � � - 1200�C, which is also known as earthenware (Rice 1987). The soft pottery 
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is named after its softer texture, which may be the result of a lower firing 
temperature, while the hard pottery, being fired at a higher temperature, such as the 
double-F pottery fired at approximately 1150°C (Meacham 1978; Ng 2002), making 
the pottery "harder" in structure and texture. 
The pottery excavated from Layer 4 of grids T102, T201, and T202 showed 
that coarse pottery took up 87.68% of the total amount of pottery, while cord-marked 
pottery took up 0.42%, the zigzag-patterned took up 9.59%, and pottery with incised 
lines took up 12.68% (AMO 2007c:5) (see Figure 4.1). The report stated that the 
coarse pottery was formed through pinching or coiling, while some rim pieces were 
probably made through the slow wheel (AMO 2007c:6). The coarse pottery usually 
had a grayish black or black core with surface colors either grayish black, grayish 
brown or light red, and some contained bits of carbon in it. Though most of them 
were rather fragile and could be easily crushed, some cord-marked pottery seemed to 
be fired at a higher temperature (ibid). However, details were not available. The 
vessel types were few, and the majority of coarse paste vessels were of cauldron and 
jars. According to the report, 47 jars and 70 cord-marked pottery sherds were found. 
One animal figurine and one sphere-like ornament made of coarse pottery were also 
found (AMO 2007c). 
The hard pottery accounted for 12.08% of the total amount of pottery, most 
of which was undecorated, while others were decorated with a combination of design 
patterns such as the net pattern (方格糸文)，the double-F pattern, the lozenge pattern 
(菱格紋)，the combed dots (篤點)，and the spiral pattern (雲雷紋).Within the 
12.08%, the net pattern took up 6.79% of the decorated pottery, the double-F pottery 
accounted for 1.19%, and the lozenge-patterned pottery accounted for 1.30% (see 
Figure 4.1). It should be noted that, in most cases, the net pattern appeared more 
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frequently because they either appeared with the double-F or the lozenge-patterned 
pottery，as it was often found applied at the lower body of the hard geometric vessel. 
Most of the hard pottery was gray pottery, and some were grayish brown, yellow 
orange and red. According to the report, 55 double-F pottery sherds have been found. 
Complete double-F vessels were absent, but reconstructable vessel types of other 
hard pottery were more diverse than those of the coarse pottery, which consisted 
mainly of jars (four types), while other vessel forms such as stem cups, pot lids, pot 
stands, bowls, and net weights were not further divided into different types (AMO 
2004; 2007c). 
Only seven glazed potsherds have been found in this excavation and all of 
them were sherds of jars, three of which were double-F potsherds of jars. The glazed 
sherds were decorated in the net pattern and the double-F motif, and the core colors 
were either light gray or white (AMO 2004; 2007c). 
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* Figure 4.1 Percentages of Pottery Design Patterns in Layer 4 of Sha Po New Village 
•The lozenge-patterned portion is a combination of the lozenge-patterned potsherds and potsherds 
decorated with the lozenge pattern and the net pattern: 1.30%+0.42%=1.72%. 
••Others include different motifs of coarse, hard, and glazed pottery such as the zigzag the incised 
lines, the spiral, and the net patterns. ’ 
Source: AMO 2004; 2007c 
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4.1.3 Stone and Bronze Artifacts 
There were stone production tools and manufacturing tools found in the 2003/2004 
field season, including six blades, nine whetstones, and four hammers. Two slotted 
rings have also been found, one of which was made of a clear, crystal-like stone. Ten 
ring cores have been discovered, nine of which were crystal-like, which may be 
associated with one of the slotted rings found (AMO 2007c). Stone adzes were not 
found in the 2003/2004 field season, but they were found in the 1985 trial excavation 
conducted by B. A. V. Peacock and Taryn J. P. Nixon, where stone axe molds were 
also found, but the exact numbers and further information are not available (AMO 
2004; 2007c). 
Only one piece of bronze artifact was found in this excavation — an oval-
shaped ornament with a diameter of 0.70 to 0.80 cm (AMO 2004; 2007c), but the 
function of this ornament is unknown. These artifacts that include ornaments, as well 
as the large amounts of hard and decorated pottery (with some that are glazed) seem 
to refute the earlier claim that this site was merely a temporary camp. 
4.2 The Studied Pottery Sherds of Sha Po New Village 
A total of 18 double-F, 11 lozenge-patterned, and six cord-marked pottery sherds 
from the Sha Po New Village 2003/2004 field season have been examined. Each 
type of the potsherds will be discussed in separate sections. The studied potsherds 
are coded in “No.2004.16.xxx,, according to the accession cards of the AMO. 
Although the quantity of the samples is limited, necessary qualitative as well as 
quantitative analysis will be applied to these samples. 
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4.2.1 77/ e Do iible-F Potsh erds 
It has been reported that there are a total of 55 double-F potsherds (AMO 2004; 
2007c); but only 18 pieces of double-F pottery sherds are available for this study. 
Most of the double-F potsherds are of the upper body, while six of them are parts of 
the rim and shoulder. The technological properties on wall thickness, forming 
techniques, inclusions, and firing; and stylistic attributes on stamping and motif style 
of the double-F pottery sherds will be discussed in two sections. 
Technological Properties 
The studied 18 double-F potsherds are hard, probably with Moh's scale hardness 
between 5 - 7 , according to the study of the double-F pottery from the Henglingshan 
(橫嶺山）cemetery，in Boluo County (博羅）of Guangdong Province (Guangdong 
Provincial Institute of Cultural Relics and Archaeology 2005). The hardness of these 
potsherds may well represent a rather high firing temperature and it is likely to be 
supported by the fact that all double-F potsherds contain black specks, although the 
quantity of which varies. The black specks, as suggested in the Sham Wan site (深灣) 
on Lamma Island archaeological report (Meacham 1978), could have been caused by 
iron oxides transforming into black magnetic oxides when fired at 1150°C or above. 
As all potsherds show black specks, it means potters who made these double-F 
pottery could have mastered the technique in maintaining a stable firing temperature. 
The presence of wheel marks or rilling in most of the potsherds indicate that 
they have been made through the slow wheel except for three potsherds 
No.2004.16.296, No.2004.16.302, and No.2004.16.305. It may be due to the fact that 
wheel marks are not obvious or that these three sherds were made through coiling, 
where ropes of clay were stacked together to build a vessel (Gibson and Woods 1997： 
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Rice 1987). The double-F motif on the other hand, was impressed and applied 
possibly with the paddle-and-anvil technique, where the paddle would be the motif 
stamp and the anvil placed in the interior of the vessel wall acting as a support when 
the clay was still relatively wet. 
As there were different methods identified in vessel forming, the wall 
thickness also varies from 0.43 cm to 0.96 cm (see Table 4.1), with an average of 
0.67 cm and a standard deviation of 0.14 (Figure 4.2). Calculating the Coefficient of 
Variation (CV) with the standard deviation divided by the mean, the CV value is 
rather high — 20.90%, well above 10%, which actually indicates a high variability 
among the 18 double-F potsherds. Though it has been suggested that that the rim and 
collar junction is thicker, and there are six rim pieces out of the 18 double-F 
potsherds (see Table 4.1), which may actually affect the CV value, the wall 
measurements are obtained from where the double-F motif is applied, where it is on 
the shoulder. There is however, a possibility that the shoulder measurement nearer to 
the rim is slightly thicker than the thickness farther down the shoulder. To make the 
CV value more precise, rim pieces and body sherds are calculated separately to see if 
different vessel parts can actually greatly affect the value. As seen in Table 4.2, the 
CV value of the six rim pieces is 19.72%, while the CV value of the body sherds is 
23.66%. The results indicate that even if rim pieces and body sherds were combined 
or separated, the CV values would still be above 10%. This in turn also suggests that 
these vessels probably prepared and formed separately. 
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Potsherd Mean (cm) S a Z n CV Value 
Rim Pieces “ 0.71 0.14 19.72% 
Body Sherds 0.71 0.168 23.66% 
Table 4.2 CV Values of Studied Sha Po New Village Lozenge-patterned Potsherds (AMO 
2003/2004) ’ 
All hard potsherds are impermeable, based on the classification of 
earthenware by Rice (1987) and 14 of them seem non-porous, with four that show 
slits or voids in the cross section as seen in potsherds No.2004.16.246， 
No.2004.16.261, No.2004.16.297, and No.2004.16.303 (Figure 4.3). Again, the 
causes to the voids of each vessel can be different. It may be due to organics being 
burnt off during firing, or it was the resulted from varying situations in between steps 
of initial clay preparation (Gibson and Woods 1997; Rice 1987). However, when 
potsherds are examined more closely under the stereomicroscope with lOx 
magnification, though the structure of most of the potsherds is closely knit and 
compact, it seems to show more potsherds with fractures and voids (Table 4.1). Most 
double-F pottery sherds hardly show inclusions (as seen in "nil" of Table 4.1); even 
if they are observable, the inclusions are very few. Occasional inclusions are bulged 
out, some sherds have even-sized inclusions, while the others contain different sizes 
of inclusions ranging from small to extra large. The largest inclusion found is 0.10 
cm from potsherd No.2004.16.296, while other sherds display largest inclusions to 
be around 0.01 to 0.02 cm. 
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Figure 4.2 Distribution of Double-F Potsherd Wall Thicknesses of Sha Po New Village 
Excavated by the AMO in 2003/2004 
Inclusions are mostly white or opaque in color, with some sherds like 
potsherds No.2004.16.261 and No.2004.16.296 containing inclusions of opaque, 
orange and black. It is only in slits or fractures, which clusters of opaque inclusions 
appear. Seeing inclusions in voids may have been the result of drying shrinkage. 
According to Gibson and Woods (1997), the inclusions were originally blended 
within the paste, but as clay dried and shrunk away, it created cracks and exposed the 
inclusions. Among the 18 double-F Sha Po New Village potsherds, four of them are 
found with clusters of inclusions (see Table 4.1). This phenomenon is also seen in 
some of the Tai Wan double-F potsherds and in Sha Ha, which will be discussed 
later- Based on the percentage inclusion estimation chart (Orton et al. 1993), the 
inclusion frequency of the double-F potsherds found in the Sha Po New Village 
ranges between 5% or below, and the shape of the inclusions are sub-rounded. In 
fact, it seems that the clay and structure of the double-F potsherds from Sha Po New 
Village are similar to each other, but the inclusions added to the clay paste seem to 
vary quite a bit, which again leads to the point that clay was prepared independently. 
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Figure 4.3 Fracture seen in Double-F Potsherd No.2004.16.303’ Sha Po New Village found 
by the AMO in 2003/2004 
Judging from the color and structure of the potsherds, it seems that the 
prehistoric potters were able to not only achieve but also maintain high firing 
temperature through the firing process. The core colors of most of the potsherds are 
light gray, and nine out of the 18 double-F pottery sherds have identical core and 
surface colors (see Table 4.1). Among the nine pottery sherds, six of them (potsherds 
No.2004.16.113， No.2004.16.115, No.2004.16.244, No.2004.16.298, 
No.2004.16.301, and No.2004.16.305) are light gray throughout, which is an 
indication that these vessels were fired in a reduced atmosphere with no excess 
oxygen according to Rice (1987:345). Both the core and surface color of potsherd 
No.2004.16.261 is pale yellow orange (5Y 8/3), indicating that this vessel was fired 
in an oxidized environment, and was either fired in a stable temperature or fired long 
enough to be completely oxidized (Rice 1987:345). Potsherds No.2004.16.315 and 
No.2004.16.317 are glazed and both show white core and surface colors. This kind 
of pottery color, according to Rice (ibid), results from clay lacking both iron and 
organics. 
The remaining eight pottery sherds that have different surface colors from the 
core (potsherds No.2004.16.112, No.2004.16.246, No.2004.16.295, No.2004.16.297, 
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No.2004.16.299, No.2004.16.302, No.2004.16.303, and No.2004.16.316) all display 
a surface color of either yellow or yellow orange. This is due to iron oxide reacting 
to the oxygen in the air; however, the different colors of the core and the surface 
indicate an incomplete oxidation during firing (Rice 1987). Only potsherd 
No.2004.16.296 show a brown surface color indicating that this sherd is smudged, 
where carbon may have been deposited on surfaces during or at the end of firing 
(Rice 1987:345). The different firing conditions suggest that pottery was fired 
differently, as it is observed that some were fired in an oxidized atmosphere and 
some in a reduced environment. The two white double-F potsherds seem to rather 
rare among Bronze Age Hong Kong pottery, but the presence of it in Sha Po New 
Village may either indicate that there was a different clay procurement other than 
using light gray or pale yellow colored clay, or that white pottery was obtained 
through exchange. 
Stylistic Attributes 
Similar to the potsherds found in Tai Wan, the double-F motif of the Sha Po New 
Village has been applied either on the shoulder below the rim or on the upper body 
of the vessel. Six potsherds of the Sha Po New Village (No.2004.16.112, 
No.2004.16.113, No.2004.16.115, No.2004.16.301, No.2004.16.303, and 
No.2004.16.305) are identified as rim and shoulder parts of the vessel, while the rest 
of the 12 potsherds are upper body parts (see Table 4.1). Design elements are a bit 
more complex with different combinations, including the double-F with combed dots, 
the double-F with the net and incised grooves, the double-F with incised grooves, 
and the double-F with the lozenge pattern and incised grooves. 
It was first observed as a rule for the double-F motif or the lozenge pattern to 
be applied at the upper part of the vessel, as mentioned in many studies (Finn 1958; 
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Guangdong Provincial Institute of Cultural Relics and Archaeology 2005; Xu 1984)， 
but rarely did studies or reports mention pieces that showed the co-appearance of the 
double-F motif and the lozenge pattern (AMO 2007c; AMO and Henan Provincial 
Institute of Cultural Relics and Archaeology 2004; Finn 1958; Xu 1984). However, 
two double-F sherds from Sha Po New Village (potsherds No.2004.16.261 and 
No.2004.16.317, one double-F potsherd from Sha Ha (potsherd No.2002.31.2870) 
and one restored complete jar from Sha Po Tsuen (Old Village) changed this 
assumption. Potsherds No.2004.16.261 (Figure 4.4) and No.2004.16.317 (Figure 4.5) 
had both double-F and lozenge patterns, which indicates that both motifs could be 
applied at the upper body, where the usual double-F pattern that dominates the whole 
shoulder is substituted with lesser bands. The restored complete double-F jar from 
Sha Po Tsuen, on the other hand, could have been decorated with alternated bands of 
the double-F and the lozenge patterns (details will be discussed in Chapter 7). It 
seems that the combination of the double-F and other motifs is more complicated 
than previously thought. 
Double-F Motif 
Figure 4.4 Potsherd No.200ll6.26T DisplayingToth Double-F and Lozenge Patterns (Sha 
Po New Village 2003/2004) 
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Figure 4.5 The Co-appearance of the Double-F and the Lozenge Pattern of Potsherd 
No.2004.16.317 (Sha Po New Village 2003/2004) 
Besides having proposed that the double-F pattern was applied only on the 
upper body of a vessel, Finn (1958) also proposed that all hard pottery vessels had 
the potter's mark engraved on the rim. In the Sha Po New Village assemblage, two 
potsherds have been found with the potter's mark so far. One double-F rim piece 
No.2004.16.113 shows a potter's mark in an “x,，figure (Figure 4.6), while another 
rim piece No.2004.16.116 shows a potter's mark in a “+,, figure (Figure 4.7). 
However, potsherd No.2004.16.116 is not a double-F potsherd and shows no 
decoration except incised grooves below the rim. It is possible that this vessel was 
plain and undecorated. 
w 
Figure 4.6 Potter's Mark of Double-F Rim No.2604.16.il3 from Sha Po New Village by the 
AMO in 2003/2004 
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Figure 4.7 Potter's Mark on Hard Rim Piece No.2004.16.116 from Sha Po New Village by 
the AMO in 2003/2004 
The double-F stamp still follows what Finn (1958) previously proposed - the 
1/2.1.1/2 unit pattern, as some sherds present a clear half "F" head on the left, and a 
clear half "F" tail on the right, such as potsherd No.2004.16.115. Some sherds like 
No.2004.16.297 and No.2004.16.298 even show stamp borders (Figure 4.8), 
indicating a rather firm and strong stamping of the potter(s) when applying the 
pattern. But it seems as if some double-F patterns were pressed clearly and evenly 
while other double-F patterns seen in the final products are unclear. This may be due 
to many variables: different manufacturing occasions, different clay preparation 
skills, different firing atmospheres, time, temperature, or it can be a combination of 
many variables. 
Figure 4.8 The Double-F Stamp Border of Potsherd No.2004.16.29rfrom Sha Po New 
Village by the AMO in 2003/2004 
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As this study focuses on signs that might indicate a possible emerging mass 
production or standardization in pottery economy, the motif stamp is also examined. 
The double-F motif of the Sha Po New Village has different styles and variations 
similar to those observed in Tai Wan 一 raised or impressed, the double-F being 
hooked or round-headed, and the double-F slanting to the right or left. There are 16 
double-F pottery sherds that are stamped into the raised mode, while only two of the 
double-F potsherds are stamped in the impressed mode. Round-headed double-Fs 
have been observed on 11 potsherds, while seven show the double-F motif with 
hooks. There are 12 double-F potsherds with the "F" slanting to the left, while the 
other six slants to the right and with angles ranging from 9 0 � t o 120�(Table 4.3). 
Based on classification, and with reference to Table 4.3, the majority of the double-F 
style is raised, round-headed, and slants to the left, which are seen on nine potsherds 
(No.2004.16.112, No.2004.16.115, No.2004.16.246, No.2004.16.261, 
No.2004.16.295, No.2004.16.297, No.2004.16.299, No.2004.16.301, and 
No.2004.16.305). But even fitting the basic criteria does not mean they are of the 
same stamp. For example, potsherd No.2004.16.246 (Figure 4.9) obviously shows a 
more angular type of the double-F compared to potsherd No.2004.16.115 (Figure 
4.10). Clearly, in this lot of samples, though half of the studied potsherds show a 
similar double-F style, the details of each double-F regarding angles and motif 
measurements, seem to suggest that there are hardly any potsherds that match and 
are made with the same stamp. 
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Hook" 
Potsherd ^otif Raised (R) shaped 
No Width Length /Impressed . & Motifs ？ o if 




2004.16.112 / / R R L combed No No 
dots, net 
F； 
2004.16.113 / / R H L incised 
grooves, 
net 
2004.16.115 I I R ~ R ~ 105°L F ^ 
F； 
2004.16.244 / / R R IOQOR combed Yes Yes 
^ 
F： 
2004.16.246 2.20 2.40 R R 100 叱 incised 
grooves, 
net 
2004.16.261 I I R ~ R ~ 105OL T N^  y ^ 
2004-16.295 I I R — R 100�L 一 F JN^；；；；；]；^^ 
F； 
2004.16.296 1.30 3.40 I H 90°R incised No Yes 
grooves 
2004.16.297 3.50 2.00 R R ^ F n ^ ~ 
2004.16.298 3.50 2.50 R R F Y ^ n ^ ~ 
2004.16.299 I _ J _ ~~F Y ^ N ^ 
2004.16.301 / / R R L combed No No 
dots 
2004.16.302 / / R H ~ Z I I I I I 
2004.16.303 2.80 2.70 R H 105°R incised Yes No 
grooves 
2004.16.305 3.00 3.50 R Yes N ^ 
F； 
2004.16.315 2.50 2.95 R H 105°R incised No No 
grooves 
F, 




2004.16.317 / / R H 105。R Yes No 
incised 。 
I I I grooves 
Table 4.3 Stylistic Attributes of Sha Po New Village Double-F Potsherds (2003/2004) 
*Some sherds do not display the whole double-F for measuring. 
••Those without the complete double-F cannot have the angle measured. 
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酵 観 * 
Figure 4.9 Double-F Style: Raised, Round-headed, Slanting to the Left (Potsherd 
No.2004.16.246 from Sha Po New Village, 2003/2004) 
‘？r、,…‘：^：‘：：：約二作 
• 麥 ： 丨 S 脚 饿 轉 肩 
• ‘ • JT • t . , ‘ ) 
：：r ”‘• '一 (:.。,、.- •广 V • � ‘ • ‘ ， ， V � 1 
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Figure 4.10 Double-F Style: Raised, Round-headed, Slanting to the Left (Potsherd 
No.2004.16.115 from Sha Po New Village, 2003/2004) 
The overstamping phenomenon is present here in Sha Po New Village, 
similar to that in Tai Wan. Among the 18 double-F potsherds, nine of them show 
patterns of the double-F being either intentionally re-stamped, or unintentionally 
overlapped on a certain spot of the vessel (Table 4.3). Another three potsherds 
(No.2004.16.244, No.2004.16.261, and No.2004.16.296) show motif overlaps, such 
as the net pattern covering the last band of the double-F pattern. In another case, the 
double-F pattern is crossed out intentionally by incised parallel grooves. It is worthy 
to note however, that there are 10 double-F potsherds in the Sha Po New Village 
assemblage that have more than the double-F pattern such as the net or combed dots, 
and only three that shows motif overlaps, which in a sense points to a relatively 
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organized design application of potter(s). But among these 10 potsherds, four of 
them still have double-F overlaps (Table 4.3). There is reason to believe that even 
though potters have bettered the design application steps perhaps with a clearer 
blueprint on mind, the issue with overstamping still persists. It is assumed that more 
sophisticated design(s) demonstrate the potters, better skills, which refer to the 
stamping skills. The overstamping of the double-F is an ongoing phenomenon in all 
types of double-F pottery sherds regardless of how intricately carved the stamp is, or 
how sophisticated the design motifs are. Taking potsherd No.2004.16.115 as an 
example, despite its extremely smooth surface, or nicely fired color, the double-F 
patterns still overlapped. Another example is potsherd No.2004.16.317. Although it 
is a glazed white double-F potsherd demonstrating a quite mature firing technique, it 
still bears overstamping. 
The overstamping is uniquely found in the double-F pottery and not in the 
lozenge pattern. Since potters can always adjust the distance between stamping each 
unit, why was there a need to stamp the double-F in a way that the "F" flows 
continuously on the surface of the vessel? Was it also a "code" to follow as to how 
the double-F pottery had to be made? These are questions for further study. 
次 O t h e r s Potsherds: the Lozenge-patterned and the Cord-marked 
Other types of pottery of the Sha Po New Village assemblage include the lozenge-
patterned and the cord-marked. The former accounts for 1.96% and the latter 
accounts for 2.37% of the total pottery count (AMO 2004; 2007c). The lozenge-
patterned pottery is also classified as “hard geometric pottery" like the double-F 
pottery, while the cord-marked pottery is classified under the coarse pottery category. 
Besides the double-F potsherds being studied, the lozenge-patterned potsherds are 
also chosen for its presence in Sha Po New Village as well as the other two sites 
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studied. Also, because the double-F motif and the lozenge pattern are placcd within 
the same category, it is a good idea to compare and see whether they were produced 
ill the same ways or was it as hypothesized that the double-F pottery was a social 
elite ware. As for the cord-marked pottery being a very different type of pottery from 
the double-F pottery in the first place, the differences between the two will be 
explored in terms of manufacturing and production. 
4.2.2,1 The Lozenge-patterned Pottery Sherds 
A total of 11 lozenge-patterned pottery sherds have been examined. Among these 11 
pieces, three of them are rim and shoulder parts 一 potsherds No.2004.16.235, 
No.2004.16.269, and No.2004.14.290, while the remaining eight pieces are part of 
the shoulder or the upper body. Again, the lozenge-patterned potsherds here will be 
described according to their technological properties, mainly on its forming and 
firing, and stylistic attributes, mainly on stamping and motif styles. 
Technological Properties 
The lozenge-patterned sherds resemble the double-F potsherds in many aspects. The 
lozenge-patterned potsherds are fine-grained and hard as a result of being fired at a 
relatively high temperature. The presence of black specks in all 11 lozenge-patterned 
potsherds confirms the firing temperature of at least 1150°C (Meacham 1978) (see 
Table 4.4). But being able to control firing temperature at 1150°C did not seem to 
imply that prehistoric potters were able to control firing conditions. In Hong Kong's 
scenario, pottery seems to be typically fired unevenly where core colors are almost 
always different from surface colors, and it is still seen here in the lozenge-patterned 
potsherds. Potsherds No.2004.16.235, No.2004.16.243, No.2004.16.280, 
No.2004.16.254, No.2004.16.266, and No.2004.16.280 show a light gray core with a 
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colored surface, indicating that clay was probably carbonaceous and was not 
sufficiently fired to oxidize organics and allow color development of any iron 
present (Rice 1987:345). Potsherd No.2004.16.249 shows a light gray core but with 
a dark yellowish gray surface, which according to Rice (1987), means that it may 
have been smudged where carbon was deposited on surfaces during or at the end of 
firing; and that the lighter core indicates it was not organic clay (ibid). 
Nonetheless, there are five out of the 11 potsherds that show a relatively 
well-oxidized state (see Table 4.4). Potsherds No.2004.16.242, No.2004.16.258, 
No.2004.16.260, and No.2004.16.267 show identical core and surface colors that are 
light gray throughout the cross section, indicating that these pottery vessels were 
fired in a reduced atmosphere where there was no excess oxygen (Rice 1987:345). 
Potsherd No.2004.16.267 is especially white throughout, indicating a possibility that 
the clay was lack of both iron and organics (ibid). The potsherds of both double-F 
and lozenge-patterned from Tai Wan and Sha Po New Village studied so far contain 
potsherds with these four different firing conditions: well-oxidized, incompletely 
oxidized, reduced, and smudged, and all of these different colors seen in potsherds 
portray independent firing events, and a firing technique difference among the 
potters in these sites. It seems more and more likely that potters during the Bronze 
Age produced pottery on an individual basis. 
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Potsherd Voids Forming Vessel Thicki^ess Core Surface Firing 
^ Part (cm)** ^ Color Color … 
Occasional 
2004.16.235 (below 5%), No Wheel Rim 0.64 Yes Light Dull !〇 
Opaque Gray Orange 
2004.16.242 g : : ’ Yes Wheel Body 0.50 Light Gray 
Even-sized, ； Duii 
2004.16.243 Opaque No Wheel Body 0.47 Yes |；丨_ Yellow 10 
m G�ay o�a 叩 e 
Even-sized, 
Opaque, 
2004.16,249 Orange, Yes Wheel Body 0.69-0.90 Yes Light Yellowish 




2004.16.254 (below 5%), No Wheel Body 0.66 Yes 力 ht grange 10 
Opaque G「ay Yellowish 
Gray 
Sizes Vary, ^ 
2004.16.258 Opaque No Wheel Body 0.50-0.75 Yes Light Gray R 
(5^ Gray 
Even-sized, 








2004.16.267 ^^ ^^ 「乂， Yes Wheel Body 0.54 Yes White White 〇 
and Orange 
Sizes Vary, 
2004.16.269 ^ ^ 琴 ^ ^ Coiling Rim 0.71 Yes ^ ^ • 
m 
Even-sized, 
2004.16.280 ^^ wheel Rim 0.89 Yes ， t Dull 
upaque Gray Orange 
(5%) L _ _ L _ J 
Table 4.4 Technological Properties of Lozenge-patterned Potsherds from Sha Po 
New Village (2003/2004) 
•Clusters of inclusions are found only in fractures and voids, if there were no voids, these 
clusters would have not been noticed; therefore no frequency percentage is available for it. 
The frequency of inclusions is based on the percentage inclusion estimation chart (Orton et al. 
1993). Sizes vary means some inclusions range from 0.50 - 2.00 mm. 
**Wall thickness measurements for sherds with rims are not taken from the junction/collar of 
the vessel, but on where the lozenge pattern is applied (shoulder). Uneven thickness is noted 
only on body sherds that are considered not near the rim. 
***Firing conditions include: 0=Well-oxidized, R=Reduced, IO=lncompletely Oxidized. 
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The proportion of potsherds being porous and non-porous is quite even, with 
five sherds being porous and six being non-porous (see Table 4.4). As discussed 
earlier, the presence of voids can either be organics being burnt off during firing, or 
results of the different steps in initial clay preparation (Gibson and Woods 1997; 
Rice 1987). As to what exactly caused the voids in these sherds, further analysis is 
required. It is observed however, in Tai Wan double-F and lozenge-patterned 
potsherds, and in Sha Po New Village double-F potsherds, that clusters of opaque 
inclusions are seen within voids when examined carefully. The probable reason to its 
occurrence, as suggested earlier, is drying shrinkage when clay dried and exposed 
inclusions through fractures (Gibson and Woods 1997). If the drying shrinkage had 
not occurred to those potsherds, these clusters of inclusions would have gone 
unnoticed, which leads to the point that these inclusions were originally artificially 
added and seemed to blend well with the clay paste, thus the compact and dense 
structure of the sherds. 
Inclusions are quite few compared to coarse pottery and are not readily 
visible to the naked eye. But observing potsherds with a lOx magnification, 
inclusions in general are sub-rounded or rounded in shapes according to Powers' 
scale of roundness (Orton et al. 1993). Most of the inclusions are opaque in color, 
with some orange and black seen as well. Each potsherd has inclusions that are sized 
at approximately 0.50 to 2.00 mm, with a frequency level being 5% or below 
according to the percentage inclusion estimation chart (Orton et al. 1993), depending 
on different sherds (see Table 4.4). The different blending of inclusions with the clay 
paste and the different amounts and sizes of inclusions added might be an indication 
that pottery was made individually in different sites. 
It seems as though all lozenge-patterned potsherds were made on the slow 
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wheel as indicated by the presence of wheel marks except for potsherd 
No.2004.16.269, which may be formed through the coiling technique instead. 
Though forming methods may be similar, the wall thickness varies, ranging from 
0.47 to 0.90 cm, with a mean of 0.66 cm and a standard deviation of 0.16 (Figure 
4.11). The Coefficient of Variation (CV) value (standard deviation divided by the 
mean) is 24.24%, which, according to Blackman et al. (1993), indicates that the 
thicknesses of the potsherd walls are highly variable. As noted previously, three of 
the 11 lozenge-patterned potsherds studied are rim pieces, and there is a possibility 
that rim pieces are relatively thicker than body sherds that may affect the CV value. 
Though one of the rim pieces is measured to be 0.89 cm thick (see Table 4.4), it is 
not the only sherd that has widened the thickness range. According to Table 4.4, 
potsherd No.2004.16.260 also has a thickness of 0.90 cm, and it is not even a rim 
piece. Some potsherds such as No.2004.16.249 and No.2004.16.258 show an 
obvious uneven thickness too, despite the fact that these two sherds are not rim 
pieces that usually are made thicker between the collars. To make the CV calculation 
more precise, rim pieces and body sherds are separated for another CV calculation. 
The CV value of the rim pieces is 17.27%, while the CV value for the body sherds is 
25.65%. This being said, the results suggest that the high CV value is not affected by 
thicker rim pieces, but by the fact that they were all dissimilar. 
Potsherd Mean (cm) 二 = CV Value 
Rim Pieces — 0.747 0.129 17.27% 
Body Sherds 0.62 0.159 25.65% 
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Figure 4.11 Distribution of Lozenge-patterned Potsherd Wall Thicknesses from Sha Po New 
Village by the AMO in 2003/2004 
Stylistic Attributes 
Like the double-F potsherds, the lozenge pattern is applied mainly on the shoulder 
and just beneath the rim, followed by the net pattern applied at the lower half of the 
body and base of the vessel. Vessel types applied with the lozenge pattern are either 
in the forms of jars or urns (AMO 2004; 2007c). In the Sha Po New Village 
assemblage, the studied lozenge-patterned potsherds are almost always seen with the 
net pattern. There could have been additional design elements but in the 11 pieces, 
only the combination of the lozenge with the net is present. Like the double-F, there 
are also different styles in this single motif - the filled square where the rhombus is 
shaped more like a square having four sides of equal length, and the filled diamond 
where the motif length is longer than the motif width. The ratio of both motif styles 
is even as well with six potsherds having the filled square and five having the filled 
diamond (see Table 4.6). Almost all of the lozenge-patterned potsherds, regardless of 
style, have stamp border overlaps except potsherd No.2004.16.249，where attempts 
to create a continuous band of lozenge patterns are accompanied with overlaps of the 
edge of the stamp. The overlaps are only limited to stamp borders and not the whole 
motif. The overstamping phenomenon common in double-F potsherds where the 
double-F is constantly re-stamped, is absent in lozenge-patterned potsherds. 
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Another aspect to think about in hope of proving that standardization might 
have existed in pottery manufacturing is the comparison of motif stamp 
measurements. Taking a closer look at the five filled diamond lozenge-patterned 
pottery sherds, there is also a differentiation between the filled diamonds, either 
surrounded by a single border, sometimes with double borders, or without any 
borders (see Figure 4.12). In this case, there are only potsherds with one border 
versus no borders. The two filled diamond sherds with one border are potsherds 
No.2004.16.242 and No.2004.16.267. They basically share the exact same 
measurements: a motif length of 1.20 cm and a motif width of 0.70 cm. Both have 
the lozenge and the net as design combination and both are white in color and with 
an extremely close wall thickness measurement: No.2004.16.242 with 0.50 cm and 
No.2004.16.267 with 0.54 cm (see Table 4.4). There is reason to believe that these 
two potsherds were part of the same vessel, if not, they could have been produced by 
the same potter at the same event. 
In another case of three other filled diamonds with no borders (potsherds 
No.2004.16.249, No.2004.16.260, and No.2004.16.266) show slightly different 
measurements: No.2004.16.249 having a motif length of 0.60 cm, motif width of 
0.20 cm; No.2004.16.260 having a motif length of 0.90 cm, motif width of 0.40 cm; 
No.2004.16.266 having a motif length of 0.70 cm and motif width of 0.20 cm (Table 
4.6). This demonstrates that though motif styles can be similar, measurements can 
actually differ. 
The six filled squares on the other hand, also show some variations of the 
stamp. The filled square motif, like the filled diamond shows a difference of with 
and without borders surrounding it. Only one potsherd does not show borders while 
two have single borders, another two with double borders and one with triple borders 
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(Table 4.6). The two sherds with single borders (No.2004.16.269, No.2004.16258) 
do not seem to have much in common motif measurement-wise. 
Figure 4.12 Different Lozenge Styles of Sha Po New Village, 2003/2004 (from Top 
to Bottom Clockwise): Filled Square with No Border (Potsherd No.2004.16.280), Filled 
Square with Double Borders (Potsherd No.2004.16.254), Filled Square with Single Border 
(Potsherd No.2004.16.258) 
The two double-bordered filled square lozenge-patterned potsherds on the 
other hand, have intriguing similarities in measurements of the motif. Potsherd 
No.2004.16.235 has a motif length of 1.70 cm and a width of 1.30 cm, while 
No.2004.16.254 has a length of 1.60 cm and a width of 1.20 cm. Wall thicknesses 
for both No.2004.16.235 and No.2004.16.254 are 0.64 cm and 0.66 cm respectively. 
Based on these measurements would lead to a conclusion that they were of the same 
vessel, but considering their core colors, though both being light gray, 
No.2004.16.235 has a more orange tone while No.2004.16.254 is more yellowish. 
The surface colors are different as well: No.2004.16.235 being dull orange; 
No.2004.16.254 having an exterior surface color of light gray and an interior wall 
surface color of dull yellow orange (see Table 4.4). This shows that they should not 
be part of the same vessel, given that their original paste colors are dift^rent. 
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However, based on the measurements of the motif, it can be concluded for now thai 
both were applied with the same stamp. 
Motif Motif Square 1 1 
Potsherd No. Width Length , „No of Motif 
(cm) (cm) D i : n d Borders 画 Q v e r l a p 
_ 2 0 Q i 1 6 j 3 5 _ _ 1.3 1.7 一 SQ 2 Lozenge No 
2004.16.242 0.7 1.2 D 1 Lozenge, ^^ 
nd 
2004.16.243 1 1.4 SQ “ 3 Lozenge No 
2004.16.249 0.2 0.6 D — 0 Lozenge No__ 
2004.16.254 一1.2 1.6 一 SQ 一 2 Lozenge __NoJ；] 
2004.16.258 1 1 — S〇 1 Lozenge No “ 
2004.16.260 0.4 0.9 D 0 Lozenge， ^^ 
net 
2004.16.26 6 0,5 0.7 一 D “ 0 Tozenqe 
2004.16.267 0.7 1.2 D 1 Lozenge， 
n^ 
2004.16.269 0.55 0.8 SQ 1 
2004.16.280 0.5 0.5 SQ 0 Lozenge, 丫 ㊀已 
I I net 
Table 4.6 Stylistic Attributes of Lozenge-patterned Potsherds from Sha Po New Village 
(2003/2004) 
In only 11 lozenge-patterned potsherds, a large variation is already spotted. 
The lozenge pattern seems like a simple design, yet there are already six different 
styles seen on the fired products, indicating that there were at least six different types 
of lozenge-patterned stamps. Potsherds of the same lozenge pattern also show 
variations in motif width and length measurements. Though it is said that clay 
preparation (adding different inclusions, different drying), different vessel forming, 
and different firing conditions can alter or distort the outcome of the motif, and if 
this the case, the different conditions seen among the potsherds would only point to 
the fact that these vessels were made on separate occasions. The presence of 
different core colors seen on potsherds bearing the same motif measurements has 
actually proven that some of the vessels could have been decorated with the same 
motif stamp, but definitely not fired or produced in large batches. 
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4.2.2.2 The Cord-marked Pottery Sherds 
According to the Sha Po New Village excavation report (AMO 2004; 2007c), there 
should be 70 cord-marked pottery sherds recovered, but only six have been available 
for this study - potsherds No.2004.16.203, No.2004.16.213, No.2004.16.214, 
No.2004.16.215, No.2004.16.225, and No.2004.16.231. The cord-marked potsherds 
here also belong to Layer 4 (L4), the Bronze Age stratum. 
Technological Properties and Stylistic Attributes 
Studies have shown that the cord marks initially were applied not for decorative 
purposes but were added unintentionally as a result of surface treatment in order to 
smooth out the surface of the vessel (Institute of Archaeology, CASS et al. 2003; 
Rice 1987); however, it eventually has become an intentional design (Lu 2010). 
Cord-marked and plain pottery in many parts of the world served functional 
purposes for cooking and not for ritual purposes (Rice 1987), but the real function of 
cord-marked pottery in Hong Kong still needs further studying. 
This group of cord-marked potsherds is quite compact for coarse pottery seen 
in typical Neolithic or Bronze Age assemblages, because usual coarse pottery dated 
to an earlier period is relatively looser with grains falling off continuously when 
picked up; vessel walls on the other hand are usually a lot thicker (Rice 1987). In this 
case, though the six potsherds have lots of inclusions and are porous, fewer grains 
fall off. This suggests that during this period, potters applied a different treatment 
method towards the clay paste unlike previously. Different from its hard pottery 
counterparts however, the six pottery sherds have more of a dark core color, some 
have a light gray surface color, which is a sign of incomplete oxidation, while some 
have a dark brownish black，indicating a reduced or smudged firing condition (Rice 
1987:345). 
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The six sherds nonetheless bear certain similarities. Inclusions arc colored 
mainly in opaque, orange and black and are sized at approximately 0.50 to 2.00 mm, 
most of them being visible to the naked eye that has 20% — 30% frequency level, 
according to the percentage inclusion estimation chart (Orton et al. 1993). Besides 
the more compact structure of these cord-marked sherds, a change in the cord mark 
itself is noticed. Cord marks are either vertical or diagonal; all are narrow with a 
width of approximately 0.10 cm. Two pieces have cord marks that are hardly 
recognizable while others show a sharp pattern of cords. This may suggest the 
change in function of the cord marks from what was originally a leftover of a surface 
treatment to a more decorative design (Lu 2010) in Hong Kong's context, which also 
explains the more cautiously applied cord marks on the sherds. 
Potsherd Thickness Vessel ^ ^ , Surface Cord Cord 
No. (cm) Part Core Color [olor Firing* Width 
(cm) 
2004.16.203 0.74 Body Light Gray s D 0.10 
Black 
2004.16.213 — 0.79 ~~Body Gray Light Gray S “ D 0.10 
2004.16.214 0.63 Body Light Gray Br^ wnjsh 3 p 0.IO 
DISCK 
2004.16.215 0.74 Body 已 ~ s V ^ 
2004.16.225 0.71 Body 巴卩巳。丨 丨sh ughtGray ~ D ^ 
2004.16.231 0.85 Body "Tight Gray "Tight Gray R ~ D 0 1 ^ " 
Table 4.7 Technologica Properties and Stylistic Attributes of Cord-marked Potsherds from 
Sha Po New Village (2003/2004) 
*R=Reduced, S=Smudged 
**D=Diagonal, V-Vertical 
The six sherds are coarse, porous, and the thickness of the walls ranges from 
0.71 to 0.76 cm (see Table 4.7), with a mean of 0.74 cm and a standard deviation of 
0.07 (Figure 4.13). The Coefficient of Variation (CV) value is considerably low — 
9.46%, which in turn means that these six cord-marked potsherds are more similar 
than the other studied hard pottery sherds. These few sherds from Sha Po New 
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Village actually show a more stable measurement than the double-F and the lozenge-
patterned pottery that had standard deviations of 0.14 and 0.16 respectively. 
However, as the samples are limited, it is far too early to conclude that Bronze Age 
cord-marked potsherds were made in more similar ways than that of the hard 
geometric pottery, and the CV value suggested here might be subject to change when 
more cord-marked potsherds from Sha Po New Village are studied. 
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Figure 4.13 Distribution of Cord-marked Wall Thicknesses of Sha Po New Village by the 
AMO in 2003/2004 
4.3 Discussion: Inference on the Social Structure of Sha Po New Village 
Based on the above observations, there are certain points that are noteworthy and 
may be important for later comparison and analysis with other sites. From the 
archaeological material found with reference to the excavation report and the pottery 
observations in this study, a clear picture of the lifeways of Sha Po New Village 
inhabitants is illustrated. 
The presence of post-holes (AMO 2007c) at first suggests that piled 
dwellings existed, which means that early inhabitants settled down in this area. The 
report suggesting that the site was only a temporary campsite does not seem to 
correspond with the vast amounts of pottery and ornaments found. Moreover, the 
small area (56 m^) excavated does not make this assertion strong. 
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The arliiacts recovered also give clues to the people's economic activity. The 
finding of stone blades and net weight suggests that people of Sha Po New Village 
practiced fishing, hunting and gathering. There was no evidence of plant cultivation, 
as methods of detecting it through soil or phytolith analysis were not conducted. But 
cultivation could be possible as there is a stream that runs from east to west into 
Yung Shue Wan that could provide fresh water for the crops (AMO 2004; 2007c). 
Stone axe molds and a bronze oval ornament were also found in this site (AMO 2004; 
2007c)，which may indicate that there was bronze casting occurring in the region, or 
if not, exchange could have occurred. A workshop may have located nearby, though 
excavations have not identified any yet due to the little surface area covered. 
Like Tai Wan, an improvement in pottery manufacturing is seen in the 
Bronze Age. So far, all hard potsherds from Sha Po New Village studied show rilling, 
or wheel marks, indicating that the use of the wheel was a common forming 
technique already, making it more efficient than the time-consuming pinching and 
coiling technique. According to the report, even some cord-marked potsherds were 
made on the slow wheel (AMO 2007c), and it is possible that potters at that time 
started to develop newer or better clay preparation methods. Though there is 
improvement seen in vessel forming, uneven wall thickness seems to be an issue in 
Sha Po New Village. Among the 18 double-F potsherds, 11 of them show uneven 
thickness, of which six of them are rim parts and five of them are potsherds of the 
upper body (see Table 4.2). As mentioned in Chapter 3, there is a tendency for rim 
and shoulder parts to be relatively thicker, but the other five potsherds showing 
uneven thickness is probably a sign of lacking vessel forming skills, or at least have 
not fully mastered techniques in forming vessels with the use of the wheel. 
Besides the increased use of the slow wheel as a more efficient vesscl-
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forming technique, firing seems to have improved. All of these studied hard 
potsherds contain black specks, which in turn show that the firing temperature is 
effectively controlled at a stable rate of 1150°C or above (Meacham 1978). The six 
cord-marked potsherds of Sha Po New Village evidently show a more compact 
structure, probably the result of the improvement in firing and forming. Like the Tai 
Wan potsherds, Sha Po New Village potsherds show similar firing conditions but 
with relatively more potsherds (the double-F and the lozenge) having identical colors 
throughout cross sections (see Table 4.2). This is a sign of change in firing 
technology, probably indicating potters discovering and developing a new way to 
have pottery better fired. Potsherds showing reduced and oxidized conditions imply 
that Sha Po New Village potters have grasped the knowledge of two different firing 
technologies, and that a simple kiln was probably developed to create a closed 
environment to reduce excess oxygen when firing. This also explains why gray 
pottery is harder, stronger and of better quality, because it was fired in insufficient 
combustion with less air but rich in carbon monoxide and hydrogen in comparison to 
firing in oxidizing atmospheres (Rice 1987). Firing atmospheres can actually alter 
the fabric of a pottery greatly even if the same clay was used with the same treatment, 
fired at the same position, and at the same temperature. 
Seeing the increased complexity in the development of technological 
properties, an increased complexity in pottery decoration development is also seen. 
Based on her study of the pottery in Neolithic mainland China, Underbill (2002) has 
argued that the invention of more durable fine paste jars has perhaps created new 
functions in different vessel types — the cord-marked for cooking and the hard jars 
for storage; and that the decreased frequency in vessel breaking could have increased 
the life span of a vessel, which also resulted in people putting more efforts in 
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decoration (Underbill 2002). Similar changes might have happened in Bronze Age 
Hong Kong. Ditl^rent from the previous coarse paste jars, the hard double-F or 
lozenge-patterned vessels are probably more durable, and thus more time could have 
been spent on decoration. The great varieties in stamp styles seen even in the 
simplest designs — the lozenge-patterned with six types of stamps seem to imply that 
there were people who wanted more variations of the pattern instead of just one, and 
the people who created the motif stamps (probably also the potters), were also able 
to offer these options to cater to consumers' needs. Not to mention the double-F 
styles that cannot be counted as it has become too diverse in terms of 
raised/impressed, round-headed/hooked, the slants of the double-F to the right/left, 
curvier/angular, and 90° to 1 2 0 � o f the double-F angle. The sophistication of pottery 
making is demonstrated in the diverse play of motif styles. 
Despite the improvement in pottery manufacturing, a large variety of 
potsherds is seen in the Sha Po New Village assemblage. The studied potsherds 
show different amounts and sizes of inclusion adding, the presence of slits and voids 
in certain potsherds also reflect the different methods of clay preparation (see Table 
4.1). This is seen in potsherds that showed clusters of inclusions, as previously 
discussed, it may have been the result of drying shrinkage. Not all of the double-F or 
lozenge-patterned potsherds showed clusters, and this indicates that potters prepared 
the clay paste on different occasions. Also, almost all potsherds of the double-F, the 
lozenge-patterned, and the cord-marked display different core and surface colors, 
which indicates that different clays were used in the initial steps of pottery 
manufacturing. The different fired colors also indicate that the sherds were fired in 
different atmospheres. 
It has been discussed in Chapter 3 that the studied potsherd wall thicknesses 
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show an inconsistent range. In this chapter on Sha Po New Village, the double-F 
wall thicknesses and the lozenge-patterned of Sha Po New Village show values over 
IQo/o. It must be emphasized again that some of the thicker walls of potsherds are not 
rim pieces but body sherds, so the thicker wall measurements of body sherds 
contributing to the higher CV value may be the result of highly different pottery 
vessels. The cord-marked pottery from this site is added to the study for comparison 
with Sha Ha and with the hard double-F and the lozenge-patterned. Contrary to the 
same results of a wide thickness range and a big deviation, the cord-marked pottery 
sherds show a CV value of 9.46%, just below 10%. This demonstrates that the 
double-F and the lozenge-patterned vessels were manufactured independently and 
separately as seen from the different conditions of firing and different wall thickness 
measurements, while the six cord-marked potsherds show that it was possible that 
cord-marked pottery could have been made on the same occasion. It must be noted 
however, only studying six potsherds cannot represent the manufacturing of all cord-
marked potsherds of Sha Po New Village, more studies and cord-marked potsherds 
will be needed to reach a firmer conclusion. 
Having said that, results from the potsherd observations seem to suggest that 
vessels decorated with the double-F motif and the lozenge pattern were prepared and 
treated basically on the same terms. The cord-marked pottery, being a different type 
of pottery (of coarse paste) in the first place, is undeniably treated with a totally 
different set of treatments and function. The studied potsherds all reveal a few 
scenarios: 1) the double-F and the lozenge-patterned vessels are the same, the only 
difference lies in the motif itself; 2) the hard jars or urns were made on separate 
occasions from the use of clay, the adding of inclusions, vessel forming (resulting in 
different thicknesses), and firing; 3) there was no mass production seen from the 
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potsherds. Underbill (2002) proposes that the high variety of pottery suggests that 
they were made to order for certain occasions; the highly variable hard double-F or 
lozenge-patterned may indicate similar situations. 
With reference to data from the excavation report and pottery observations, it 
shows that the society in Sha Po New Village at the time of the Bronze Age was a 
rather diverse one with the different economic activities going on. Though 
cultivation activity was not identified here, the presence of axe molds and a bronze 
oval ornament may suggest that there was bronze casting activity going on in the 
region. The sophistication level and improvement in pottery manufacturing 
resembles that of Tai Wan, with a huge variety in terms of manufacturing. This 
suggests that there was no mass production and standardization, further suggesting 
that there were no groups of elites who controlled and redistributed resources. In 
other words, there is no evidence for the existence of wealth/economic 
differentiation or a stratified society (Earle 2002). However, more studies will be 
needed to further infer the social structure of Sha Po New Village during the Bronze 
Age. 
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I Potsherd Inclusion* Voids Forming Vessel Thickness Core Surface Firing ！^ Part (cm)** 。"队「。 Color Color *** 
2004.16.112 Nil No Wheel Rim 0 75 Yes Pale Yellowish ~ 
； Yellow Gray ^ 
I Occasional 
2004.16.113 (below 5%), No Wheel Rim 0.43 Yes Light Gray R 
I Orange Gray ^ 】 
I Occasional 
2004.16.115 (below 5%), No Wheel Rim 0.80 Yes ！ ; U q h t G r a v R 
^ Gray y ， 
I Occasional 
2004.16.246 (below 5%), Yes Wheel Body 0.82 Yes Light Gray 10 ^ Yellow y ay lu 
I Sizes Vary, 
2004.16.261 g^aque’ ^es Wheel Body 0.80 Yes Pale 
Yellow Yellow 。 
Black" (5%) 
I Occasional ^ 
2004.16.295 (below 5%), No Wheel Body 0,60 Yes Yellow 丨〇 
Opaque Gray 
Clusters, ^ 
I Sizes Vary, 
2004.16.296 Opaque. Yes Coiling Body 0.96-1.24 Yes Light Grayish 




2004.16.297 (below 5%), Yes Wheel Body 0 50 Yes Light Light 
Opaque Gray Yellow 
I and Orange 
I ~ Clusters, 
2004.16.298 Yes Wheel Body 0.60-0.86 Yes g ； Li_G「ay R 
I Orange 
I Clusters, 
I Sizes Vary, 
2004.16.299 Opaque, Yes Wheel Body 0.50 Yes 〇「 ！〇 
I Orange, Gray ^ 
BM 
I Clusters, 
I Sizes Vary, 
2004.16.301 Opaque, Yes Wheel Rim 0 73-0 93 Yes Light Yellowish 
Orange, Gray Gray 
BM 
I “ Sizes Vary, 
2004.16.302 g^aque， ^ ^ Wheel Body 0.66 Yes 力 ht Light 
Gray Yellow 
Black (5%) 
Sizes Vary, ^ 
2004.16.303 Yes Wheel Rim 0.72 Yes O r a J , ,0 
Black (5%) y Yellowish 
I 腿.16.3。5 I ( O b = i g Yes Wheel Rim 0.70 Yes g 二 Light Gray I 




Sizes Vary, " " " " " " " " 
Occasional 
2004.16.315 jJJjIeS。/。)， NO Wheel Body 0.80 Yes White White 〇 
Orange, 
BM 
2004.16.316 Nil No Wheel Body 0.57 Yes Light Dull 
Gray Yellow 
2004.16.317 Nil No Wheel Body ^ ^ y m e 0 ^ 
Table 4.1 Technological Properties of Double-F Potsherds, Sha Po New Village (2003/2004) 
•Clusters of inclusions are found only in fractures and voids, if there were no voids, these clusters 
would have not been noticed; therefore no frequency percentage is available for it. The frequency of 
inclusions is based on the percentage inclusion estimation chart (Orton et al. 1993). Sizes vary means 
some inclusions can be as large as 10 mm; nil means inclusions were not spotted. 
**Wall thickness measurements for sherds with rims are not taken from the junction/collar of the vessel, 
but on where the double-F is applied (shoulder). Uneven thickness is noted only on body sherds that 
are considered not near the rim. 
•••Firing conditions include: 0=Weli-oxidized, R=Reduced, IO=lncompletely Oxidized, S=Smudged. 
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CHAPTER 5 POTSHERDS FOUND IN SHA HA, SAI KUNG 
Sha Ha (沙下）is located at the Sai Kung District (西貢)，the latter situates at the 
southeastern New Territories of Hong Kong and comprises several peninsulas and 
over 70 islands of various sizes (AMO 2005:24). Located between Sai Kung Town 
and Sha Ha village, the Sha Ha archaeological site is a typical sandbar site with an 
uneven flatland formed by soil accumulated from rivers and currents within the 
coastal setting. Facing the Sai Kung Hoi (sea)(西貢海）to the southeast, surrounded 
by small hills like Muk Min Shan (木棉山）to the northwest, the site once had 
meandering streams that flowed through the area before entering the sea (AMO 
2005:14). 
In 1996, a member of the Hong Kong Archaeological Society discovered 
artifacts near the parking area of a resort hotel. It was first detected through survey in 
1998, where the investigation of the Antiquities and Monuments Office (AMO) 
confirmed that the site had "significant archaeological potential" (AMO 2005). The 
site was among the largest yet in Hong Kong but facing the possibility of destruction 
by road construction, the AMO organized a rescue excavation in 2001 and 2002 with 
an area that consisted of approximately 20,000 square meters (m^). Because of its 
large surface area, the excavation was divided into Blocks Al, All, B, C, DI, DII, 
and E, and the excavation in each block was carried out by different archaeological 
teams from China - the Shaanxi Archaeology Institute, the Hebei Provincial Institute 
of Cultural Relics, the Henan Provincial Institute of Cultural Relics and Archaeology, 
and the Institute of Cultural Relics and Archaeology of Guangzhou. In December 
2005, Sha Ha was excavated again by the Institute of Archaeology of the Chinese 
Academy of Social Sciences (CASS) and the Department of Anthropology, the 
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Chinese University of Hong Kong (CUHK) for a special study on Hong Kong's 
prehistoric period (AMO 2005). 
5.1 Archaeological Data 
Sha Ha is composed of a rather thick cultural deposit. The archaeological 
assemblages are dated from the Neolithic (around 5000 to 4000 years ago), the 
Bronze Age, the Han period (206 BC - AD 220), the Song period (AD 960 - 1279), 
and the Ming period (AD 1368 — 1644) (AMO 2005). As the focus of this study is on 
the Bronze Age, this section will briefly discuss about the Bronze Age material 
found in both the 2001/2002 and 2005 field seasons. Because original copies of 
excavation reports of all four teams are unavailable, the database used in this section 
will be based on brief excavation reports by the Guangzhou team, the Henan team, 
the Shaanxi team, and the officially published catalogue "The Ancient Culture of 
Hong Kong: Archaeological Discoveries in Sha Ha, Sai Kung" by the AMO. The 
discussion on the 2005 data, however, is based on a copy obtained from one of the 
excavators Dr. Tracey L-D Lu (Institute of Archaeology, CASS, and Department of 
Anthropology, CUHK 2005). 
The excavations at Sha Ha covered a very large area, which brings our 
attention not only to abundant archaeological remains, but a variety of features that 
indicate different activities that may have taken place within the same culture, in turn 
reflecting the existence of a large community during the Neolithic and the Bronze 
Age. In the 2001/2002 field season, methods new to Hong Kong archaeology were 
employed — flotation, pollen analysis, and phytolith analysis. Results have shown 
that rice was probably cultivated some 4000 years ago (Lu et al. 2005), and it was a 
breakthrough for Hong Kong archaeology. 
The 2005 field season was collaboration between the Institute of 
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Archaeology, Chinese Academy of Social Sciences (CASS) and the Department of 
Anthropology, the Chinese University of Hong Kong (CUHK). Through a small 
excavation of two 2 m x 2 m grids (T375/630A and T385/620D) at Sha Ha, the team 
hoped to obtain more information in order to understand the changes in the economy, 
social structure, and subsistence strategies of early inhabitants in prehistoric Hong 
Kong (Institute of Archaeology, CASS, and Department of Anthropology, CUHK 
2005:2). The main stratum that will be discussed in this section is Layer 2 of 
T385/620D, where the double-F pottery lies. 
5•人7 Features: Burials, Post-holes, Ritual Site，and Stone Tool Workshop 
Features dated to the Bronze Age include burials, post-holes, and stone tool 
workshops. A stone tool workshop, burials and a ritual site dated to the Neolithic 
period are also included in this section to show that early inhabitants of Sha Ha 
already started a sedentary lifestyle, which may provide more information when 
analyzing the social structure of Bronze Age Hong Kong. 
In the 2001/2002 field season, each of the aforementioned archaeological 
team was in charge of certain blocks of the site, and each block was labeled. The 
Shaanxi team excavated Blocks Al, All, and E, and they discovered the only Bronze 
Age burials Ml , M2, and M3 in Block AIL Burial Ml , a rectangular-shaped tomb 
with a hardware jar decorated with the lozenge motif, was found in context C2042 
(AMO and Shaanxi Archaeology Institute 2006:38). Burial M2 was also rectangular-
shaped and was found in context C2044. A hard net-patterned jar was found within 
the burial (see Table 5.1). According to the report, burial M3 was found in context 
C2047 but was severely damaged, so only the bottom of the pit was identified; a 
lozenge-patterned jar was discovered in this pit (AMO and Shaanxi Archaeology 
Institute 2006:39). Human remains were not discovered in all three burials, so the 
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orientation associated with the burials was not clear. 
Burial Period Pottery stone 
Coarse Soft Hard 
M1 Adze (1) 
(C8023 Late Cord-marked Net-patterned Grinder (1) 
C8024)’ Neolithic cauldron (1) jar(1) Whetstone 
Q] 
Cord-marked Adze (1) 
M2 , . cauldron (1) Pointed tool 
(C8037. Neolthic (3) 
C8038) patterned jar Stone pieces 
-(1) JZ) 
M3 Jar with 
(C8039, Neolithic incised ring 
C8040) foot(1) 
M4 Jar with : ； " 
(C8041, NpL^ thir incised ring ^dze (1) 
C8042) Neolithic foot ⑴ Scraper (1) 
Cord-marked 
cauldron (1) Adze(1) 
M5 Cauldron (1) Jar with ^xe (4) 
(C8084, Neolithic Check- incised ring Scraper (1) 
C8085) stamped foot(1) Stone pieces 
cauldron (1) ⑶ 
Potstand (3) 
M6 , . . . 
(C8086, Neolithic seised jar 
C8087) ^ 
M7 
(C8088 Late Cord-marked 
C8089)' Neolithic cauldron (1) 
M8 Plain jar (1) 
(C8092, 
C8093) Jaf"with 
(Size not fit Co「?- perforated 
human, Neolithic marked， holes (1) 
could have mcised Plain basin (1) Aaze ⑴ 
been cauldron (1) Incised pottery 
sacrificial Piece of 
Dit) unknown 
^ ) vessel (1) 
M1 Lozenge-
(C2042) Bronze Age patterned jar 
— i l ] 
M2 D A Net-
(C2044) Bfonze Age patterned jar 
— — — - m 
M3 D . Lozenge-
(C2047) Bronze Age patterned jar 
L J i m 
Table 5.1 Grave Goods from the 2001/2002 Sha Ha excavation dated to the Neolithic and 
the Bronze Age (AMO and Institute of Cultural Relics and Archaeology of Guangzhou 2007; 
AMO and Shaanxi Archaeology Institute 2006) ’ 
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The Guangzhou team was in charge of excavating Block DI, where they 
recovered burials dated to the Neolithic period. The Neolithic burials (M3, M5, M6, 
M8) of Phase 2 were all rectangular-shaped, and burial goods consisted of stone 
adzes, axes, scrapers, coarse and soft pottery of cauldrons, jars, pot stands, and 
basins decorated with cord-marked and incised grooves; some were simply 
undecorated. In Phase 3, the Guangzhou team found Late Neolithic burials (Ml, M2, 
M4, M7) with goods that included coarse and soft pottery in forms of cauldrons or 
jars, stone adzes and whetstones (AMO and Institute of Cultural Relics and 
Archaeology of Guangzhou 2007:19-21). Though the focus of this study is on the 
Bronze Age, studying the Neolithic burial system is one important way to infer the 
social structure prior to the Bronze Age period. 
Like Tai Wan and Sha Po New Village, 16 post-holes were found in Block 
DI by the Guangzhou team (AMO and Institute of Cultural Relics and Archaeology 
of Guangzhou 2007:7) and 62 post-holes were found in Block DII near the hillside, 
according to the AMO publication (AMO and Henan Provincial Institute of Cultural 
Relics and Archaeology 2004:9,15). These post-holes were dated to the Neolithic 
period, which were categorized as Phase 1 by the Guangzhou team, and Phase 1 and 
2 by the Henan team. These post-holes prove that early inhabitants began to settle 
down in this area, as researchers have suggested that post-holes were evidence of 
piled dwelling housing (An 1994). There were also post-holes found in Phase 4, 
which was associated with the Bronze Age, but only seven post-holes have been 
identified (AMO and Henan Provincial Institute of Cultural Relics and Archaeology 
2004:29). Of which, four post-holes were found in context C6040 and have been 
interpreted as one single dwelling by the Henan team (ibid). 
Within the same context of Phase 4 C6040 (dated to the Bronze Age), 192 
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pieces of stone tools, consisting of flakes, cores and roughouts have been found 
between grids T214/23 and T213/23. This was immediately interpreted as a potential 
tool manufacturing area, and the previously detected dwelling was a feature 
associated with the manufacturing site (AMO and Henan Provincial Institute of 
Cultural Relics and Archaeology 2004). 
The Guangzhou team also found similar manufacturing sites for stone tools 
in Phase 2 of context C8006, Block DI，though it was located in the Neolithic deposit. 
The Guangzhou team pointed out that this site concentrated on producing stone 
adzes, and that the material used in producing stone adzes and axes were sourced 
elsewhere while other stone tools like grinders, whetstones, pounders were chosen 
on the sandbar nearby (AMO and Institute of Cultural Relics and Archaeology of 
Guangzhou 2007:10). 
Another feature that may prove that early inhabitants settled for a certain 
period of time is the probable ritual areas found south of the manufacturing area of 
Block DI in the Neolithic deposit. Piles of stones containing intricately made stone 
adzes or axes were stacked intentionally, and the Guangzhou team interpreted it as 
an area probably for ceremonial purposes (AMO and Institute of Cultural Relics and 
Archaeology of Guangzhou 2007:11). 
In the 2005 field season however, no post-holes, burials, and manufacturing 
sites of any sort were found, perhaps due to the smaller area excavated (Institute of 
Archaeology, CASS, and Department of Anthropology, CUHK 2005). 
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5,1,2 Pottery 
Two main types of pottery were discussed in the reports - coarse pottery and hard 
pottery, which are often seen in Hong Kong archaeological reports (AMO 2005; 
Meacham 1978; 2009; Rogers et al. 1995). As mentioned in Chapter 2, coarse 
pottery is the common term for terracotta, which is fired at a relatively low 
temperature between 500 - 800°C (Meacham 1978; Rice 1987). Hard pottery is fired 
at a relatively higher temperature between 900 - 1200�C in Hong Kong 
archaeological reports (AMO 2005; Meacham 1978; 2009; Rogers et al. 1995). 
According to the Shaanxi team, Blocks Al, All, and E yielded both coarse 
and hard pottery, with the majority being hard pottery. Hard pottery was mostly gray, 
grayish brown or glazed, while coarse pottery was mostly red or reddish brown 
(AMO and Shaanxi Archaeology Institute 2006). Decorations applied on the pottery 
include mostly cord-marked for coarse pottery, and motif combinations of the 
double-F with the net pattern (方格紋)，the lozenge-patterned with the net pattern, 
and the lozenge-patterned, the net pattern with incised grooves (凹弦) .The Shaanxi 
team noted that the double-F motif, the lozenge-patterned, and the incised grooves 
were applied on the upper body of the vessel in most cases, while the net pattern was 
applied on the lower body. Vessel forms were mainly cauldrons and jars，with a few 
urns found (AMO and Shaanxi Archaeology Institute 2006:39-41). Two complete 
coarse cauldrons, five complete (restored) hard jars, one hard lid, one glazed stem 
cup, and three coarse jar rims were recorded in the report (AMO and Shaanxi 
Archaeology Institute 2006:39-41). Cauldrons were the major vessel forms of coarse 
pottery, and round-bottomed jars (圜底罐）were the main vessel forms for both hard 
pottery and coarse pottery (AMO and Shaanxi Archaeology Institute 2006). Four jars 
were described in detail in the report，of which, three lozenge-patterned were found 
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in burials, and one double-F found in context C2033, which were all found in the 
Bronze Age cultural layers. According to the report, the three lozenge-patterned 
were wheel-made (AMO and Shaanxi Archaeology Institute 2006); this will be 
discussed in later sections. 
The Henan team was in charge of excavating Blocks CII and DII. The team 
discovered large amounts of pottery and conducted a pottery count. In Phase 4 of 
context C6040, which has been dated to the Bronze Age, coarse pottery took up 
70.30%, while hard pottery accounted for 29.70% (AMO and Henan Provincial 
Institute of Cultural Relics and Archaeology 2004:35). Within the 70.30% of coarse 
pottery, cord-marked pottery accounted for only 1.18%, while others include coarse 
pottery of the zigzag pattern (曲折紋)，leaf vein pattern (葉脈紋)，and undecorated 
pottery (素面）.Within the 29.70% of hard pottery, the double-F pottery accounted 
for 5.20%, and the double-F with net pattern accounted for 1.90%. Lozenge-
patterned on the other hand took up 1.30%, the lozenge-patterned and net-patterned 
took up 0.47% (ibid) (see Figure 5.1). The report stated that the variety of vessels 
was quite limited (AMO and Henan Provincial Institute of Cultural Relics and 
Archaeology 2004:35). The jar was the dominating vessel form within the coarse 
pottery assemblage, followed by pot stands, while the majority of hard pottery 
vessels consisted of jars, stem cups, pot lids and basins (ibid). There was also some 
glazed pottery found in the context but details were not specified. 
Bronze Age deposits found by the Guangzhou team were mainly from 
contexts C8003, C8016, and C8018, but C8016 and C8018 could have been 
disturbed and mixed with other earlier material (AMO and Institute of Cultural 
Relics and Archaeology of Guangzhou 2007). Some differences have been noted in 
the Bronze Age — coarse pottery remained the majority, but an increase in harder 
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plain pottery and gray and red hard pottery decorated with the net pattern, the 
double-F, the lozenge-patterned, and the union jack pattern was also spotted. New 
vessel forms were observed in the hard pottery category, such as the tripod cauldron 
or ding (鼎）（AMO and Institute of Cultural Relics and Archaeology of Guangzhou 
2007:31). 
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Figure 5.1 Percentages of Different Pottery Types in Phase 4 Context C6040 in Block Dll 
Sha Ha, 2001/2002 (AMO and Henan Provincial Institute of Cultural Relics and Archaeology 
2004) 
*The double-F portion is the combined percentage of the double-F and the double with net pattern: 
5.20%+1.90%=7.10%; the lozenge-patterned is the combined percentage of the lozenge-patterned 
and the lozenge-patterned with net: 1.30%+0.47%=1.77%. Others include different motifs of coarse 
hard, and glazed pottery such as the leaf vein, the spiral, the incised grooves, the combed dots and 
the net patterns. ’ 
To sum up the above findings from different teams of the 2001/2002 field 
season, the majority of the pottery was still coarse pottery, in which the cord-marked 
accounted for a relatively tiny proportion. Decorated pottery was comparatively few 
while a large proportion remained undecorated (also known as plain pottery) in both 
coarse and hard pottery. Cord-marked pottery that was assumed to be of later period 
was described as showing thinner walls in general, and cord marks being more 
uniform (AMO 2007b:5). 
For the 2005 field season, coarse pottery was also the majority, but a large 
amount of soft and hard pottery was unearthed as well. Decorations were mainly 
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cord-marked, the net pattern, the zigzag pattern, the lozenge pattern, the incised 
grooves, and the double-F motif (Institute of Archaeology, CASS, and Department 
of Anthropology, CUHK 2005:15). Vessel types of coarse pottery included urns, pot 
lids, pot stands, jars, and cauldrons, while soft and hard pottery vessel types included 
ring foot basins and stem cups; the double-F pottery were mostly found in forms of 
sherds (Institute of Archaeology, CASS, and Department of Anthropology, CUHK 
2005:10-11). 
5,1.3 Stone and Bronze Artifacts 
Stone tools found in general were ground tools usually made of shale or sandstone, 
but anchors, net weights, whetstones made of natural pebbles were unearthed (AMO 
and Henan Provincial Institute of Cultural Relics and Archaeology 2004:31). The 
Shaanxi team found four adzes, one axe, three ring cores, one anvil, and some 
fragments of stone rings or slotted rings (AMO and Shaanxi Archaeology Institute 
2006:42-43). It is interesting to note that there was one stone adze (SKSHE02SF27) 
found covered with rust (AMO and Shaanxi Archaeology Institute 2006:42), though 
the occurrence of it was not further interpreted. The Henan team uncovered 13 stone 
adzes, eight roughouts, four whetstones, one knife, four net weights, one grinder, one 
scraper, one spear, three arrowheads, three anchors, five cores, 16 pointed stone tools, 
12 stone rings, eight ring cores and two round processed disc-like stone tool, 
probably an unfinished product (AMO and Henan Provincial Institute of Cultural 
Relics and Archaeology 2004:31-35). 
The 2005 field season also recovered some stone tools. Polished stone tools 
were found in Layer 2 of T385/620D that include stone adzes, pointed stone tools, 
hammers, and flakes (Institute of Archaeology, CASS, and Department of 
Anthropology, CUHK 2005:11). 
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Only a few bronze artifacts were found in Sha Ha, including one bronze axe 
and two bronze arrowheads recovered from Block Al grid T115/103 in the 
2001/2002 field season (AMO 2005:186). The 2005 field season recovered no 
bronze artifacts (Institute of Archaeology, CASS, and Department of Anthropology, 
CUHK 2005). It is interesting to note that, like Tai Wan and Sha Po New Village, 
Sha Ha also yielded an axe mold in Block DII in context C6014 grid T212/123 
during the 2001/2002 excavation (AMO and Henan Provincial Institute of Cultural 
Relics and Archaeology 2004:31-35). 
5.2 The Studied Pottery Sherds of Sha Ha 
The Sha Ha material is relatively numerous than that of Tai Wan and Sha Po New 
Village due to availability and excavation area covered. Having the 2001/2002 and 
the 2005 excavations combined, 47 double-F, nine lozenge-patterned, and 26 cord-
marked potsherds are studied. Qualitative as well as quantitative analysis will be 
applied where necessary to offer a better picture of pottery production in Sha Ha and 
a better comparison with other sites in later chapters. 
5.2.7 The Double-F Potsherds 
In this study, 27 double-F pottery sherds are from the 2001/2002 excavation and 20 
are from 2005. Among the 27 double-F pottery sherds from the 2001/2002 field 
season, 21 of them were found in Blocks DI and DII, while the double-F potsherds 
from the 2005 field season were collected from the surface. Like previous chapters, 
this section will also describe observations on technological properties mainly on the 
implications of clay preparation, vessel forming, and firing; and stylistic attributes to 
draw implications from motif styles. 
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Tech nological Properties 
Most of the studied double-F potsherds are hard pottery. According to the 
Guangdong Provincial Institute of Cultural Relics and Archaeology's study on the 
double-F pottery from the Henglingshan cemetery, these double-F potsherds from 
Sha Ha are possibly also rated 5 - 7 on the Moh's scale of hardness (Guangdong 
Provincial Institute of Cultural Relics and Archaeology 2005). There are certain 
potsherds that are considerably softer than others. In most cases, it seems that pottery 
that has an orange tint is most likely to be softer, probably due to the clay chosen, 
and/or shorter firing time, and/or firing in lower temperature (Au 2004), but the 
cause(s) of this softness is unclear at the moment (Au 2004; AMO 2004; 2005; Finn 
1958; Meacham 1978; Rogers et al. 1995). In Sha Ha specifically, nine of them are 
soft pottery (see Table 5.2). Though it has been observed that the majority of the 
hard pottery is light gray, there still seems to be an option for potters to choose 
certain clay to produce a softer product. Whether this is a skills problem or just a 
preference remains unknown, but the results in this study and the absence of soft 
pottery in Sha Po New Village may indicate that potters or consumers preferred 
"harder" vessels, as they may be more durable. 
Similar to potsherds found in Tai Wan and Sha Po New Village, 39 Sha Ha 
potsherds also have black specks, while eight of them do not (see Table 5.2). These 
black specks, as explained in earlier chapters, was the result of iron oxides 
transforming into black magnetic iron oxides when firing temperature reaches 
1150°C or above (Meacham 1978). This also suggests that potters have already 
effectively controlled firing temperature at 1150^C and have been able to keep a 
stable firing atmosphere to retain such high temperature. The eight double-F 
potsherds without the black specks have a light gray core color, some with surface 
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colors of light gray or pale yellow. The different colors reflect different conditions in 
firing. For a light gray surface color, it indicates that clay was probably 
carbonaceous and was not sufficiently fired to oxidize organics and to allow color 
development of any iron presence due to no excess oxygen (Rice 1987:345). For a 
pale yellow surface color, it indicates that the vessel was fired in an oxidized 
atmosphere but not sufficiently fired to allow full color development throughout in 
and out of the vessel (ibid). As four of these show a reduced condition and the other 
four potsherds show an incomplete oxidation, and just one out of the eight potsherds 
is softer (potsherd No.2002.31.1658), there seems to be no correlation between the 
firing atmosphere and the presence of black specks, nor does there seem to be a 
correlation between a low firing temperature and a "softer" type of pottery (see 
Table 5.2). 
The majority of the double-F potsherds in Sha Ha display black specks, 
which indirectly points to the fact that potters have effectively controlled a higher 
firing temperature. While the double-F potsherds of the Sha Po New Village are 
mainly light gray and show conditions of reduced firing, the double-F potsherds 
from Sha Ha have a rather equal proportion of core colors that consists of light gray 
and pale yellow (see Table 5.2). Surface colors, on the other hand, are light yellow, 
light orange，light yellow orange, and light gray. There are only two pieces that are 
white (potsherds No.2002.31.1656 and No.2002.31.1664), which Rice (1987) has 
interpreted as clay lacking organics and iron. However, when combining both core 
and surface colors, the Sha Ha double-F potsherds show 53.20% (25 of 47) of 
incomplete oxidation while reduction only accounts for 31.90% (15 of 47) (Table 
5.3). The two different firing conditions reflected in the fired potsherds - reduced and 
oxidized, show that instead of having pottery fired in open pits, Bronze Age potters 
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developed a new Ibrm of firing technology — a closed environment or a simple kiln 
of some sort. 
Contrary to the common perception that all double-F pottery was made on 
the wheel, a large proportion of the Sha Ha potsherds does not display the necessary 
rilling or wheel marks. However, potsherds that do show wheel marks are usually 
those of the rim parts, as previously discussed, it may be because the rim was 
worked on the slow wheel and attached to the body that was made through coiling. 
The surface of vessels was then enhanced and strengthened by the paddle-and-anvil 
technique with motif stamps as the padding as well as decorating. Perhaps due to the 
coiling method where the vessel is formed through coils of clay stacked together, 
some potsherds show uneven wall thickness. The wall thickness of the potsherds also 
varies significantly from 0.34 to 1.13 cm，with a mean of 0.67 cm and a standard 
deviation of 0.18 (Figure 5.2). 
Site 
Sha Po 
Tai Wan New Village Sha Ha Total 
Firing Reduction Count 0 7 15 22 
% within Firing — .0% — 31.8% _ 68.2% “ 100.0% 
% within Site — .0% — 38.9% 一 31.9% 29.7% 
% of Total — 9.5% 20.3% 29.7% 
Complete Oxidation Count 0 3 5 8 
% within Firing ~ .0% — 37.5% “ 62.5% “ 100.0% 
% within Site 一 .0% ~ 16.7% 10.6% 10.8% 
% of Total 一 . 6 ^ 4.1% 6.8% 10.8% 
Incomplete Count 4 7 25 36 
Oxidation % within F i r i t ^ 11 .1^ 19.4% 69.4% 100.0% 
% within Site — 44.4% — 38.9% “ 53.2% 48.6% 
% of Total — 5 . 4 ^ 9.5% 33.8% 48.6% 
Smudged Count 5 1 2 8 
"Wi th in Firing 62.5%" 12.5%" 2 5 . 6 ^ 100.0^ 
% within Site — 55.6% — 5.6% 一 4.3% “ 10.8% 
% of Total — 6 . ^ 1.4% 2.70/0 10.8% 
Total Count 9 18 — 47 ~ 74 
0/0 within Firing 一 12.2% ~ 24.3% “ 63.5% 100.0% 
% within Site 一 100.0% — 100.0% — 100.0% 100.0% 
% of Total 12.2% I 24.30/0 I 63.50/0 I 100.0% 
Table 5.3 Firing Conditions of Double-F Potsherds among the Three Sites: Tai Wan (1930s), 
Sha Po New Village (2003/2004), and Sha Ha (2001/2002 and 2005) 
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Given that only nine of the 47 Sha Ha double-F potsherds are rim pieces, 
which have thicker walls than the body sherds (Table 5.2), the proportion of the rim 
pieces seem to be smaller and may not potentially affect the Coefficient of Variation 
(CV) value as much as the CV of potsherds from Tai Wan and Sha Po New Village. 
But to make sure rim pieces do not affect the overall CV value, separate CV values 
for rim pieces as well as body sherds are calculated. As seen from Table 5.4, the CV 
value of the nine rim pieces is 19.54%, while the value for the body sherds is 24.19%. 
Although the results show that the rim pieces are on average thicker, the CV value of 
both rim pieces and body sherds are above 10%. This illustrates a very inconsistent 
standard in terms of vessel forming with a CV value of 26.87%, where values above 
10% mark the high variability. 
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Figure 5.2 Distribution of Double-F Potsherd Wall Thicknesses of Sha Ha in 2001/2002 and 
2005 
Potsherd Mean (cm) 二 = ~ c V V a l u e “ 
— R i m Pieces~~ 0.87 一 0.17 19.54% 
Body Sherds 0.62 0.15 24.19% 
Table 5.4 CV Values of Studied Sha Ha Double-F Potsherds (2001/2002, 2005) 
Generally speaking, hard pottery is non-permeable (Rice 1987), but that does 
not mean that it is also non-porous. Among the 47 Sha Ha double-F potsherds, only 
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23 of thcin arc non-porous, while the remaining 24 display voids, slits, or fractures 
atter being fired (Table 5.2). The causes to the voids or fractures remain uncertain at 
the moment, some could be the result of organics being burnt off, and some could 
have been caused during the events of initial clay preparation (Gibson and Woods 
1997; Rice 1987). The cross sections of the potsherds nonetheless show very 
compact and closely knit structures. 
The majority of Sha Ha double-F potsherds have inclusions. Within those 
potsherds with inclusions, 40.40% contain inclusions sized between 0.50 and 5.00 
mm, with occasional inclusion that is extremely large (up to 10 mm) and visible to 
the naked eye; and 29.80% of the potsherds have relatively even-sized inclusions. 
The remaining 29.80% of the sherds are classified as having "unidentifiable 
inclusions" that basically do not show inclusions unless there are voids exposing 
clusters of it (Table 5.5). This indicates that these inclusions seem to blend well with 
the clay paste, further suggesting that these were intentionally added temper by 
potters. 
Under stereomicroscope observation with a lOx magnification, the quantity 
of inclusions in most of the potsherds observed is quite few; and the inclusions are 
hardly recognizable unless they are found within voids. Within double-F potsherds 
that show identifiable inclusions, the frequency level is around 5% or below 
according to the percentage inclusion estimation chart (Orton et al. 1993) (Table 5.2). 
Inclusions in general are opaque in color, with some orange, and are sub-rounded or 
rounded in shape, according to Powers' Scale of Roundness (Orton et al. 1993). 
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Site Total 
Sha Po 
Tai Wan New Village Sha Ha 
Inclusion Sizes vary Count ^ 5 Jq ^ 
% within 
Inclusion 20.0% 16.7% 63.3% 100.0% 
% within Si te~ 6 6 . 7 ° ^ 2 7 . 8 ^ 40.4% 40.5% 
% of Total 8.1%" 6.Q% 25.7%" 40.5% 
£vsn size Count 3 ] ^ 
% within TTZT, 
Inclusion 16.7% 5.6% 77.8% 100.0% 
% within S i t e " 33.3%~ 5.6V7 29.8% 24.3%" 
% of Total 4.1% 1.40/0"" 18.9%" 24.3% 
Unidentifiable Count 0 12 ^ ^ 
% within 77 
Inclusion 46.2% 53.8% 100.0% 
% within S i t e " .0%" 66.7°/7 29.8% 35.1%" 
一 % of Total .0% 16.2% 18.9% 3 5 ^ 
Count 9 18一 47 ^ 
% within 
Inclusion ^2.2% 24.3% 63.5% 100.0% 
% within Site 100.0%~ 100.0°^ 100.0% l o o . o i 
I % of Total 12.2% I 24.30/0 I 63.50/0 I 100.0% 
Table 5.5 Inclusions of Double-F Potsherds among the Three Sites: Tai Wan (1930s) Sha 
Po New Village (2003/2004), and Sha Ha (2001/2002 and 2005) ’ 
Stylistic Attributes 
Similar to Tai Wan and Sha Po New Village, the double-F motifs found in Sha Ha 
are either raised or impressed, slanted to the right or left, with hooks or round-
headed. The double-F motif has similar motif combinations like the other two sites 一 
the double-F with the net pattern, the combed dots (篦點)，and the incised grooves, 
where the double-F motif is usually applied near the rim or shoulder, which 
constitutes the upper body of the vessel. Some seem to show more details than others 
-there is only one potsherd throughout the studied Sha Ha potsherds that shows the 
potter's mark — No.2002.31.1664 (Figure 5.3); and one that has a decorated rim and 
applique — No.2002.31.1663 (Figure 5.4). Within the 47 double-F potsherds, 19 of 
them are hook-shaped, which leaves us with the remaining 28 mainly round-headed 
(Table 5.6). However, there does not seem to be a preference in having the double-F 
raised or impressed, as 24 of the 47 potsherds are raised, and the remaining 23 
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potsherds are impressed. Only 14 of the 47 double-F potsherds have the ‘‘F’，slanting 
to the left, while the remaining 33 double-F potsherds have the "F" slanting to the 
right. There are also no preferences in deciding the double-F angle (Table 5.6), as the 
percentage of each angle is relatively equal. The results seem to suggest that there 
was no standardized or restricted style when each vessel was made and decorated. 
【、.’：’、>、'〜；!.：；•• 故《偏 
Figure 5.3 The Potter's MTrk of Double-F Potsherd No.2002.31.1664 of Sha Ha found by the 
AMO in 2001/2002 
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Figure 5.4 Decorated Double-F Rim No.2002.31.1663 of Sha Ha found by the AMO in 
2001/2002 
Within the Sha Ha double-F assemblage, 89.40% potsherds (42 of 47) do not 
show motif overlapping (Table 5.7), and only five potsherds, or 10.60% show motif 
overlapping, where different motifs cover or cross out previous motifs. For example, 
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incised grooves cross out the double-F motif on potsherd No.2002.31.3009 (Figure 
5.5). It must be emphasized here that the main reason for the majority of double-F 
potsherds not having motif overlaps is because only 18 double-F potsherds have 
another one or more motif(s) in addition to the double-F motif itself (Table 5.6). 
Another condition of overstamping is the double-F overlapping itself, which is easier 
to identify on potsherds. Within the Sha Ha assemblage, most of the potsherds - 29 
out of 47 (61.70%) show conditions of the double-F overlapping (see Table 5.8), like 




Tai Wan New Village Sha Ha Total 
Motif Overlap No Count ^ 15 ^ ^ 
% within Motif Overlap 一 6.6% 一 24.6% 一 
o/o within Site 44.4% “ 83.3% “ 89.4% 82.4% 
% of Total 5.4% “ 20.3% 56.8% 82.4% 
Yes Count 5 3 5 j y^ 
% within Motif Overlap — 38.5% — 23.1% 一 38.5% 100.0% 
% within Site 55.6% — 16.7% — 10.6% 17.6% 
% of Total 6.8% _ 4.1% 6.8% 17 6% 
T。tal Count 9 “ 18 _ 4 7 "m 
% within Motif Overlap _ 12.2% — 24.3% _ 6 3 . 5 ^ 
% within Site 100.0% 100.0%~ 100.0%~ lOO.Qo/o 
r / o of Total 12.2% I 24.3% I 63.5% 100.0% 
Table 5.7 Motif Overlaps among the Three Sites: Tai Wan (1930s), Sha Po New Village 
(2003/2004), and Sha Ha (2001/2002 and 2005) 
Figure 5.5 Sha Ha Potsherd No.2002.31.3009 showing Motif Overlaps found in 2001/2002 
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Finn (1958) once hypothesized that all hard geometric pottery had the 
potter's mark on the rim or on the foot of a vessel. The studied 47 double-F 
potsherds only have nine rim pieces, and only one potsherd — No.2002.31.1664 is 
found with a potter's mark on the rim (Figure 5.3). Among the 47 double-F 
potsherds, only 20 potsherds have identifiable unit stamp pattern, and 10 of them do 
follow Finn's theory of ViA.Vi. However, the remaining 10 potsherds do not follow 
that pattern, and the stamping sequence may either be in units of V2.I or 1.1. In 
terms of the characteristics of the unit pattern, 19 out of the 47 double-F potsherds 
are impressed, hooked, and slanted to the right (Figure 5.6), while 12 of them are 
raised, round-headed, and slanted to the right (Table 5.6). The remaining 16 double-
F potsherds are grouped into categories of raised, round-headed, and slanted to the 
left, impressed, hooked, and slanted to the right, raised, hooked, and slanted to the 
right, and raised, hooked, slanted to the left (Table 5.6). As observed in the Sha Ha 
double-F potsherds, there are six variations of a double-F stamp, but the style that 
consists of impressed and round-headed double-F is not found. Although the double-
F styles can be categorized in six general categories, each style remains very diverse 
in detail. 
Individual potsherds are also examined to see whether there are potsherds 
that are printed with the exact same motif stamp. Within the group impressed, hook-
shaped, and slanted to the right, there are particularly two potsherds 
(No.2002.31.2669 and No.2002.31.2900) that have similar motif width and length 
measurements, though not the same. A closer comparison in photos Figures 5.6 and 
5.7 and in Tables 5.9 and 5.10, show that the two sherds are extremely similar. The 
only differences observed are the amount of inclusions added, the wall thickness, 
and the fired colors. Based on the fact that the two sherds were recovered in Block 
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DI, it was possible that the two vessels were made by the same potter(s) using the 
same stamp, or different potter(s) using the same stamp, but probably on separate 
occasions. 
Site 
Sha P o ~ ~ 
Tai Wan New Village Sha Ha Total 
〒 ’ n ^ Count 3 9 l T ^ 
Overlap % within "F" 
Overlap 10.0% 30.0% 60.0% 100.0% 
% within Site “ 33.3% “ 50.0% “ 38.3% 40.5%" 
% of Total 4.1% 12.20/0 24.30/0 40.5% 
Yes Count 6 9 ^ ^ 
Overlap ‘「， 13.6% 20.5% 65.9% 100.0% 
% within Site “ 66.7% “ 50.0%. 61.7% 59.5% “ 
% of Total 8.1% 12.20/0 39.2% 
Total Count ^ ^ 
% within "F" I “ 
Overlap 12.2% 24.3% 63.5% 100.0% 
% within Site “ 100.0% “ 100.0% ‘ 100.0% 100.0%" 
% of Total 12.2% I 24.3% 63.5% | 100.0% 
Table 5.8 Double-F Overlaps among the Three Sites: Tai Wan (1930s), Sha Po New Village 
(2003/2004), and Sha Ha (2001/2002 and 2005) 
圓 
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Figure 5.6 Double-F Style: Impressed, Hook-shaped, Slanted to the Right (Potsherd 
No.2002.31.2669 from Sha Ha 2001/2002) 
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Figure 5.7 Double-F Style: Impressed, Hook-shaped, Slanted to the Right (Potsherd 
No.2002.31.2900 from Sha Ha 2001/2002) 
Motif Motif Raised (R) Hook-shaped "F" Angle 
Potsherd No. Width Length /Impressed (H)/Round- & Motifs 
(cm) (cm) (I) headed (R) Direction 
2002.31.2669 4.00 一 3.00 ~ I — H 100°R 一 F 
2002.31.2900 3.70 3.00 | I | H | 100°R F 
Table 5.9 Stylistic Attributes Comparison between Potsherds, No.2002.31.2669 and 
No.2002.31.2900 (Sha Ha, 2001/2002) 
Potsherd , , . . ^ Vessel Thickness « , Core Surface Firing 
Inclusion Voids Forming , , 、 Specks « , . , * ^ 
No. ^ Part (cm) 卜 Color Color * 
Sizes p.丨丨 
Vary, Dull 
2002.31.2669 Opaque No Coiling Body 0.69 Yes "^fange !〇 
and Black Gray /Light 
Gray 
Occasional 
2002 .31 .2900 (二。西 N 。 ， . ， ㊀ ‘ ， R i m 0.72-1.13 Yes f h t Light 
5%), Coiling Gray Yellow 
Orange 
Table 5.10 Technologica Properties Comparison Potsherds No.2002.31.2669 and 
No.2002.31.2900 (Sha Ha, 2001/2002) 
*I0= Incompletely Oxidized 
There are also other double-F potsherds that resemble each other, but because 
a complete double-F was not available most of the time, further comparison on CV 
calculations could not be made. An example is a group of potsherds 
No.2002.31.3087 from the 2001/2002 field season (Figure 5.8) and No.2005.5.347(t) 
(Figure 5.9) from the 2005 field season. Though motif measurements could not be 
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compared, the two are stylistically very similar, as presented in Figures 5.8 and 5.9, 
the double-F is very angular, which differs from the double-F style of potsherds 
No.2002.31.2669 (Figure 5.6) and No.2002.31.2900 (Figure 5.7). However, the 
technological properties observed in the two potsherds show that they are produced 
on different occasions. Although both were made with pale yellow clay, potsherd 
No.2005.5.347(f) shows a smudging condition, while No.2002.31.3087 is 
incompletely oxidized; No.2002.31.3087 has a better clay preparation than 
No.2005.5.347(f) as No.2005.5.347(f) shows clusters of inclusions (Table 5.6). 
‘ •‘ ： ” ‘ ‘ 
• ^ ^ ‘ ‘：-'"., ‘ ： 4 
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圓 
Figure 5.8 Double-F Style: Impressed, Hook-shaped, Slanted to the Right (Potsherd 
No.2002.31.3087, Sha Ha 2001/2002) 
鸭 镇 F L ^ S S ^ 銜 輝 、 1 
Figure 5.9 Double-F Style: Impressed, Hook-shaped, Slanted to the Right (Potsherd 
No.2005.5.347(f), Sha Ha 2005) 
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There also seems lo be a characteristic among different doublc-F potsherds 
found in different contexts. Pottery from context C6040 in Block DII is extremely 
well made compared to others, pottery is wheel-made as illustrated by the 
rilling/wheel marks on the body. Potsherds found in context C8003 from Block DI 
seems to have firing or clay preparation problems. The clay was probably too dry, 
which in turn resulted in fired products being extremely rough and rugged. Potsherds 
from context C8016/8017 from Block DI display obvious anvil marks as well as very 
thin walls. The variety of the fired products in terms of color, wall thickness, body 
formation, and design seems to suggest that vessels were produced independently 
from the hands of different potter(s). This probably reflects two scenarios: 1) The 
differentiation of skills and the difference in characteristics reflect the different 
periods of the Bronze Age; 2) As the majority of the double-F potsherds were found 
in Blocks DI and DII, there is reason to believe that a pottery workshop existed in 
that area, or that manufacturing activity was concentrated particularly in Blocks DI 
and DII. 
5.2.2 Others: The Lozenge-patterned and the Cord-marked Potsherds 
The lozenge-patterned hard pottery and the cord-marked potsherds of coarse pottery 
of the Sha Ha assemblage have also been chosen for comparison with the double-F 
potsherds. The total pottery count was not available due to the diverse sources of 
publications by different teams and the absence of original excavation reports. The 
two types of potsherds will also be discussed according to technological properties 
and stylistic attributes. 
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5.2.2.1 The Lozenge-patterned Potsherds 
In the Sha Ha assemblage, there are relatively few lozenge-patterned potsherds, as 
mentioned above, the majority of pottery from Sha Ha is plain pottery. Only nine 
potsherds are available for this study, all of which belong to the 2001/2002 field 
season. Among the nine potsherds, five of them were found in Block DI, while the 
remaining four in bag No.2002.31.3020 were collected on the surface. 
Technological Properties 
Among the nine potsherds studied，seven of them are hard pottery, as discussed 
earlier in section 5.2.1 (Guangdong Provincial Institute of Cultural Relics and 
Archaeology 2005). The remaining two potsherds (No.2002.31.2359, 
No.2002.31.2705) are soft and powdery (Table 5.11), which can be scratched by 
fingernail, so its hardness could be below Moh's scale hardness 2.5. The reason to 
the occurrence of softer potsherds, as discussed earlier, is still unknown, but it can be 
due to different clays or different firing conditions. 
The wall thickness ranges from 0.46 cm to 0.73 cm, with a mean of 0.61 cm 
and a standard deviation of 0.11 (Figure 5.10). The wide range of the thickness 
measurements already portrays a rather huge variation among the studied lozenge-
patterned potsherds. The Coefficient of Variation (CV) value of the wall thicknesses 
is 18.03%, showing that these potsherds are well above 10% and are different. It has 
been noticed that pieces near the rim can be thicker than the body pieces, and that the 
value of the CV might be largely affected when the sample size is rather small. 
However, a large proportion of the rim piece No.2002.31.1312 is the shoulder part, 
so the piece was measured on the shoulder part. Though the CV value calculated for 
now may not be accurate and will require a larger sample size, it is calculated here 
for reference. The first impression of the wall thickness measurements is that, these 
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lozengc-pallerned vessels were not similar or at least not made to be similar. Despite 
the varying wall thickness measurements of the potsherds, the potsherds themselves 
display a relatively even thickness. This is probably the result of vessel forming 
improvement. 
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Figure 5.10 Distribution of Lozenge-patterned Potsherd Wall Thicknesses of Sha Ha in 
2001/2002 by the AMO 
Most of them, like other hard pottery seen in the other two sites, have black 
specks, except for two potsherds No.2002.31.2354 and No.2002.31.2705. As 
mentioned earlier, the occurrence of black specks on the fired products is a sign that 
they were fired at a temperature of 1150°C or above (Meacham 1978). Core colors 
are mainly in shades of light gray, while surface colors are in different shades of 
gray. Four of the nine lozenge-patterned potsherds are relatively well oxidized 
(No.2002.31.2359, No.2002.31.2705, No.2002.31.2868, and one sherd from bag 
No.2002.31.3020), while two are smudged with dark gray surface colors. The 
remaining three (No.2002.31.1312, No.2002.31.2354, and one sherd from bag 
No.2002.31.3020) are either reduced or incompletely oxidized (see Table 5.11). 
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Potsherd No. Voids Forming Vessel Thickness Core Surface Firing 
^ Part (cm)** 外 Color Color *** 
Clusters, 
Even- Pale 
2002.31.1312 sized, Rim， Light Y e l l o w , 丨 。 





2002.31.2705 ^ [！ T 。 Yes Wheel Body 0.61 No 丄 丨 ^ 0 
and Yellow Yellow 
Orange 
m 
I • . . Light 




2002.31.2359 Yes Wheel Body 0.72 Yes 门Light Light 





n _ i P Light Light 
2002.31.2868 ^ " d No Wheel Body 0.46 Yes Green Green R 
Orange G「ay Gray 
m 
Occasiona 
2002.31.3020 I (below „ , 。 」 ^ 。 Liaht Dull 
(a) 5%), NO Wheel Body 。.48 Yes ^ J ； orange 
Opaque 
Occasiona 
2002.31.3020 I (below , , 、仏, „ 」 。，。 
(b) 50/0)， No Wheel Body 0.73 Yes White White 〇 
Opaque 
2002.31.3020 , , , „ 、，, “ . ^ Liaht Dark 




2002.31.3020 Opaque „ , ^ 」 Green Olive 
(d) and NQ Wheel Body 0.68 Yes g ； S 
Orange, 
(5%) I I I I 
Table 5.11 Technological Properties of Lozenge-patterned Potsherds from Sha Ha 
(2001/2002) 
•Clusters of inclusions are found only in fractures and voids, if there were no voids, these 
clusters would have not been noticed; therefore no frequency percentage is available for it. 
The frequency of inclusions is based on the percentage inclusion estimation chart (Orton et al. 
1993). Sizes vary means some inclusions can range from 0.50 - 2.00 mm. Nil means 
inclusions cannot be see门. 
** Wall thickness measurements for sherds with rims are not taken from the junction/collar of 
the vessel, but on where the lozenge is applied (shoulder). 
•••Firing conditions include: 0=Well-oxidized, R=Reduced, l〇=lncompletely Oxidized, 
S=Smudged ’ 
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While hard pottery sherds are in general non-permeable (Rice 1987), most of 
the lozenge-patterned potsherds from Sha Ha are nonporous, with only three 
potsherds No.2002.31.1312, No.2002.31.2359, and No.2002.31.2705 displaying 
pores or voids (see Table 5.11). The reasons to the presence of voids can vary from 
shrinkage or organics being burnt off, to different methods in clay preparation 
(Gibson and Woods 1997; Rice 1987). 
Using the same method for the double-F potsherds, under microscopic 
observation of a stereomicroscope with lOx magnification, most of the lozenge-
patterned potsherds are compact and closely knit, and inclusions are hardly 
recognizable in two of the sherds (Table 5.11). Observable inclusions in other 
potsherds are usually opaque and orange, and are sub-rounded in shape. Again, with 
reference to the percentage inclusion estimation chart (Orton et al. 1993), inclusion 
frequency ranges at around 5% or below (Table 5.11). Inclusions are mostly even-
sized approximately 0.20 mm, possibly a sign that these were artificially added 
temper instead of naturally occurring. Further studies on the inclusions and being 
able to identify their raw materials would offer much more information on the clay 
preparation of Bronze Age potters. 
Stylistic Attributes 
The nine potsherds are mainly body parts of the vessels with the lozenge being the 
only motif. These pieces may have been the middle of the upper body, since they are 
not near the rim nor are they near the lower body, where other motifs such as the net 
pattern may come into interaction. 
Again, like other lozenge-patterned potsherds studied in Tai Wan and Sha Po 
new Village, the Sha Ha lozenge-patterned potsherds all follow a rule of either 
having a squared or diamond/rhombus-shaped lozenge. Among the nine potsherds, 
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five of them also have the problem of overlapping, but is only limited to unit border 
overlaps and not involving continuous overlapping of the lozenge pattern itself. In 
order to locate the same motif stamp, or a similar one found across the three sites, 
the motif length and width, along with the lozenge style have been examined. There 
is only one potsherd that has the lozenge style of filled square without borders with 
equal length and width (0.50 x 0.50 cm): No.2002.31.2705. The other two filled 
squares have double borders (No.2002.31.1312, one potsherd from bag 
No.2002.31.3020). However, when comparing measurements, potsherd 
No.2002.31.1312 shows 0.50 x 0.50 cm while potsherd No.2002.31. 3020 has a 
length of 0.90 cm and a width of 0.70 cm (Table 5.12). Clearly, it shows that the 
lozenge patterns on these two potsherds were not applied using the same stamp. The 
other six are filled diamonds, some are without borders, some are with single borders, 
and the rest are with double borders. Potsherd No.2002.31.2868 and one potsherd 
from bag No.2002.31.3020 are particularly similar in terms of style and 
measurements: 0.90 x 0.70 cm and 0.90 x 0.60 cm respectively (Table 5.12). But like 
conditions of the lozenge-patterned potsherds discussed in previous chapters, though 
they may seem to be potsherds decorated with the same motif stamp, the fired color 
of No.2002.31.2868 is light greenish gray throughout with a reduced firing condition, 
and potsherd No.2002.31.3020(a) has a light gray core color and a dull orange 
surface color, fired in an incompletely oxidized environment (Tables 5.11 and 5.12). 
This shows that the different use of clay and the different firing conditions seem to 
suggest that these vessels were made on separate occasions. 
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= 丨 二 T S Q T NO. of Motif 
Potsherd No. L，ng h 二 n d Borders _ f s Overlap 
(cm) (cm) K 
誦 . 1 3 1 2 ^ ^ SQ 2 Lozenge， 
net 
2002.31.2354 “ 0.60 一 1.5 D 1 Lozenge No 
2002.31.2359 0.80 1.7 D 1 Lozenge’ ^ ^ 
n^ 
2002.31.2705 一 0.50 0.5 ~ SQ 一 0 Lozenge No “ 
2002.31.2868 0.70 0.9 — D — 1 Lozenge No 
2002.31.3020 (a) _ 0.60 _ 0.9 — D 一 1 L o z e n ^ No 
2002.31.3020 (b) “ 0.50 一 0.9 D 0 Lozenge No 
2002.31.3020 (c) 0.75 1.3 ~ D 2 Lozenge No “ 
2002.31.3020(d) 0.70 | 0.9 | SQ | 2 | Lozenge No 
T a b l e 5 . 1 2 Sty l i s t i c A t t r i b u t e s o f L o z e n g e - p a t t e r n e d P o t s h e r d s f r o m S h a H a ( 2 0 0 1 / 2 0 0 2 ) 
5.2.2.2 The Cord-marked Pottery Sherds 
A total of 26 cord-marked pottery sherds are studied. Of which, 15 cord-marked 
potsherds are from the 2001/2002 excavation found within contexts C8003, C8018, 
C8022 in Block DI, which supposedly existed with the double-F pottery and are 
considered as Bronze Age strata by the excavators (AMO 2005). The remaining 11 
cord-marked potsherds are from the 2005 excavation in context CI (according to the 
AMO's accession cards), which also found double-F pottery and are considered 
associated with it. 
Though cord-marked vessels were originally made to accommodate certain 
functions such as cooking (Lu 2010; Rice 1987; Underhill 2002), which is also 
illustrated by charcoals on surface of certain coarse cord-marked vessels from Sha 
Ha (AMO 2005), a slightly larger amount of potsherds recovered from Sha Ha has 
shown a larger variety of vessel forms applied with the cord mark. While most 
sherds found are the body of vessels, there are also fragmentary rims of basins, 
pottery discs or taohing (陶餅)，and cauldrons (AMO 2005). 
- 1 4 6 -
Technological Properties and Stylistic Attributes 
Different from our general perception of cord-marked pottery being rough and less 
sophisticated, the cord-marked pottery in Bronze Age Sha Ha actually shows a 
surprising result. Similar to Sha Po New Village, grain size of the inclusions appears 
smaller, and certain potsherds (No.2002.31.2491 and No.2002.31.2860) seem to 
have become harder. Techniques of body formation have changed from the pinching 
method used in the Neolithic to coiling. The Sha Po New Village excavation report 
has stated that some Bronze Age cord-marked potsherds were made on the slow 
wheel (AMO 2004; 2007c), but rilling or wheel marks could not be identified in the 
studied potsherds. 
Some of the cord-marked walls are relatively thinner, and are quite close to 
hard pottery. The thickness varies from as thin as 0.37 cm to 1.33 cm, with a mean of 
0.78 cm and a standard deviation of 0.21 (Figure 5.11). The Coefficient of Variation 
(CV) value of the cord-marked potsherds is 26.92%, which is rather high. Part of the 
reason is that pottery discs and pot stands are included in this overall calculation. It 
is also important to note that different from the double-F or the lozenge pattern that 
is only decorated beneath the rim and on the upper body (shoulder) of the vessel, 
cord marks do not seem to have any rule like that. Rather, cord marks are applied on 
the entire surface area; for example, a rim of a cauldron would have cord marks on it. 
For this reason, the CV calculations are conducted again with the rim pieces (of 
cauldrons or of basins) and body sherds divided. Exceptional pieces such as pottery 
discs or pot stands will also be excluded to make a clearer statement. Separate CV 
calculations show that regardless of rim pieces of cauldrons or of basins, the CV 
values remain above 10% (Table 5.13). The body sherd CV does not decrease to a 
lower value even when rim pieces are excluded from calculation, again this proves 
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that cord-marked pottery had been produced on an individual basis. 
Despite the noticeable wall-thinning, the potsherds show a more compact 
quality and less inclusion detachment. Inclusions are sized at approximately 0.50 to 
5.00 mm, most of them visible to the naked eye and have a frequency level of 20% — 
30% according to the percentage inclusion estimation chart (Orton et al. 1993). The 
colors of the inclusions are mainly in opaque, orange and black (Table 5.14), but 
some inclusions also have different colors. The inclusions are rounded and sub-
rounded in shape, again based on Powers' Scale of Roundness (Orton et al. 1993). 
The different inclusions appearing in the cord-marked potsherds seem to suggest that 
either the clay was prepared differently or that the clay itself was sourced differently. 
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Figure 5.11 Distribution of Cord-marked Potsherd Wall Thicknesses of Sha Ha (2001/2002 
and 2005) 
Potsherd Mean (cm) Standard cV Value 、 ‘ Deviation 
R i m 二 y (of 0.89 0.256 28.85% 
Body Sherds 0.76 一 0.187 24.66% 
Table 5.13 CV Values of Studied Sha Ha Cord-marked Potsherds (2001/2002’ 2005) 
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Potsherd No. V g f l 丁卜：二， Core Color Surface Color 丄ng pi^^ecttn Width 
； (cm) 
2002.31.1604 Body 0.81 Dull Orange S V 0.17 
2002.31.1624 ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ 0.88 Pale Yellow Yellow Orange 10 D 0.10 
2002.31.1849 0.722 Dull Orange Brownish Black S V 0.20 
2002.31.2491 ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ 0.65 Light Gray Light Gray R V 0.20 
2002.31.2657 B o d y 一 0.64 一 Light Gray一 Orange 10 V, D 0.15 
2002.31.2768 PotstanT" 1.20-1.33— Light Gray— Orange 10 ‘ V 0.20 
」002.31.2776 B o d y 一 0.52 一 Light Gray一 Yellow Orange 10 V, D 0.10 
2002.31.2777 Body 0.71 B「==j^sh yellowish Gray S V 0.15 
2002.31.2778 Body 0.83 Light Gray J ^ L v V 
2002.31.2860 Body 0.37-0.59 Light Gray Light Yellow \0 V 一 0.10 
2002.31.2861 Body 0.82 Light Gray ~ S B l a c k ^ • 0.10 
2002.31.2892 0.77 Light Gray Orange 10 V 0.15 
200Z31.295" r 1.18 . Orange ~ D ~ ~ ^ 
• • 6 。 0 .57 巳「已0丨=sh 丫 ,丨丨。_ V ^ 
2002.31.2964 Body 1.17 Du』丫㊀丨丨。西 Dull Yellow “ v ^ 
Orange Orange 
2005.5.222(a) Body ^ 丫 , i s h Y e l l o w i s h G r a y , ^ v ^ 
Brown Light Orange 
2005.5.222(b)~~~^ ^ B r o ^ r J ^ a y C k， ^ p ^ 
2 0 0 5 . 5 . 2 2 2 ( c ) ^ ^ ^ ^ Y e l l o w i s h G r a y , 3 ^ ^ 
\ ‘ basin G r ^ Light Gray 
2005.5.222(d) Body 0.80 Br^n^sh orange S V 0.15 
2005.5.222(e) Body 0.70 ^ 「 ： , Light Orange S V 0.10 
2 0 0 5 . 5 . 2 2 2 ( f ) ^ ^ ~ B = s h Light Gray g ^ ^ 
Black Brownish Black 
2005.5.222(g) Body 0.52 B r ^ j ^ s h Light Gray S D 0.20 
2 0 0 5 . 5 . 2 2 2 ( h ) ^ ^ B : | s h Y e l l o w Orange 3 p ^ 
Black Brownish Black 
2005.5.263(a) Body 0.96 B r ^ j ^ s h Light Yellow S V 0.15 
2005.5.263(b) Body 0.65-0.81 Light Gray S V 0.10 
2005.5.279 Body 0.67 巳卩^丨 Brownish Gray S D 0.10 
Table 5.14 Technological Properties and Stylistic Attributes of Cord-marked Potsherds from 
Sha Ha (2001/2002 and 2005) 
*0=Well-oxidized, R=Reduced, l〇=lncompletely Oxidized, S=Smudged 
**Cord directions: V=Vertical, D=Diagonal 
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Core colors of the cord-marked are mostly light gray with only a few pieces 
that are of light yellow clay (Table 5.14). Surface colors, on the other hand, have 
changed. In the Sha Ha assemblage, eight of them from the Bronze Age deposit 
show incomplete oxidation, while 16 potsherds are smudged, one shows reduced 
firing and one shows an oxidized condition (Table 5.14). This indicates that the 
majority of cord-marked pottery was possibly fired in open atmospheres while some 
were probably fired in closed environments. The different treatments of cord-marked 
pottery may be an indication of a change in function and/or manufacturing 
technology. Certain cord-marked potsherds appear to be harder, finer, and have less 
smudging on the potsherds. 
Similar to those from Sha Po New Village, the cord marks of the Sha Ha 
potsherds have become narrower, with cord widths mainly being 0.10 or 0.15 cm. 
The cord style is mainly vertical, but some has a mixture of vertical and diagonal 
cord marks. A change in the execution of cord marks in the Bronze Age is also noted. 
Cord marks were not clear and apparent in the Neolithic, but in the Bronze Age, 
potters seemed to apply cord marks more carefully and more clearly. More on this 
issue will be discussed in Chapter 6. 
5.3 Discussion: Inference on the Social Structure of Sha Ha 
Sha Ha is the last site to be discussed in this study. Unlike the two previous sites Tai 
Wan and Sha Po New Village that have unearthed fewer materials or that most of the 
materials were not available for researching, Sha Ha has provided this study with 
more materials. The larger amount of potsherds available for study from Sha Ha has 
also enabled a more holistic view of pottery manufacturing skills and organization of 
Bronze Age Hong Kong, so to interpret the social structure of Hong Kong during 
that time. 
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There are more features spotted in Sha Ha than the other two sites studied. 
Besides finding post-holes and burials, stone tool workshops and a possible ritual 
site were also found. Within the large surface area of 20,000 m^ it seems that 
features were greatly concentrated in Blocks DI and DII (AMO 2005). Though as 
mentioned above that some burials and post-holes found by the Guangzhou team 
were of the Neolithic, the need to specify this is to prove that people had settled in 
this region before the Bronze Age. The Guangzhou team suggested that the post-
holes found in Block DI were possibly seasonal camps for economic activities 
(AMO and Institute of Cultural Relics and Archaeology of Guangzhou 2007), but 
burials were also found in the same block, indicating that this area was possibly 
more like a part of their "territory" instead of a seasonal settlement (Earle 2000). 
There were also post-holes found in other blocks such as Block DII with remarkably 
more post-holes - 62 of them as opposed to the 16 found in Block DI, which may 
again suggest that it was more of a permanent settlement of piled dwelling housing 
than a camp (AMO and Henan Provincial Institute of Cultural Relics and 
Archaeology 2004). 
Evidence of plant cultivation (of rice and gourd) has been discovered in Sha 
Ha (Lu et al. 2005). Although it has not been proven whether the species were 
domesticated or not, cultivation activity taking place in Sha Ha is an important 
indication that Sha Ha was more than a temporary settlement. Lu (2002) has 
suggested that certain crops such as the green foxtail millet can grow without human 
attention, but "an essential condition for the first farmers is that they must have had 
their own territory" (Lu 2002: 10). In Lu's cultivation experiment (2002) on foxtail 
millet, local farmers had to protect and guard the crops right before harvesting. This 
action apparently is a form of territorial definition, and is only feasible when people 
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have settled in an area, seeing it as his or her "home", defending the land as a group 
(Earle 2000). As sedentism is essential for cultivation, the occurrence of cultivation 
indicates that the Bronze Age Sha Ha people might have settled down (Lu et al. 
2005). 
Burials were only found in two blocks - Blocks DI dated to the Neolithic and 
All dated to the Bronze Age (AMO 2005). All of the burials were individual burials 
(AMO 2005), signifying the fact that the deceased were individually recognized and 
respected. Unlike Tai Wan, however, Sha Ha burials did not contain exotic items 
like the yazhang scepter (牙璋）or any other "jade" ornaments that seemed exclusive 
to a certain tomb owner. The grave goods were only of pottery and stone artifacts 
(Table 5.1)，and there was no special burial system like Tai Wan, which clearly 
differentiated certain people who were allowed to bury with pottery from others of 
higher status who were allowed to bury with stone and "jade" artifacts, as discussed 
in Chapter 3. Though a bronze axe, bronze arrowheads, and slotted rings were found 
(AMO 2005)，these items were not found in burials. The reason is uncertain, as the 
Tai Wan burials discussed in Chapter 3 also did not yield any bronze artifacts as 
grave goods based on available data; what exactly did bronze artifacts represent in 
the Bronze Age Hong Kong require further studies. 
Stone tool workshops were found in Blocks DI dated to the Neolithic and DII 
dated to the Bronze Age (AMO and Henan Provincial Institute of Cultural Relics and 
Archaeology 2004; AMO and Institute of Cultural Relics and Archaeology of 
Guangzhou 2007). It is worthy to note that the inhabitants of Sha Ha of both periods 
had chosen a similar area to produce stone tools instead of producing tools in other 
blocks such as Blocks Al, All or B. This suggests the possibility of a continuation of 
residence throughout the Neolithic to the Bronze Age. 
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The presence of stone tool workshops also indicates the need for a constant 
supply of stone tools for economic activities to take place. As seen from 
archaeological materials recovered, stone spears and arrowheads suggest that 
hunting and gathering were one of the main subsistence strategies. The finding of net 
weights and anchors also suggest that fishing was practiced to supplement their diet 
(AMO 2005). However, the majority of stone tools being adzes in Sha Ha are also an 
important indication of a diverse economic activity. According to the study of 
Neolithic and Bronze Age Sha Ha adzes by Chan Yuet-wah (2006), the adzes seem 
to perform multiple functions according to different sizes, some for sawing or 
chopping wood/bamboo, some for soft wood or grass processing, while some were 
used for butchering (Chan 2006). The main function of Bronze Age adzes of Sha Ha, 
however, was used for sawing wood/bamboo or some unknown material for long 
periods of time (ibid). The AMO, on the other hand, has suggested the stone adzes 
were used for clearing land and digging roots (2007b). This argument seems to be 
plausible, as cultivation activity has been proven in Sha Ha (Lu et al. 2005). Rice 
phytolith has been discovered in context C6050 grid T201/127 (dated to the Late 
Neolithic) and context C8018 grid T193/119 (supposedly dated to the Bronze Age 
but could have been disturbed. Gourd phytolith has also been identified in context 
C8006 grid T196/124, which is also dated to the Late Neolithic; palms and Fagaceae 
(oak family) were also identified in pollen and phytolith analyses, these species 
probably produced edible fruits and nuts such as coconut, acorn, and sweet chestnuts 
(Lu et al. 2005). At the same time, pollen profile at Sha Ha consists of fern and 
grasses with a high frequency of Dicranopteris, which was commonly found in areas 
of severe deforestation (Lu et al. 2005). The analyses have provided rich information 
of Sha Ha people's economic activity as well as diet. The cultivation of rice and 
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gourd signifies that people learned to grow crops 4000 years ago. The Ircqucnt 
presence of Dicranopteris suggests that people probably employed the slash-and-
burn method to clear land for cultivation activity (Lu et al. 2005). But evidence of 
fishing and hunting, and fruits and nuts produced from the palm and oak families 
also implies that food source was rich and diverse for the Sha Ha people; which 
could have been the cast that cultivation was not the main economic activity 
occurring in Late Neolithic and Bronze Age Sha Ha. Lu and her co-authors (2005) 
have also proposed that the rice species during the Late Neolithic might have been 
collected instead of being domesticated. It seems that intensified agricultural 
activities were not apparent, crops were grown but they were probably stored for the 
lean season (Lu 2002) or for the typhoon season. 
The concept of territory was probably existent during the Neolithic and 
onwards as Sha Ha inhabitants identified and selected certain areas for different 
activities to take place - where stone tools were manufactured, where the deceased 
was buried, and where rituals took place. But there also seems to be change in 
settlement pattern and land usage during the Bronze Age. In Neolithic Sha Ha, post-
holes, burials and stone tool workshops were originally situated in Blocks DI and 
DII (AMO 2005), however, as time progressed, burials were relocated to Block All, 
where the three Bronze Age burials were discovered (AMO 2005; AMO and 
Shaanxi Archaeology Institute 2006). Only seven post-holes remained in Block DII 
during the Bronze Age, which were thought to be associated with the stone tool 
manufacturing area that was still in Block DII (AMO 2005). New to Blocks DI and 
DII are the majority of the studied double-F, lozenge-patterned, and cord-marked 
potsherds, and one axe mold made of stone specifically found in Block DII (AMO 
2005). Blocks DI and DII probably functioned as concentrated manufacturing areas 
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where pottery production, bronze casting, and stone tool processing took place. 
Though pottery kilns or workshops have not been identified in this site, a 
complex level of pottery manufacturing existed in Bronze Age Sha Ha. Some hard 
potsherds (the double-F and the lozenge-patterned) display relatively even-sized 
inclusions, which are an indication of intentionally added temper (Rice 1987), and 
also proof that the prehistoric potters possessed knowledge in clay preparation to 
refine pottery making. The presence of wheel marks in the studied potsherds indicate 
that the potter's wheel had been introduced to pottery making, but occasional 
unevenness in wall thicknesses in potsherds demonstrate that some potters did not 
fully grasp the knowledge of vessel forming through the wheel. Ridges created 
through coiling have also been identified; implying that pottery in Sha Ha was 
formed through a combination of the slow wheel and coiling. The occurrence of 
black specks in almost all hard double-F and lozenge-patterned potsherds, as 
mentioned in section 5.1, suggests that potters learned how to retain a firing 
atmosphere at 1150°C or above. Potsherds being fired in reduced and oxidized 
environments demonstrate that two different firing technologies were employed in 
the course of pottery manufacturing. 
It is evident in Sha Ha as it is also seen in Tai Wan and Sha Po New Village 
that the double-F and the lozenge-patterned pottery are basically the same but 
definitely different from the cord-marked pottery. Both are hard, and particularly 
created in forms of only urns and jars. The only difference between the double-F and 
the lozenge-patterned lies in the motif itself. The double-F motif and the lozenge 
pattern were applied through the paddle-and-anvil technique with a motif stamp, as 
observed from the unit patterns and stamp border overlaps of the patterns found on 
the potsherds, and from the discoveries of the two double-F motif stamps found at 
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Meihuadun (梅花壊）and Yingang ( 銀 _ ) in Boluo County (博羅）of Guangdong 
Province (Guangdong Provincial Institute of Cultural Relics and Archaeology 1998; 
2000; Guangdong Provincial Institute of Cultural Relics and Archaeology and 
Museum of Boluo County 1998). The introduction of the wheel and the stamp, and 
the ability to maintain a high firing temperature, have increased efficiency in pottery 
manufacturing and facilitated an increased variety in methods of potting. Forming 
the vessel on the wheel and coiling would have been remarkably faster and more 
reliable than forming the vessel with hands through pinching; firing pottery at a high 
temperature would definitely produce durable vessels that were less prone to 
breakage. 
The increased efficiency and diversity in pottery manufacturing imply that 
craft specialization might have existed already, but the lack of product uniformity 
observed on the potsherds seem to suggest that pottery production did not reach the 
level of mass production and standardization, which also means that economic 
specialization might not have existed. Wall thickness varies in a rather large range 
among the three types of pottery. The three types of studied potsherds: the double-F, 
the lozenge-patterned, and the cord-marked potsherds, all show a CV value above 
10%, which indicates a high variation among the potsherds. As mentioned 
previously the double-F and the lozenge patterns were often applied on the shoulder 
and the upper body of a j a r or an urn. Though thickness variation can be influenced 
by the presence of more rim pieces, comparing separate CV values of rim pieces and 
body sherds still show CV values over 10%. In other words, the huge range in 
thickness measurements in Sha Ha may not be due to different parts of the vessel but 
possibly an extreme variety in pottery making. In opposition to the hypothesis that 
the more similar thickness measurements are, the higher the probability of potters or 
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workers of a manufacturing site having routinized pottery production, the results 
seem to show that vessels were made on individual occasions, and there is no 
evidence for standardization of pottery manufacturing. 
The three types of pottery discussed in Sha Ha: the double-F, the lozenge-
patterned, and the cord-marked are similar in that light gray was the main core color 
in most potsherds. It is beyond doubt that the cord-marked pottery has undergone a 
different clay treatment with the insertion of more visible temper than the double-F 
and the lozenge-patterned. However, unlike the three types of potsherds from Tai 
Wan and Sha Po New Village, which all show firing conditions of incomplete 
oxidation, smudging, and reduction, the majority of potsherds of Sha Ha shows 
incomplete oxidation. Besides varying inclusion adding, vessel forming, and firing, 
the design styles of Sha Ha potsherds also vary. Though at times potsherds show the 
same style — double-F being impressed/raised, slants to the right/left, with 
hooks/round-heads or in the case of lozenge-patterned being filled squares/diamonds, 
no/single/double borders, there are rarely potsherds that have the exact match in 
terms of style and measurement. 
To summarize the above aspects regarding subsistence economy, burial 
analysis, pottery economics and production in relation to social structure, the society 
in Sha Ha during the Bronze Age was sedentary. People living in Sha Ha hunted, 
gathered, fished and cultivated. Based on the discovery of burials, stone tool 
workshops, post-holes, and plant cultivation activity, Sha Ha inhabitants seemed to 
have settled in the area and have established a solid community. 
Chan's study has experimented on knapping Sha Ha adzes, and has 
concluded that it required at least 270 hours to just learn and more hours to practice 
and master the skills. In view of highly sophisticated and somewhat standardized 
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adzes produced in the workshop, craft specialization of stone tools probably 
occurred then (2006:139). Wong's experiments on cord-marked pottery making has 
also proven that 30 days were needed to only learn how to apply the most desirable 
cord mark (2007: 42), with more days to learn all stages in pottery manufacturing for 
example, clay procurement, preparation, forming, surface enhancement, and firing. 
To fully master pottery making with so many complicated steps may well suggest 
that those who made pottery in Sha Ha were already craft specialists. This being said, 
potsherds displaying extremely different properties indicate that identical fired 
products did not exist. As a high degree of standardization is defined by product 
uniformity (Rice 1987), Sha Ha clearly shows that pottery was not manufactured 
together in large batches, hence the absence of economic specialization where 
vessels were produced in surpluses for economic purposes such as trade (Earle 2002). 
The presence of individual burials indicate that the concept of identity existed 
in the Sha Ha community, but the lack of big differences in grave goods suggests 
that wealth differentiation did not exist, nor did a stratified society. A ranked society 
however, was possible, though it is rather difficult to identify a ranked society in 
archaeological records (Earle 2002). Issues regarding social differentiation will be 
further explored in later chapters. 
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Potsherd N。. Inclusion* Voids Forming T 二 ， S p e c K s g :。 , Fi:丨: 
麗 . 3 1 遍 0.77 g ； Light Gray 
Sizes 
Vary, 
2002.31.901 Opaque, Yes Wheel Rim 0.70 Yes 甘^门^  Light Gray R 
and White 啤 
J ^ 
Occasional 




2002.31.1658 5%), Yes Wheel Rim 0.85 Yes 力ht Light Yellow 




2002.31.1659 Yes Wheel Rim 0.81 No |〇 




麗 3 1 . 獨 g w NO S S _ 0.73 NO ^ ^ ^ f L 10 
O p ^ ^ 
2002.31.1664 Nil No Wheel Rim 0.8 Yes White White 〇 
Clusters, 
Sizes 













2002.31.2350 No Coiling Body 0.73 No J g h t |〇 





2002.31.2669 Opaque No Coiling Body 0.69 Yes Orange/ 10 
and Black Gray $ Gray 
(5%) I I I I I I I 
- 1 5 9 -
Sizes 









2002.31.2672 5%) 二 E v e n - 问 。 W h e e l Body 0.45 Yes 力 ht Light 





2002.31.2714 Opaque No Wheel Rim 0.73 Yes Ligjjt Yellow 
and Black Gray Orange 
m 
Clusters, 












2002.31.2875 f/。)，Sizes yes Wheel Body 0.99-1.13 Yes Duj 丫 | 〇 






2002.31.2879 ^ Yes Wheel Body 0.77 Yes Light Light Gray R 
a n T ' ' 。ray 
Orange 
Occasional 




2002.31.2953 5%)二Even- yes Wheel Body 0.46 Yes 丄丨^ht Light Gray ！0 






2002.31.3009 J 'dWhi te 丫 。 ^ Wheel Body 0.706 Yes Light Gray R 
(below 
^ 
2002.31.3087 Nil No Wheel Body 0.75 Yes „ Yellow 10 
I dIL/W ^ Orange 
Occasional • ^^ 









2005.5.347(a) 5%), No Wheel Body 0.43-0.58 No ^^n t Gray R 
Opaque Gray 
and Black 
2005.5.347(b) Nil No Wheel Body 0.53 Yes g g Light Gray R 
2 0 0 5 . 5 _ 3 你 ） 0 . 5 7 Light Gray 
Sizes 
Vary, . 
2005.5.347(d) 二卩。哗 ^  No Wheel Body 0.61 Yes YSIW Yello'w 10 













2005.5.347(g) Yes Wheel Body 0.53 Yes l；'^ ^^  !〇 




2005.5.347(h) Yes Wheel Body 0.56-0.66 Yes 丄丨^ Light 






誦.5.347(1) S u e ^ ^ • 丨 ^ody 0.56 Yes 丫 ^ ^ s h , 
and 
Orange 
2005.5.347(J) Nil No Wheel Body 0.40-0.50 No l；'^ ^^  Ye^wish 
】 Gray Gray 
Clusters, 
Sizes 





2005.5.347(L) No Wheel Body 0.49 Yes 。 二 ^ 0 二 e ^ 
and 
Orange 
2005.5.347(m) Nil No Wheel Body 0.54 No ^^^^ Light Gray R 
Even-
sized, I . . 





onnc c Vafv, w Wheel, ^ ^ , \/ Light Yellowish ,一 
2005.5.347(0) ^ p j ^ ^ ^ Yes foi l ing Body 1.07 Yes y e L Gray 丨〇 
and 
Orange 
2005.5.347(p) Nil No Wheel Body 0.55 Yes Ye^ht^ YeHow 〇 
Occasional 




2005.5.347(r) Opaque, No Wheel Body 0.61 Yes ^ ^ Yellow 10 
Orange, 「ay Orange 
Black (5%) 
2005.5.347(8) Nil No Wheel Body 0.53 Yes ^^^^ Dark Gray S 
Clusters, , . . , 
F I • ht Light 
2005.5.347⑴ 二 Yes Wheel Body 0.54 Yes Orange/ 10 
Opaque Gray 
Table 5.2 Technological Properties of Sha Ha Double-F Potsherds (2001/2002 and 2005) 
•Clusters of inclusions are found only in fractures and voids, no voids would mean no clusters; 
therefore no frequency percentage. Sizes vary = inclusions range from 0.50 - 5.00 mm. Nil = inclusions 
cannot be seen. The frequency of inclusions is based on the percentage inclusion estimation chart 
(Orton et al. 1993). **Uneven thickness is stated on body sherds that are not located below the rim. 
Wall thickness measurements are taken from where the double-F is applied (shoulder). ***Firing 
conditions include: 0=Well-oxidized, R=Reduced, IO=lncompletely Oxidized, S=Smudged. 
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Motif Motif Raised (R) . . “F，，Angle “〔，， . . . . 
Potsherd No. Width Length /Impressed si^^peajH) & j^ofifs F Motif 
(cm)* (cm) (I) ： 二 ) Direction Overlap Overlap 
2002.31.894 4.50 2.50 R R 100。R F Yes No 
2002.31.901 3.40 3.40 R R 110°L F Yes No 
-
combed 





























2002.31.1666 I I R R 100 吃 dots. Yes No 
incised 
grooves 
2002.31.2349 I I R R 120^1 F Yes No 
2002.31.2350 3.60 2.80 I H R F No No 
2002.31.2669 4.00 3.00 I H lOQoR F No No 
2002.31.2670 2.00 2.00 R R 110°R F Yes No 
2002.31.2671 2.50 2.50 I H 95°R F Yes No 
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2002.31.2672 I I I H QS^L F No No 
-
combed 




2002.31.2870 I I R R 105°L lozenge， ^^ yes 
incised grooves 
2002.31.2873 3.00 1.30 R R lOS^R F Yes No 
2002.31.2874 2.70 2.10 R R 105°R F Yes No 
2002.31.2875 2.70 1.80 R R 110°L F Yes No 
2002.31.2879 I I R R 105°R F Yes No 
2002.31.2900 3.70 3.00 I H 100°R F Yes No 
2002.31.2953 I I I H R F, net No No 
— 
2002.31.3009 I I R R 105°R mcised yes Yes 
grooves, 
n^ 
2002.31.3087 4.00 3.00 I H 105°R F, net Yes No 
2002.31.3088 3.50 3.50 I H 100°L F, net Yes Yes 
2002.31 .3122 I I I H R F，net No No 
2005.5.347(a) 3.70 2.60 I H 95°R F, net Yes Yes 
2005.5.347(b) / I I H 95°R F Yes No 
2005.5.347(c) I I I H 95。R F Yes No 
2005.5.347(d) 3.30 2.70 I H 95°R F Yes No 
2005.5.347(e) 4.20 I 1 H 95°R F，net Yes No 
2005.5.347(f) / I I H 95°R F Yes No 
2005.5.347(g) I I I H R F No No 
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2005.5.347(h) I I I H R F No No 
2005.5.347(1) I I I H R F No No 
2005.5.347(J) 2.50 4.00 I H 110。L F No No 
2005.5.347(k) / / I H 95。L F No No 
2005.5.347(1) I I R R 105。R F Yes No 
2005.5.347(m) I I R R R F No No 
2005.5.347(n) I I I H R F, net No No 
2005.5.347(0) / I R R R F No No 
-
2005.5.347(p_ I I I H R incised No Yes 
grooves 
2005.5.347(Q) 2.00 2.50 I H 95°R F No No 
2005.5.347(0 / I R H lOS^L F No No 
2005.5.347(8) I I R R 105 吃 F Yes No 
2005.5.347(t) 丨 丨 R R 115。L F Yes No 
Table 5.6 Stylistic Attributes of Double-F Potsherds from Sha Ha (2001/2002 and 2005) 
•Some motif width and lengths and the "F" angle are unavailable due to incomplete double-F. 
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CHAPTER 6 COMPARISON AND ANALYSIS 
After discussing the basic observations of each site individually, this chapter will 
compare: 1) similarities and differences between the three types of pottery studied 一 
the double-F, the lozenge-patterned, and the cord-marked; and 2) how the three sites 
are similar or different in terms of manufacturing, skills, and pottery properties. The 
goal is to see whether the double-F pottery had been given "special treatment" so to 
suggest its social significance, and to see whether there were large differences 
between the sites, and whether there were signs of mass production. 
6.1 Similarities and Differences between the Double-F, the Lozenge-patterned, 
the Cord-marked 
As mentioned earlier, the double-F and the lozenge-patterned are of the same type of 
hard pottery fired at the same range of temperature (900 一 1200°C) (Rice 1987). 
They were made in more or less the same ways in terms of preparation, and surface 
treatment, and they were believed to serve mainly for storage purposes, so almost all 
appeared only in forms of urns and jars (Meacham 1978; Underbill 2002). They both 
were formed through wheeling, most often on the rim, while the body was separately 
made probably through coiling and later attached together with the rim. However, 
there are signs of some which had the entire vessel wheel-made, probably due to 
better forming skills of certain prehistoric potters. 
The cord-marked pottery was thought to serve functionalistic purposes such 
as cooking (Meacham 1978; Rice 1987; Underbill 2002) as some cord-marked 
potsherds were found either burnt or smudged (AMO 2005), but the bowls and lids 
found in Hong Kong might have different functions. It was not made on the slow 
wheel, but through coiling, although the AMO has suggested that some Bronze Age 
cord-marked had rims mended on the slow wheel (AMO 2007c). Inclusions were 
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numerous and often visible to the naked eye. Probably being fired at a significantly 
lower temperature (500 - 800°C) than that of the hard pottery, the structure of cord-
marked potsherds was looser and the texture was softer. It has been argued that the 
cord marks might have been added using cords wrapped around paddles or stamps 
for surface treatment, and not for aesthetic purposes (The Institute of Archaeology, 
CASS et al. 2003; Rice 1987). Rice (1987) has also suggested that surface treatments 
are not decorations when patterns have been applied on the entire vessel. As opposed 
to the double-F and the lozenge-patterned pottery that have the patterns decorated on 
the upper body, the cord marks were applied on the entire surface area (some shows 
from rim to base of a vessel) (see Table 6.1). 
A change in the manufacturing of cord-marked pottery is noticed based on 
the observations from the studied potsherds in Sha Po New Village and Sha Ha. An 
obvious difference is the relatively more compact structure as opposed to the 
Neolithic cord-marked potsherds. As mentioned earlier in Chapters 4 and 5, fewer 
inclusion detachments from the Sha Ha assemblage show that more potsherds were 
fired in incomplete oxidation rather than the usual smudging. Another point to note 
is that cord marks have become narrower. Though some of the cord-marked 
potsherds display barely recognizable cord marks, those visible seem to be neatly 
and cautiously applied. This is explained by Lu (2010:32-33), that cord marks 
applied on earlier pottery had often been intentionally smoothed out or rubbed off by 
human hands, the cord marks were usually applied spontaneously with "no 
observable patterns", which further reveals "the absence of cognitive efforts for 
aesthetic presentation". Later cord-marked pottery seemed to show more obvious 
cord marks that were kept intact instead of having the cord marks removed, which 
Lu (2010) has suggested as a deliberate decoration. The change in Bronze Age cord-
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marked pottery may be due to: 1) the improvement in handling firing temperatures, 
where pottery of all types was fired at a generally higher temperature; 2) there were 
possibly new functions or new forms of cord-marked vessels; 3) the cord mark itself 
transformed from a functional surface treatment leftover to a decoration application 
(Lu 2010). What exactly were Bronze Age cord-marked vessels used for would 
require more in-depth studies. 
Double-F Lozenge-Patterned Cord-Marked 
Fabric Hard Hard Softer — 
o* Fine with few Fine with few Coarse with more 
Structure , , • , . inclusions inclusions inclusions 
T h ^ t ) — 0.67 - 0.61 0.77 
Teclhn'i'que Slow wheel, coiling Slow Wheel, coiling Coiling 
Firing 1020 - 1150°C 900 - 1200。C 500 - 800。C 
Temperature (Earthenware) (Earthenware) (Terracotta) 
Incomplete , , , 
〜 一 L Incomplete 
Oxidation, ^ . . , , , ^ . , . . 
Reduction Oxidation, Incomplete Oxidation, 
Firing Conditions 。 . , ' Reduction, Complete Reduction, Smudging 
Oxidation, Oxidation, Smudging 
Smudging 
Application of Impressed with unit Impressed with unit 「「o^bly pressed with 
. .V.x . cord wrapped around 動 f ！!：：^  ！ twig/stick 
VGSSGI Part 
Applied Upper body Upper body Whole vessel 
Vessel Types Jars, urns Jars, urns Basins, bowls, 
； ； cauldrons, lids 
Possible Purpose Storage, multi- Storage, multi- Cooking, container 
purpose purpose ^ 
Table 6.1 Basic Differences seen in the Three Types of Pottery: the Double-F, the Lozenge-
patterned, and the Cord-marked 
6.2 Common Aspects and Differences Observed in the Double-F styles and 
Manufacturing 
Based on the previous observations of the three sites' double-F pottery sherds, there 
are undeniably a lot of shared aspects. According to previous discussions in 
technological properties and stylistic attributes, most of the double-F pottery of the 
three sites is hard, though there are some that are relatively softer as seen in Sha Ha 
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(please also refer to Chapter 5). Uneven wall thickness seems to be a common 
phenomenon among the three sites studied, which is usually seen in body sherds, 
though the portion of these potsherds is relatively small. There is a remarkable 
difference between rim pieces and body sherds. Rim pieces all display wheel marks, 
which means they were made through the wheel, while body sherds hardly show any 
wheel marks. A small piece of a single potsherd displays unevenness, which is 
probably the result of coiling and paddle-and-anvil. Despite the absence of complete 
double-F vessels found in these three sites, I have examined one complete double-F 
vessel found in another site, and have proved that the restored double-F jar from Sha 
Po Tsuen (沙、埔丰寸）was formed through a mixture of wheel-throwing, and coiling. 
According to my observation, many potsherds have rims made on a slow wheel and 
were later attached to a separate body. This technique is not unique in Hong Kong's 
context, and is also a common technique applied in Guangdong's double-F pottery, 
as mentioned in the Henglingshan report (橫嶺山）（G u a n g d o n g Provincial Institute 
of Cultural Relics and Archaeology 2005). 
Besides the uneven wall thickness seen in potsherds, wall thickness 
measurements of all three sites vary at quite a wide range. A large proportion of 
sherds may be rim pieces, for example, Tai Wan had three rim pieces out of the nine 
double-F potsherds studied, which in turn show thicker measurements and larger 
variations than body pieces. Whether rim pieces play a crucial role to the huge 
measurement variation among wall thicknesses will be discussed in later sections, 
but the very different wall thickness measurements seem to suggest that pottery was 
produced individually during separate occasions instead of being produced together 
in large quantities. 
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All double-F pollcry is generally non-permeable and mostly porous. A common 
occurrence in some of these porous individual potsherds is that when examined 
under the microscope, clusters of inclusions (usually opaque minerals) are seen 
within voids and fractures. According to Gibson and Woods (1997), the clusters of 
inclusions were added and blended well with the paste, which explains the few 
inclusions spotted in other potsherds. But when the clay itself contracts as it dries, 
the clay shrinks away and, as a consequence, voids occur around the inclusions. 
Other voids without clusters of inclusions can also be caused by shrinkage during 
drying, probably due to the method of manufacture. Other voids may be caused by 
the burning out of organics (Rice 1987), or by the dissolution of inorganic material, 
such as calcite or gypsum during burial (Gibson and Woods 1997). 
Almost all double-F potsherds studied in the three sites have black specks — a 
common characteristic in Hong Kong pottery. As discussed in previous chapters, the 
black specks are black magnetic iron oxides that occur when firing temperature 
reaches 1150°C or above (Meacham 1978). Core colors are mostly gray, while some 
are buff-colored or pale yellow. Surface colors are often different from core colors, 
which show that firing control has not reached a very high level, though firing 
technology has proven capable of retaining a stable range of temperature at 1150°C 
or above. Many of the potsherds do show conditions of incomplete oxidation and 
reduced firing, which means that some potters developed a closed atmosphere for 
pottery to be fired - simple kilns perhaps were in use, while some were still fired in 
open environments. 
For a better picture of basic differences on technological properties and stylistic 
attributes between the three sites, the information is presented in Table 6.2. Most of 
the aspects of the three sites are the same, and are based on the majority within each 
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site, although in many properties, the so-called majority is approximately at 50% to 
60%. This "majority" reflects the possibility that pottery production at each site is 
highly variable, which may be highly related to individual production. According to 
Table 6.2, those that are highlighted in blue are the aspects that differ from each 
other. Initial observation suggests that inclusions, firing, and double-F styles are the 
main factors separating the double-F pottery of the three sites. Initial observation 
shows that Sha Po New Village double-F potsherds seem to be greatly different from 
those of Tai Wan, despite the fact that both are located on Lamma Island. This also 
suggests that potters from the two sites might have produced pottery on their own 
instead of having one center distributing pottery to various sites, which should be 
demonstrated by potsherds with high degrees of similarity. A closer comparison will 
be conducted in later sections to prove whether this is true or not. 
T - S h a Po New u 
Ta丨 Wan V M I ^ ^ha Ha 
Fabric H ^ Hard Hard 
Teclhn^que Slow wheel, coiling Slow wheel, coiling Slow wheel, coiling 
Inclusion Sizes vary, opaque Sizes vary, o p a q u e , S i z e s vary, opaque 
厂 p ” orange, and black and orange 
Firing Conditions Smudging ^ .一丨门+⑵巧’ Incomplete 
1 Oxidation/Reduction Oxidation 
Vessel Part 
Applied Upper body Upper body Upper body 
Vessel Types Jars, urns 」3rs, urns 」3rs, urns 
Overstamping Yes — Yes — Yes 
Design Net, incised Net, incised Net, incised 
Combination grooves, combed grooves, combed grooves, combed 
do^ do^ do^ 
Double-F Style 丨 ^ ' 」 ， … ^ ， h e ^ J S s S t o looked 
Slanted to the right ^^^ le^ Slanted to the right 
Table 6.2 Basic Differences of the Double-F Pottery between Tai Wan, Sha Po New Village, 
and Sha Ha 
The double-F motif is applied as a decoration through padding on the upper 
body of the vessel with a motif stamp. The stamp is usually carved in a ViA.Yz 
pattern where the upper half of the "F" is on the left and the lower half is on the right. 
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though it is observed that some do not follow this pattern strictly. Besides the 
double-F motif, other motifs such as the combed dots, the incised grooves, the net 
pattern, and occasionally the lozenge-patterned, have also been used together with 
the double-F motif to decorate vessels found in the three sites. Though in other areas 
of the Lingnan region, the double-F motif has been stamped on urns, jars, vases, 
stem cups, basins, dishes, bowls, and cups (Au 2004; Guangdong Provincial Institute 
of Cultural Relics and Archaeology 2005; Li 2006; Shang 2000; Zhang 1993); in 
Hong Kong, the double-F motif seems to only appear on urns and jars. 
Earlier studies show that the double-F styles are generally divided into five 
types: double-hooked (重钩)，double-headed (雙頭)，round-headed (圓頭)，hook-
shaped (鈎形)，and straight body with hooked heads (鈎形直身）(Xu 1984). Finn 
(1958) also noticed the angle of the ‘‘F，’ changes and that the motif sometimes slants 
to the right and sometimes to the left. The double-F motif has been applied in two 
ways, one of them is raised, or yang (陽,紋)；and the other is impressed, or yin (陰,紋). 
Au (2004) and Ng (2002) have claimed that the impressed style is less popular, but 
this hypothesis needs more samples of the double-F potsherds to be verified. In the 
three sites studied, there are five shared styles as follows (Figure 6.1): 
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4. 5. 
Figure 6.1 The Five Shared Double-F Styles Found in the Three Sites 
1. Round-headed, raised, that slants to the right; 2. Straight body with hooked heads, double-grooved, 
impressed that slants to the right; 3. Hook-shaped, double-grooved, impressed that slants to the right; 
4. Round-headed, raised that slants to the left; 5. Hook-shaped, double-grooved that slants to the left. 
It must be noted however, that these three sites do not have double-F styles 
that are round-headed and impressed. There are also exceptional pieces that do not 
fit the usual categories mentioned above. For example, a double-F style has two 
"arms" instead of one (see Figure 6.2). This is observed in the Sha Po New Village 
and Sha Ha assemblages (potsherds No.2004.16.295, No.2004.16.301, 
No.2002.31.1658, and No.2002.31.1659), but not in Tai Wan probably due to the 
limited pieces available for this study. 
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_ _ 麗 誦 _ 
F igu re 6 .2 " D o u b l e A r m s " of t he D o u b l e - F S ty le ( P o t s h e r d N o . 2 0 0 2 . 3 1 . 1 6 5 9 , S h a Ha 
2001/2002) 
Interestingly, potsherds found within these three sites contain a variety of 
different styles. No one particular style signifies that it was a product of a certain site, 
though there is always a certain style dominating the potsherds found in a site. For 
instance, Sha Ha has relatively more double-F potsherds of hook-shaped, impressed, 
and slanted to the right (19 out of 47), but it still does not make it a majority as it 
only accounts for approximately 40%. Even within the 19 potsherds, not all of them 
are of exactly the same style. Some of the double-F motif may be slanted to the right, 
but may be of different angles as discussed in Chapter 5, even if similar motifs are 
found on certain potsherds, they somehow show different technological properties. 
As opposed to mass production having large numbers of the same type of pottery 
(made of same clay, same firing conditions, and same style), the double-F pottery in 
these three sites in Bronze Age Hong Kong may indicate that the knowledge of 
decoration styles and where the motifs were to be applied on designated vessels were 
shared, but potters worked individually and had different preferences to how they 
wanted the double-F jar to be decorated. 
6.3 Intra-regional Comparison: Tai Wan vs. Sha Po New Village 
Because Tai Wan and Sha Po New Village are located on Lamma Island, the two are 
specifically compared to see if they were particularly similar. The two sites will be 
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compared in terms of skill levels and measurement variations with the use of 
Coefficient of Variation (CV), basically defined by the ratio of standard deviation to 
the mean. 
6JJ Skill Levels 
Skill levels were originally explored in Budden and Soafer's study at the Bronze Age 
Tell of Szazhalombatta, Hungary (2009) on potters' performance. I have adopted this 
idea and modified it based on a few variables: technique, fabric, the presence of slits 
and fractures, wall thickness, clearness of motif, overlapping, carving of unit stamp, 
and firing. Each variable is measured according to "Good", "Fair", and "Poor" (see 
Table 6.3). If the "Good" range consists of over 50%, then it is considered to be a 
skill the potters of the site have mastered. 
Good Fair Poor 
Inclusions E v e n s ize X S - M X S - X L 
Forming W h e e l m a r k s on ~ ！ ！ “ 
Technique ^ — e e l on rim None 
Thickness Th i n a n d e v e n Th in but u n e v e n T h i c k ( > 0 . 8 c m ) a n d 
u 门even 
Fabric H ^ So f t C o a r s e 
Presence of slits, “ “ 
fractures ^ S o m e Lots 
F i r i n g C o m p l e t e ox ida t ion , I n c o m p l e t e 
reduc t i on ox ida t ion , s m u d g i n g 
C — 謹 v e = n 『 d 二 二 y 二 端 二 e 
Overlapping N o n e Uni t o v e r l a p bu t n o U n i t a n d o the r mot i f 
o the r mot i f o v e r l a p * o v e r l a p 
S m o o t h , 
Stamp/Carving doub le / t r i p le A n g u l a r , w r igg ly , no 
Sophistication g r o o v e s , t w o dots . ^ s o p h i s t i c a t e d uni t 
f o l l ows uni t des i gns , f o l l ows un.t 
T a b l e 6 .3 G e n e r a l Cr i te r ia fo r Ski l l Leve ls A s s e s s m e n t 
•Motif overlaps mean being crossed out or covered by other designs such as the incised grooves or 
the net pattern; unit overlaps mean the double-F is re-stamped or covered by the edge of the unit 
stamp. 
** The firing criterion is only measured by "Good" or "Poor", either fired perfectly with identical colors 
throughout the potsherd or fired poorly with uneven patches of colors. 
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This assessment is based on the available potsherds for study: nine doubloF 
potsherds from Tai Wan, 18 from Sha Po New Village, and 47 from Sha Ha. This is 
not an absolute measure; rather, it is a relative comparison. Comparing technical 
competence is a method to see whether potter from certain sites were better at certain 
skills. Through that it may offer more information on the production structure of 
pottery at that time. 
Differences are spotted when comparing the two sites. The Bronze Age 
potters at Tai Wan mastered fabric control, forming techniques, wall thickness 
control, stamping and stamp carving (Figure 6.3). Potters at Sha Po New Village, on 
the other hand, mastered forming techniques, thickness control, fabric control, slits 
and fractures elimination, firing, and stamp carving (Figure 6.4). Despite the closer 
distance of the two sites (both located on Lamma Island), the skills of potters at each 
site differ in a certain degree. Tai Wan potters seem to be particularly weak on firing 
and clay preparation, as all potsherds are either incompletely oxidized or smudged, 
and the inclusion sizes of pottery are not even. But one thing the Tai Wan potters 
were extremely good at was the stamping or the application of motifs, as all motifs 
shown on the potsherds are extremely clear and pressed evenly. Sha Po New Village 
potters were probably better at clay preparation, and especially on firing, as more 
potsherds were fired in a reduced atmosphere; but they were not very skilful at 
stamping. 
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F i g u r e 6 . 3 T a i W a n Sk i l l L e v e l s o f t h e D o u b l e - F P o t s h e r d s 
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丨 ， # i 
I ^ 1 > ；j 
F i g u r e 6 . 4 S h a P o N e w V i l l a g e Sk i l l L e v e l s o f t h e D o u b l e - F P o t s h e r d s 
Overall "Good's" of the Tai Wan potsherds accounts for 51.85% and Sha Po 
New Village potsherds accounts for 55.56%, but it is important to note that the 
quantity of Tai Wan potsherds studied are too few to draw conclusions yet. Though 
we cannot tell whether Tai Wan potters were more skillful than Sha Po New Village 
potters, the results have shown that potters from the two sites had different skill 
levels. The difference in technical competence again points to the fact that doublc-F 
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pottery from the two sites was made separately and that pottery distribution or mass 
production was highly unlikely. This observation is rather preliminary and requires 
further analysis when a larger portion of Tai Wan potsherds can be studied. 
6.3.2 Coefficient of Variation and Individual Potsherd Comparison 
The Coefficient of Variation (CV) is defined by the ratio of standard deviation to the 
mean. The CV values in this study are based on measurements extracted from wall 
thicknesses and motif widths and lengths of each site. Usual measurements used for 
calculating the CV would also include height and maximum diameter of vessels, but 
there are no complete vessels as all available samples being potsherds, so this study 
could only stick with the two aspects available for measuring. Individual site 
variations of the double-F potsherd wall thickness measurements show that Tai Wan 
has an overall CV value of 19% (n = 9). The rim pieces and body sherds of the Tai 
Wan double-F potsherds were divided and had the CV calculated separately. 
According to Chapter 3, the rim pieces have a CV value of 43.33%, and a body sherd 
CV value of 15.88%. As discussed previously in Chapter 4, Sha Po New Village has 
an overall CV value of 20.90% (n = 18), while rim pieces have a CV value of 
19.72% and body sherds with a value of 23.66%. Both as mentioned previously in 
Chapters 3 and 4, display a wide range of thickness measurements indicating 
possible different occasions of production. Again there is a need to emphasize that 
the sample size for each site is rather small, individual calculations of the CV value 
cannot draw solid conclusions until further analysis. Clearly, it shows that Tai Wan 
and Sha Po New Village do not seem to have a standardized production within the 
site. 
The sample size of motif widths and lengths of each style is extremely small, 
which makes the CV values insignificant, but classifying them according to different 
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styles does show a very diverse motif style within the double-F potsherds. Due to the 
different styles of this motif, the motif widths and lengths are divided into five sets 
of measurement variations based on the five shared double-F styles in Section 6.2: 
hook-shaped, impressed and slanted to the right; hook-shaped, raised, and slanted to 
the right; hook-shaped, impressed, and slanted to the left; round-headed, raised, and 
slanted to the right; round-headed, raised, and slanted to the left. Motif width and 
length CV values within the sites could not be computed due to the very few pieces. 
If double-F styles were to be divided according to the three basic stamp match: 
impressed/raised, hook-shaped/round-headed, and "F" direction to the left/right, the 
few double-F potsherds would result in having each group with only one or two 
potsherds, making it impossible to calculate the CV. Since they have to be compared, 
motif width and length measurements are combined, with the amount of 
measurements being 16. If the CV of each set is lower than 10%, it is very likely that 
the unit motif stamp used is extremely similar, if not the same. Results show that all 
CVs are above 10%, some even reaching 30% (Table 6.4). 
Based on the CV results, the high CV value of each motif width and length 
has already suggested that they are not similar in terms of the double-F motif. There 
are only two groups of the double-F styles: hook-shaped, raised, slanted to the right, 
and hook-shaped, impressed, slanted to the left have lower CV values that may 
possibly suggest the same unit motif stamp or the occurrence of intra-regional 
exchange. The two groups of double-F potsherds are examined closely according to 
technological properties and stylistic attributes. 
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Number of Mean Standard CV 
Potsherds* (cm) Deviation Values 
Wall Thickness W 0.67 0^6 23.88% 
Rim Pieces 9 ^ 26.86% 
Body Sherds Ts O l s 23.13% 
Hook-shaped, 
Impressed, 
Slanted to the Right 
Motif Width | 4 | 2.45 0.80 32.65% 
Motif Length 4 3^0 14.84% 
Hook-shaped, 
Raised, 
Slanted to the Right 
Motif Width | 3 | 2.80 0.31 11.07% 
Motif Length 3 ^ 12.41% 
Hook-shaped, 
Impressed, 
Slanted to the Left 
Motif Width 3 | 2.50 | 0.29 | 11.60% 
Motif Length 3 OOO 
Round-headed, 
Raised, 
Slanted to the Right 
Motif Width | 2 | 2.75 1.06 | 38.55% 
Motif Length 2 23.67% 
Round-headed, 
Raised, 
Slanted to the Left 
Motif Width 4 2.80 0.57 20.36°/7 
Motif Length 4 1 1 1 24.18% 
T a b l e 6 .4 C o m b i n e d T a i W a n a n d S h a Po N e w V i l l a g e D o u b l e - F W a l l T h i c k n e s s , Mot i f 
W i d t h a n d L e n g t h M e a s u r e m e n t V a r i a t i o n s 
*Motif width and length measurements in this table come as a set where each potsherd must both be 
considered. Not all potsherds have both motif width and length available for measuring. 
The first group, hook-shaped, raised, slanted to the right consists of potsherds 
No.Y1973.60.2F from Tai Wan, No.2004.16.303 and No.2004.16.315 from Sha Po 
New Village. The second group, hook-shaped, impressed, slanted to the left consists 
of potsherds No.Y1973.60.5F, No.Y1973.60.1 IF from Tai Wan, and 
No.2004.16.316 from Sha Po New Village. However, this second group cannot be 
compared because although motif measurements and styles are similar, potsherd 
No.2004.16.316 from Sha Po New Village has a very different double-F style. This 
double-F style is referred to as "tooth-fanged" by Finn (1958), and is extremely 
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different from the other double-F styles. Therefore, I will only stick to the first group 
comparison, which is shown in Tables 6.5 and 6.6. Initial comparison of stylistic 
attributes suggests a high degree of similarity between the three potsherds. But when 
compared in terms of technological properties, the three pottery vessels do not show 
that they were made together. The three potsherds do not show similar wall 
thicknesses, nor do they show the same clay 一 potsherd No.2004.16.315 is white in 
color throughout. The three potsherds all show different firing conditions - potsherd 
No.Y1973.60.2F is incompletely oxidized, No.2004.16.303 shows reduced firing, 
and No.2004.16.315 is well oxidized. With different methods of inclusion adding, 
different clay, and different firing conditions observed in the three potsherds, it can 
be concluded that they are very similar motif-wise, but they were in no way 
produced together. 
Motif Motif Raised (R) Hook-shaped "F" Angle 
Potsherd No. Width Length /Impressed (H) /Round- & Motifs 
(cm) (cm) (I] headed (R) Direction 
Y1973.60.2F 2.50 2.70 R H 105°R F, net 
2004.16.303 2.80 2.70 R H 105。R •"，incised 
grooves 
2004.16.315 2.50 2.95 R H 105。R F，incised 
I I I grooves 
T a b l e 6 . 5 S ty l i s t i c A t t r i b u t e s C o m p a r i s o n b e t w e e n P o t s h e r d s N o . Y 1 9 7 3 . 6 0 . 2 F ( T a i W a n ) , 
N o . 2 0 0 4 . 1 6 . 3 0 3 a n d N o . 2 0 0 4 . 1 6 . 3 1 5 ( S h a P o N e w V i l l a g e ) 
The lozenge-patterned potsherds also show similar results. Tai Wan's and 
Sha Po New Village's lozenge-patterned potsherds have wide ranges of thicknesses, 
which have been discussed in Chapters 3 and 4. It must be noted that sample sizes 
for the two sets of measurements are rather small individually to make it conclusive, 
so they are combined to have a relatively "bigger" sample. As shown in Table 6.7, 
the overall wall thickness variation is 26.23%. Similar to the double-F potsherds, the 
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CV is also calculated separately in terms of rim pieces and body sherds to test 
whether thicker rim pieces will affect the CV values. The rim pieces thickness 
measurements of the combined two sites show a CV value of 27.47% and the body 
sherds thickness CV shows a value of 25.42% (Table 6.7). The outcomes of both 
values are similar to the overall thickness CV. This again demonstrates that the rim 
piece thickness is not the main factor causing a high variability in wall thickness of 
pottery. 
Potsherd , , . , , . . _ Vessel Thickness « • Core Surface Firing 
No. inclusion Voids Forming p^^ (cm) Specks ^pior Color * 
Clusters, 
Y1973.60.2F ^izes . . . . _ ^ Light Light 















T a b l e 6 .6 T e c h n o l o g i c a l P r o p e r t i e s C o m p a r i s o n b e t w e e n P o t s h e r d s N o . Y 1 9 7 3 . 6 0 . 2 F (Ta i 
W a n ) , N o . 2 0 0 4 . 1 6 . 3 0 3 a n d N o . 2 0 0 4 . 1 6 . 3 1 5 ( S h a P o N e w V i l l a g e ) 
* I 0 = Incompletely Oxidized, R= Reduced ,〇=Wel l -ox id ized 
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In the same way as the double-F motif stamp, the lozenge-patterned motif 
stamp also has different styles and is divided into five sets of measurement variation 
based on the five styles the three sites share (Figure 6.5): 
i . 5 隱 
F igu re 6 .5 T h e F i ve S h a r e d L o z e n g e S t y l e s F o u n d in t h e T h r e e S i t es 
1. F i l led s q u a r e w i t h d o u b l e bo rde r ; 2. F i l led s q u a r e w i t h s i n g l e bo rde r ; 
3. F i l led d i a m o n d w i t h d o u b l e bo rde r ; 4. F i l led d i a m o n d w i t h s i n g l e bo rde r ; 
5. F i l led d i a m o n d w i t h o u t bo rde r . 
Results show that there were also no signs of standardization in lozenge-
patterned pottery production because CV values are all above 10%. Motif widths and 
lengths form a single unit, so even if a motif width has a CV value of 5.88%, it does 
not mean the stamp is highly similar or even the same if the motif length CV is not 
below 10% (see Table 6.7). 
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Number of Mean Standard CV 
Potsherds (cm) Deviation Values 
Wall Thickness T ^ 0.61 016 26.23% 
Rim Pieces 5 0^8 27.47% 
Body Sherds 11 0^5 25.42% 
Filled Square 
Double Border 
Motif Width 3 | 1.07 | 0.32 29.91% 
Motif Length 3 TjO o l o 5.88% 
Filled Square 
Single Border 
Motif Width 5 0.68 0.23 33.82% 
Motif Length 5 078 O l s 19.23% 
Filled Diamond 
Double Border 
Motif Width 2 0.70 0.00 0% 
Motif Length 2 T ^ 25.49% 
Filled Diamond 
Single Border 
Motif Width 3 0.73 0.06 8.22% 
Motif Length 3 137 21.17% 
Filled Diamond 
No Border 
Motif Width 3 0.45 0.07 15.56% 
Motif Length 3 0^4 17.50% 
Table 6.7 Combined Tai Wan and Sha Po New Village Lozenge-Patterned Wall Thickness, 
Motif Width and Length Measurement Variations 
The lozenge-patterned potsherds from the two sites are specifically looked at 
according to the lozenge styles, and observations show that even when certain 
potsherds are grouped within the same style, for example filled square with 
surrounded by double borders, the motif widths and lengths do not match, nor are 
they anywhere close to similar. Even if some measurements are similar within the 
same style, the potsherds are usually from the same site, for example, in potsherds 
No.2004.16.112 and No.2004.16.261 with a motif width of 1.30 and 1.20 cm 
respectively, and a motif length of 1.70 and 1.60 cm respectively. The absence of 
identical potsherds across Tai Wan and Sha Po New Village also suggests that there 
were no pottery distributions taking place. 
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6.3.3 Cluster Analysis Results 
The k-means cluster analysis is applied in this study to analyze what properties 
separate Tai Wan and Sha Po New Village (n = 27) and to see how similar they are. 
There are 11 factors tested in this analysis, and those with a significance level of p < 
0.05 will be identified as possible factors separating the clusters. According to the 
results presented in an ANOVA table, inclusion and firing have a significance level 
of 0.000 and 0.000 respectively (Table 6.8); this means that these two properties 
contribute much to the separation of clusters. Running the test again with specifically 
these two aspects, results show that firing has a significance level of 0.000 while 
inclusion has a significance level of 0.500, which means that firing is mainly what 
separates Tai Wan and Sha Po New Village double-F pottery (Table 6.9). 
Cluster Error F Sig. 
Mean Mean 
Square ^ Square Df 
Technique .165 1 .107 15 1.544 .233 
Voids — .068 “ 1 - .254" 15 .268" .612 
Thickness .008 1 .033 15 .254 — .622 
Motif Length .861" 1— .sTF 15 2.760 .117 
Motif Width .316"" 1_ . 3 2 ^ 15 .966 .341 
"F" Direction — .121 _ 1 “ .274" 15 .441— .517 
Inclusion — 9.265 _ 1 “ .300 _ 15 30.882— .000 
Firing 12.508 1 ~ ~ .484 “ 15 25.852 .000 _ 
Yin/Yang — .861 “ 1 .21?" 15 3.963" .065 
Hooks 一 .568 一 1 一 .221 — 15 2.571 一 .130 
Fabric .000 1 — .000 15 ！ “ 
Table 6.8 First Test between Tai Wan and Sha Po New Village Double-F Potsherds 
Cluster Error 
Mean Mean 
Square ^ Square Df F Sig. 
Inclusion .422 1 .902 25 .468 .500 
Firing 26.536! l | .239 1 2 5 ! 110.894 | .000 
Table 6.9 Second Test for Tai Wan and Sha Po New Village Double-F Potsherds 
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Despite the fact that this comparison is based on nine double-F potsherds 
from Tai Wan and 18 from Sha Po New Village, some aspects such as unit pattern, 
design overlap or double-F overlap are not included in the cluster analysis because 
they are mainly determined according to the observation of the fragmented potsherds 
instead of complete vessels, so the result may not be accurate. Examination of 
complete vessels may alter some observation results. 
In summary, the above results show that despite the closer spatial proximity 
of Tai Wan and Sha Po New Village, the pottery of the two sites display differences. 
Tai Wan potters mastered forming technique, fabric control, clear stamping, stamp 
carving and barely mastered wall thickness control. Sha Po New Village potters, on 
the other hand, mastered vessel forming, fabric control, stamp carving and just 
mastered wall thickness control, firing, and slits and fractures elimination. Tai Wan 
potters seem to be particularly strong at stamping and clay preparation (Figure 6.3), 
while Sha Po New Village potters seem to be relatively better at clay preparation 
(Figure 6.4). The difference in technical competence suggests that double-F pottery 
of each site was made in different hands instead of being made in a closely 
monitored and routinized environment. 
The high variation in wall thicknesses observed within each site, and the high 
CV value calculated in this chapter further points to the fact that the double-F pottery 
in both sites were produced individually and independently. The attempt to locate 
possible identical potsherds across the two sites for proof of intra-regional exchange 
is not successful. The double-F potsherds of the two sites have shown no similarities 
technologically, although there are certain potsherds that seem to be very similar in 
terms of motif style and motif measurements. The lozenge-patterned potsherds on 
the other hand are all technologically and stylistically different. 
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Cluster analysis is conducted between the two sites to see what are separating 
the potsherds. Table 6.2 has shown that inclusions, firing, and double-F styles are the 
main differences observed in the double-F potsherds of all three sites. In the cluster 
analysis carried out, it has once again proven that firing and inclusions are the factors 
dividing the clusters of Tai Wan and Sha Po New Village double-F potsherds. As the 
test is run again, results show that firing is the one main property that divides 
potsherds of the two sites. More analysis will be carried out and discussed in the 
later sections. 
6.4 Inter-regional Comparison: Tai Wan vs. Sha Po New Village vs. Sha Ha 
After comparing the two sites Tai Wan and Sha Po New Village, I now turn to 
comparing the three sites altogether with also the same aspects: skill levels, 
decoration/motif variations, and manufacturing techniques. 
6.4.1 Skill Levels 
Bronze Age potters at the three sites basically learned to add inclusions to the clay 
paste, as observed in certain potsherds with even-sized inclusions (please refer to 
previous chapters), and in samples with clusters of inclusions, only that the clay 
paste was not handled carefully in later steps of preparation. Potters of the sites also 
learned to use the potter's wheel for vessel forming, with the evidence of wheel 
marks present on certain potsherds, only that uneven wall thicknesses observed in 
occasional potsherds show that they did not excel in wheel-throwing. They also 
learned to fire pottery at a higher temperature to produce hard pottery, but firing did 
not seem to ensure an overall good quality with results of uneven colors and the 
appearance of slits and fractures. Tai Wan has overall "Good's" of 53.09% and Sha 
Po New Village with 55.56%; Sha Ha only has 48.00%. Skills of Sha Ha potters are 
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rather “below average" compared to the other two sites, where Sha I la potters 
mastered fabric control and stamp carving, and just mastered thickness control and 
vessel forming (Figure 6.6). Given the overall "Good's" of all three sites are barely a 
pass, and that the skills potters are good at vary at a large extent, this seems to 
suggest that all three sites had a rather diversified production as opposed to a unified 
production in which many aspects could have been controlled to a certain standard. 
The potters' skill levels of the three sites cannot be made definite at the moment, 
unless all potsherds from all threes sites are thoroughly inspected and studied. 
Even so, potters at the three Bronze Age sites had an unusually high skill in 
stamp carving. This is observed in the smoothness of curves within the double-F, but 
the sophisticated double-F motifs do not seem to correlate with the "not-too-perfect" 
skills in pottery manufacturing. It is not certain why there is such a disparity between 
the double-F stamp carving and the other skills, but this is worth further 
investigating in future studies. 
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6.4.2 Coefficient of Variation and Individual Potsherd Comparison 
Exercising the same method in the Tai Wan and Sha Po New Village comparison, all 
three sites are put together for analysis. This time, besides the double-F and the 
lozenge-patterned, the cord-marked pottery is also added, though only Sha Po New 
Village and Sha Ha can be used for comparison because only these two sites have 
cord-marked potsherds studied. 
Sha Ha itself has an overall thickness variation of 26.87%, with rim piece CV 
of 19.54% and body sherd CV of 24.19% (please also refer to Chapter 5). Tai Wan 
has an overall CV of 19% while Sha Po New Village has an overall CV value of 
20.90%. Since the three sites show a high variability in wall thickness, it is also 
expected that the three sites put together will result in a high variability. The overall 
wall thickness CV still remains rather high at 25.37%, while the rim piece CV is at 
25.84% and body sherd CV is at 23.44% (Table 6.10). 
The main point of combining the measurements of the three sites is not about 
the wall thickness measurements, as the discussions in previous chapters of each site 
have proven that mass production did not occur. Rather, it is about comparing the 
motif widths and lengths of the double-F potsherds of all three sites for two reasons. 
The first step of identifying potential pottery distribution is to find the same double-F 
stamp on certain potsherds. The same double-F stamp means that the double-F motif 
needs to have at least the same motif arrangements of impressed/raised, hook-
shaped/round-headed, and the "F" direction (right/left). Secondly, the double-F 
potsherds that are imprinted with complete double-F motifs that can be measured are 
limited. In the 74 studied double-F potsherds, the double-F styles are categorized 
into five arrangements, but with only 34 of them that are available for motif 
width/length CV calculation. Others are usually very fragmented, which makes it 
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even more difficult to identify potsherds with the same motif arrangements and 
measurements. 
The motif widths and lengths of all three sites have CV values also above 
10% (Table 6.10), indicating that the double-F stamp used for each pottery vessel 
was different. Through Finn's observations of the double-F stamps and patterns, he 
(1958:182) pointed out that no two vessels seem to have used the same individual 
stamp. He further hypothesized that a new stamp was made for each new vessel. 
Certain styles of the double-F from the three sites have been compared in this study 
in hope of finding some stamps being the same, based on the hypothesis that each 
Bronze Age double-F stamp should have been hand-made, thus each stamp should 
be unique, or slightly different from the other double-F stamps in terms of details 
and measurement. Therefore, each stamp should produce the same style and 
approximately the same measurement of the double-F (Lu personal communication 
2010). 
Even if potsherds have the same motif arrangements and measurements, they 
are usually from the same site. For example, potsherds No.2002.31.2669 and 
No.2002.31.3087 that are both within the impressed, round-headed, and slanted to 
the right group and have the same motif width and length measurements of 3 cm and 
4 cm respectively, but are also from Sha Ha. According to the motif width/length CV 
values calculated for the Tai Wan and Sha Po New Village comparison, and the 
three-site comparison, motif arrangement that is hook-shaped, round-headed, and 
slanted to the right have a comparatively lower CV value. The three potsherds in 
Table 6.10 are still the same from Tai Wan and Sha Po New Village; Sha Ha 
potsherds bearing the same motif arrangement are not available for motif measuring. 
So it has been compared in previous sections that the three potsherds are not 
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identical technologically. 
If we examine potsherds that look similar, an example is found and they are 
potsherds No.2002.3L1656 (Figure 6.7), No.2005.5.347(J) (Figure 6.8) from Sha Ha, 
and No.2004.16.316 from Sha Po New Village (Figure 6.9). The style shared among 
the three potsherds is hook-shaped (tooth-fanged), impressed and slanted to the left. 
This style is limited to just these three pieces, though there are four more potsherds 
of this particular style from Sha Ha that were not available for study (AMO 
2005:163). Though the style is quite similar, the motif width and length vary quite a 
bit especially in potsherd No.2005.5.347(J) as it has a motif length of 4 cm (Table 
6.11). Besides, the three pieces are of different clay and fired differently as indicated 
by their colors (Table 6.12). Potsherd No. 2002.31.1656 from Sha Ha is white and 
No.2005.5.347(J) is yellowish gray, while No. 2004.16.316 from Sha Po New 
Village has a dull yellow color, and is glazed. It has been argued that the latter had 
been imported from Meihuadun (梅花i敦）or Yingang (銀尚）of Boluo County (博 
羅)，Guangdong Province to Sha Po New Village as observed in its high degree of 
similarity with the Meihuadun or Yingang pottery (AMO 2007c:27). This, however, 
cannot be concluded or proved at this moment due to insufficient data from the latter 
two archaeological assemblages in Guangdong. It is only certain that these three 
potsherds are not identical, which implies that mass production of a center 
distributing pottery to these sites did not exist during the Bronze Age. 
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Number of Mean Standard CV 
Potsherds (cm) Deviation Values 
Wall Thickness 74" 0.67 0 l 7 25.37% 
Rim Pieces Ts 0T7 25.84% 
Body Sherds ^ O l s 23.44% 
Hook-shaped, 
Impressed, 
Slanted to the Right 
Motif Width | 12 | 2.93 0.80 27.25% 
Motif Length 12 033 11.20% 
Hook-shaped, 
Raised, 
Slanted to the Right 
Motif Width | 3 | 2.80 0.31 11.07% 
Motif Length 3 ^ 12.41% 
Hook-shaped, 
Impressed, 
Slanted to the Left 
Motif Width 6 2.68 0.49 18.28% 
Motif Length 6 073 25.61% 
Round-headed, 
Raised, 
Slanted to the Right 
Motif Width 7 3.10 | 0.96 30.94% 
Motif Length 7 ^ 28.51% 
Round-headed, 
Raised, 
Slanted to the Left 
" M ^ Width 6 2.88 0.51 17.71°/7 
Motif Length 6 ^ 072 26.87% 
Table 6.10 Combined Tai Wan, Sha Po New Village, Sha Ha Double-F Wall Thickness, 
Motif Width and Length Measurement Variations 
Figure 6.7 Hook-shaped, Impressed and Slanted to the Left Double-F Potsherd 
No.2002.31.1656 (Sha Ha, 2001/2002) 
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Figure 6.8 Hook-shaped, Impressed and Slanted to the Left Double-F Potsherd 
No.2005.5.347(J) (Sha Ha, 2005) 
Figure 6.9 Hook-shaped, Impressed and Slanted to the Left Double-F Potsherd 
No.2004.16.316 (Sha Po New Village, 2003/2004) 
The same applies to the lozenge-patterned and the cord-marked. The lozenge-
patterned potsherds are rather few in these three sites, so they are also combined to 
have a better picture of the motif width and length variations. Among the 25 studied 
lozenge-patterned potsherds, 24 of them have had the motifs measured. So far, Table 
6.13 has shown that variations are rather high except for one of the lozenge styles — 
filled 
square without borders. The two potsherds are identified as potsherd 
No.2002.31.2705 from Sha Ha and No.2004.16.280 from Sha Po New Village. They 
basically have the exact same measurements, so a closer comparison is carried out to 
see if they are potentially identical. 
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Motif Motif Raised (R) Hook-shaped "F" Angle 
Potsherd No. Width Length /Impressed (H)/Round- & Motifs 
(cm) (cm) [I] headed (R) Direction 
F, combed 
2.10 2.10 I H lOQoL incised 
grooves, 
n ^ 
2005.5.347(J) 2.50 4.00 I H 110°L F 
F, incised 
2004.16.316 2.50 2.50 I H 105°L grooves. 
net 
Table 6.11 Sty istic Attributes Comparison between Potsherds No.2002.31.1656 anc 
No.2005.5.347(J) (Sha Ha) and No.2004.16.316 (Sha Po New Village) 
Potsherd , , ,, . . _ Vessel Thickness « , Core Surface . * 
No. Inclusion Voids Forming p^^ ( ^ ⑴ ） S p e c k s ^pipr Color 「mng* 
9009 Occasional 
zuuz.oi.iDOD (below No Wheel Body 0.62 Yes White White 〇 
5%), Black 
2005.5.347(J) Nil No Wheel Body 0.40-0.50 No ^^h^ 丨〇 
2004.16.316 Nil No Wheel Body 0.57 Yes ^^^^ 丫二… !〇 
Table 6.12 Technological Properties Comparison Potsherds No.2002.31.1656 and 
No.2005.5.347(J) (Sha Ha) and No.2004.16.316 (Sha Po New Village) 
*〇=Well-oxidized, 10= Incompletely Oxidized 
Technological properties (Table 6.14) and stylistic attributes (Table 6.15) show that 
despite the fact that the lozenge style is identical, technologically the two sherds are 
not similar. Although they both have similar amounts of inclusions, they were made 
with different clay, as observed in the clay color and the presence of black specks. 
Potsherd No.2002.31.2705 does not show any black specks but is fired evenly, 
which means the clay paste that was used to produce this vessel differed from that of 
potsherd No.2004.16.280. The two were also prepared differently, which is evident 
in the presence of voids in potsherd No.2002.31.2705 and not in potsherd 
No.2004.16.280. The two were also fired differently, while potsherd 
No.2002.31.2705 was fired in a well-oxidized environment that resulted in even 
fired colors, potsherd No.2004.16.280 was incompletely oxidized. This being said, 
the highly similar motif arrangements and measurements only prove that the two 
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sites possessed vessels made from similar motif stamps but were not produced 
together; it is also possible that the two potsherds were made at one site at different 
occasions, and one of them was sent to another site. If the latter is the case, then 
inter-regional connection might have existed in Bronze Age Hong Kong, although 
we cannot be certain whether Sha Ha or Sha Po New Village was the manufacturing 
site. 
Number of Mean Standard CV 
Potsherds (cm) Deviation Values 
Wall Thickness ^ 0.61 0^4 22.95% 
Rim Pieces “ 5 018 27.47% 
Body Sherds ~ ^ oTTs 21.50% 
Filled Square 
Double Border 
Motif Width 5 0.88 厂 0.35 39.77% 
Motif Length 5 137 0.57 43.85% 
Filled Square 
Single Border 
Motif Width 5 0.68 厂 0.23 33.82% 
Motif Length — 5 0 ? ^ o J d 19.23% 
Filled Square 
No Border 
Motif Width 2 0.50 0.00 
Motif Length 2 
Filled Diamond 
Double Border 
Motif Width 3 0.72 0.03 4.17% 
Motif Length “ 3 T ^ 20.69% 
Filled Diamond 
Single Border 
Motif Width 6 | 0.68] 0.08 11.77% 
Motif Length “ 6 123 26.01% 
Filled Diamond 
No Border 
Motif Width 3 0.50 0.10 2 0 ^ 
Motif Length 3 14.46% 
Table 6.13 Combined Tai Wan, Sha Po New Village, Sha Ha Lozenge-Patterned Wall 
Thickness, Motif Width and Length Measurement Variations 
Other lozenge-patterned potsherds are also looked at according to similar 
motif arrangements and measurements. Among them are potsherds from styles filled 
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square with double borders and filled diamond with single border. However, closcr 
comparison has revealed that they are from the same sites, either from Sha Ha or Sha 
Po New Village. 
Motif Motif S二r^e 
Potsherd No. Width Length (二口二 二 二 
(cm) (cm) (D) 
—2002.31.2705 0.50 0.50 SQ 0 Lozenge 
—2004.16.280 0.50 0.50 | SQ | 0 | Lozenge^ net 
Table 6.14 Stylistic Attributes Comparison between Potsherds No.2002.31.2705 (Sha Ha) 
and No.2004.16.280 (Sha Po New Village) 
Potsherd , , . , , . . ^ Vessel Thickness « . Core Surface .…* 
No. Inclusion Voids Forming p^^ ( ^⑴） S p e c k s coior Color Fmng* 
Even-sized, . • . . . • . . 
2002.31.2705 Opaque and Yes Wheel Body 0.61 No YeHow YeHow 〇 
Orange (5%) 
Even-sized, 
2004.16.280 ？ngeand ^ ^ yVheel Rim 0.89 Yes Light Dull (q 
Opaque Gray Orange 
[ m 
Table 6.15 Technological Properties Comparison Potsherds No.2002.31.2705 (Sha Ha) and 
No.2004.16.280 (Sha Po New Village) 
*〇=Weil-oxidized, l〇=Incompletely Oxidized 
The cord-marked CV value is measured again by wall thickness (n = 32), 
which shows a CV value of 23.82% and by cord width (n = 32), which shows a CV 
value of 30.77%. The cord-marked pottery sherds from Sha Po New Village and Sha 
Ha have been observed as being significantly thinner and firmer, but there are still 
many varieties within each potsherd regarding inclusion sizes, inclusion frequency, 
cord width and the execution and direction of the cord marks. We can attempt to 
track pottery distribution or mass production through identical motif measurements 
and styles plus identical physical qualities in the double-F potsherds, at least all 
double-F motifs were applied on the upper body of urns and jars. But cord marks 
could be applied on the entire surface of different vessel forms, which makes it more 
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difficult to detect, as there does not seem to be one single aspect in production that is 
considered to be standard. Production of cord-mark pottery seems to be even more 
diversified than the hard pottery. 
The results have shown that the CV values of all wares are above 10%. This 
suggests that measurements vary so much that standardization did not seem to exist. 
The variations in measurements seemed to imply that there were no defined set of 
rules to have pottery produced to be exactly the same, but observations of the 
double-F, the lozenge-patterned and the cord-marked pottery show that prehistoric 
potters knew exactly what types of vessels were made with this motif, what motif 
styles to apply, and how clay was to be prepared for potting. 
6.4,3 Cluster Analysis Results 
Initial pottery observations, skill levels assessment, and CV calculations have 
demonstrated that the double-F potsherds differ from each other. That being said, 
there is still a need to find out whether there are two sites that are relatively similar. 
The hypothesis is that Tai Wan and Sha Po New Village double-F potsherds bear 
more similarities because they are located nearer to each other on the same island. 
While there are two properties that are responsible for the separation of clusters in 
Tai Wan and Sha Po New Village double-F pottery, I compare Tai Wan and Sha Ha 
(n = 56) as well to see whether there would be more or less properties that divide the 
two sites' double-F pottery. Results show that there are three aspects separating the 
clusters: voids, firing, and thickness (Table 6.16). The test is run again, and factors 
remain the same three, meaning that these three factors are just as important in 
separating the clusters. 
Another test is performed between Sha Po New Village and Sha Ha double-F 
pottery (n = 65). Results show that initial aspects that separate the clusters are voids 
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Square ^ Square ^ F S\g. 
Technique — .518 1 .211 27 2.459 .129 
Voids 3.755 1 .058 27 65.172 ~ ~ .000 
Thickness .128 1 .027 27 4.673 一 .040 
Motif Length~~ .018 1 ~ ~ .506 27 . 0 3 ^ .853 
Motif Width .047 1 .342 27 .138 ~ ~ .713 
Y/n/Yang .150 1 .260 27 .577 ~ ~ .454 
Hooks .322 1 一 .241 “ 27 1.337 .258" 
Firing 32.993 1 .221 27 149.160 — .000 
Inclusion .338 1 — .215 “ 27 1.573 .221一 
"F" PirectioTi~ .012 1 .260 27 .047 ~ ~ .830 
Fabric .388 1 — .139 “ 27 2.793 .106— 
Table 6.16 First Test for Tai Wan and Sha Ha Double-F Potsherds 
Cluster Error 
Mean M63 门 
Square ^ Square ^ F Sig. 
Voids 5.275 T .174 63 30.288 .000 
Firing 53.452 l j .137 63 391.134 .000 
Table 6.17 Second Test for Sha Po New Village and Sha Ha Double-F Potsherds 
The tests could be run again until the aspects are deduced to the one main 
factor that separates the clusters, but since initially in the test between Tai Wan and 
Sha Po New Village are only run twice, I will keep the other two alternate 
comparisons at two tests as well. Comparing the results, a larger difference is noticed 
within Tai Wan and Sha Ha, and Sha Po New Village with Sha Ha. Tai Wan and Sha 
Ha have shown initially three dividing properties, while Sha Po New Village and 
Sha Ha have shown initially two dividing properties. It is only the Tai Wan and Sha 
Po New Village cluster analysis that shows one remaining factor, which in the end 
indicates that Tai Wan and Sha Po New Village double-F pottery could have been 
more similar than with other groups of comparison: Tai Wan with Sha Ha, and Sha 
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Po New Village with Sha Ha. 
The same k-means cluster analysis is also applied to compare the three sites 
(n = 74). Again, two tests are run with the same 11 factors used in the Tai Wan and 
Sha Po New Village comparison. Results show that fabric, voids, inclusion, and 
firing are the main contributors that separate the clusters (Table 6.18). 
Cluster Error 
Mean Mean 
Square ^ Square ^ F Sig. 
Technique .473 ~ T .195 i 2 . 4 ^ .128 
Voids 2.312" 1 .155_ 35 14.932 .000 
Thickness .059 ~ T " .030 35 1.963 .170" 
Motif Length — .575 — 1 — .450 35 1.278 .266 
Motif Width 一 .012 _ 1 .369 35 .034 .856 
一 ~ .095 — 1 .252 — 35 .376 .544^ 
Hooks .486" 1 .241" 35 2.015 .165 
Firing 36.327 1 .334 35 108.925 
Inclusion 4.717 1 .639 35 7.383 .010 
"F" Direction — .030 _ 1 .259 35 .114 .737 
Fabric .461 1 .110 | 35 4.173 .049 
Table 6.18 First Test of Tai Wan, Sha Po New Village, and Sha Ha Double-F Potsherds 
A second test is run again, but the results show that the factors are narrowed 
to three: voids, inclusion, and firing (Table 6.19). As shown from the results, among 
the 11 factors, these three factors are mainly what divide the three sites. Like running 
cluster analysis for two-site comparisons between Tai Wan and Sha Ha, and between 
Sha Po New Village and Sha Ha, having three out of 11 factors that differentiate the 
sites is quite variable as compared to just the one factor separating Tai Wan and Sha 
Po New Village. Adding an extra site to analyze similarities or dissimilarities clearly 
would add more variations to the results, but if the three sites were highly similar, we 




Square ^ Square ^ F Sig. 
Voids — 4.307 1 .195 72 22.041 .000 
Inclusion 17.941 1 一 .526 72 34.136 .OOO" 
Firing 63.296 1 .202 72 313.385 .000 
Table 6.19 Second Test of Tai Wan, Sha Po New Village, and Sha Ha Double-F Potsherds 
Site 
Sha Po 
Ta iwan New Village Sha Ha Total 
Cluster n Count 9 5 T 
= b 6 r 。 f = 二 = ^ ^ 
% within Site 100.0% 62.5% 5.0% 40.5% 
% of Total 24.3% 13.5% 2.7% 40.5% 
~2 Count 0 3 19 22 
% within Cluster ~ ^ ^ ^ ^ ~ 1 0 0 . 0 % 
Number of Case 
% within Site .0% 37.5% 95.0% ~ " “ 59.5% 
%of Total .0% 8.1% 51.4% 59.5% 
Total Count 9 8 ~ 20 37 
% within Cluster 24.3% 21.6% 54.1% 100.0% 
Number of Case 
% within Site 100.0% — 100.0% 100.0%" 100.0%" 
% of Total 24.3% 21.6% — 54.1% — 100.0% 
Table 6.20 Cluster Number of Case and Site Crosstabulation of Tai Wan, Sha Po New 
Village, and Sha Ha Double-F Potsherds 
A cross tabulation of the three sites and cluster number of cases is also 
conducted (Table 6.20). The result shows that Tai Wan and Sha Po New Village are 
essentially grouped together in “Cluster 1”. In other words, Tai Wan and Sha Po 
New Village double-F potsherds are more similar. However, there are some concerns 
regarding the results. Though results point to the fact that the two sites on Lamma 
Island seem to have more similar pottery than Sha Ha that is located on the mainland, 
it must be emphasized again that this analysis is preliminary. The cause to more 
differences with Sha Ha potsherds may well be due to Sha Ha's larger sample size, 
which in turn generates more varieties. Hopefully more double-F potsherds from 
both Tai Wan and Sha Po New Village can be studied to further prove this 
hypothesis. 
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6.5 Discussion: Pottery Production in Bronze Age Hong Kong 
This chapter is an analysis of three types of pottery: the double-F, the lozenge-
patterned, and the cord-marked in three Hong Kong Bronze Age sites: Tai Wan and 
Sha Po New Village on Lamma Island, and Sha Ha in Sai Kung District. The 
analysis is based on comparing using a few methods: potsherd observations, skill 
levels, and measurements to calculate the Coefficient of Variation (CV) value, and 
cluster analysis. 
Based on the above analysis, we first see that the double-F and the lozenge-
patterned pottery are basically the same status-wise, as observations have indicated 
that the two were treated, manufactured in the same ways, and only the motifs are 
different. Cord-marked pottery, on the other hand, is obviously created for different 
functions. Its existence does indicate that there are different levels of hierarchy 
within the pottery assemblage. Durable and decorated hard pottery definitely had a 
higher status than undecorated plain pottery, as seen in the proportion of plain 
pottery in the total pottery count (please refer to Chapters 4 and 5). The appearance 
of cord marks applied on different types of vessels as opposed to the double-F or 
lozenge pattern specifically applied to urns or jars also suggests the "lower" status of 
cord-marked pottery being less significant or less exclusive. With an increased 
proportion of plain pottery found, there was also a decreased proportion of cord-
marked pottery found at the same time. There are many possibilities to why the cord-
marked pottery seemed to go into decline in the later events of the Bronze Age. One 
explanation could be that the invention of the slow wheel and the development of 
stamping skills led to increased efficiency in pottery manufacturing, and the rise of a 
more durable type of pottery. As coarse pottery is less durable than hard pottery, the 
focus on decorating vessels could have shifted to applying to more durable vessels 
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(hard pottery). Another explanation could be that as pottery manufacturing 
techniques improved, coarse pottery were made into more compact vessels, which 
gradually lost the need to apply cord marks to strengthen wall thicknesses. But what 
exactly caused the decline of cord-marked pottery needs further studies. 
The next part of information involves the intra- and inter-regional 
comparison. Originally in the beginning of this thesis, I hoped to analyze double-F 
pottery from these three sites to see if there was a high degree of similarity among 
them. I try to find out whether pottery standardization existed during Bronze Age 
Hong Kong so I can reconstruct part of Bronze Age Hong Kong's social structure. 
However, observations of the potsherds have showed that the three sites are very 
different from each other. Each site seems to have different practices and strategies 
in carrying out pottery production; and the analysis of skill levels also reveals that 
each site's potters were better at different skills. CV results and the attempt to locate 
identical potsherds across the two sites have indicated that there were no double-F 
potsherds exactly the same, although there were potsherds that have very similar 
double-F styles, the different physical properties have shown that they were made 
separately. The three sites' double-F potsherds have also been compared according 
to skill levels, CV, and individual potsherd styles, but results have been the same -
all are different. The absence of identical potsherds across the threes sites suggest 
that the double-F pottery being centrally mass-produced and distributed to other sites 
for commercial purposes was highly unlikely. The three sites' double-F potsherds 
have also been combined to run the cluster analysis, it does indicate that despite the 
differences in little details, potsherds from Tai Wan and Sha Po New Village seem to 
be relatively more similar than with potsherds from Sha Ha. This piece of 
information thus echoes my original attempt to prove that spatial proximity may play 
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a role in similarities between groups. 
Nonetheless, the results have provided insight of pottery production in 
Bronze Age Hong Kong: 
1. Besides varying firing conditions found in individual potsherds indicating an 
independent firing of pottery in both open and closed atmospheres, the 
different skill levels of potters in the three sites also demonstrate that each 
site had their own potters who were experienced and skilled at different 
levels. This immediately refutes the possibility of having mass production, 
and even a craft center where centralized pottery production took place and 
crafts were distributed to other sites in Bronze Age Hong Kong. The 
evidence of pottery exchange between many Bronze Age sites will need more 
studies, resources, and accessibility of materials to confirm. 
2. According to the pottery study at the Zengpiyan site (曾瓦皮岩）(Institute of 
Archaeology, CASS et al. 2003), the comparison of coarse cord-marked 
pottery in different phases of the Neolithic have demonstrated that there was 
increasing professionalization with reference to better "skills", and an 
increase in vessel variety. There was also increasing professionalization 
occurring in Bronze Age Hong Kong as identified in this study. The Middle 
Neolithic pottery in Hong Kong is characterized by large portions of chalky 
white, grayish white or yellowish incised painted red and coarse pottery 
(Chau 1993; Lu 2007; Meacham 1994). The Late Neolithic saw a change in 
pottery, instead of the painted pottery, the pottery changed to coarse and soft 
geometric pottery as the main components of pottery. Later in the Bronze 
Age, pottery is characterized by coarse, soft and an increasing number of 
hard ware. Comparing with the slower pinching technique forming vessels 
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through hands, the invention of the slow wheel and the paddle-and-anvil 
techniques inevitably increased the efficiency of manufacturing pottery 
vessels and improved vessel forming skills. The use of stamps to apply 
different designs interchangeably on the same type of vessels (the readily 
made urns or jars waiting to be applied with either the double-F or the 
lozenge pattern) instead of painting pottery is also a sign of better 
organization on production, and an indication that certain vessels had their 
own designs and functions. 
3. Wengrow (2000:169) postulates "the evolution of simplicity", which means 
that pottery designs become increasingly simple as society becomes more 
complex, in which "the elites are obliged to evolve a social and cultural 
organization which serves both particularistic and universalistic ends". 
Universalistic ends would mean the basic pottery that everyone uses while 
particularistic ends would be the elite items, which are tailor-made according 
to specific requests. Pottery that acts as daily consumption for the majority of 
people was “impersonal, ephemeral and routine" (Wengrow 2000:170). This 
has also been put forward by Underbill (2002) in differentiating domestic 
ware and prestige ware - domestic ware could have been made anywhere by 
anyone while prestige ware was produced by only a few, most of the time 
prestige ware was made-to-order. It seems that pottery production in 
prehistoric Hong Kong also operated in this pattern. The Middle Neolithic 
painted pottery was individualistic with sophisticated designs; as time 
progressed, the Late Neolithic and the Bronze Age saw a shift to more 
simplified pottery designs that did not require time-consuming hand-drawn 
methods but rather more efficient designs executed through stamping tools. 
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Although the initial carving of the stamp required quite a long time, when 
producing the pottery, applying the patterns with a stamp would probably be 
more efficient than hand-drawing a complete large jar. 
4. As Rice (1987:201) states that variability in pottery encodes information on 
the strategies of production, as means of production is stepping towards 
specialization, variability is "reduced or regularized in different productive 
modes,，. It seems as though the steps to make a double-F jar has been agreed 
upon. As seen from technological properties previously discussed in the three 
sites, it is observed that the double-F is usually made of light gray and yellow 
clay. They were all formed through the slow wheel, stamped with a double-F 
stamp, and fired. Though there are lots of variations within the manufacturing 
procedures, pottery is still made according to those few steps. This also 
means fewer craftspersons used selected resources and produced more 
vessels for a larger corpus of consumers; simultaneously, the time and labor 
investment will be diminished so that all steps of manufacture will be 
routinized (ibid). 
5. Certain technical procedures and decoration applications were shared and 
mutually agreed upon, for instance, the consensus to have double-F patterned 
jars instead of having double-F patterned bowls. Standardization pertains that 
there is a reduction in variability and that little heterogeneity in composition 
and appearance (form and style) is evident within each category of pottery 
(Rice 1987). However, when put into the Hong Kong context, it seems that 
only the “form and style" has little heterogeneity, as indicated by the vessels 
forms used (urns and jars), and design combinations with net pattern, incised 
grooves, or combed dots. Similar double-F styles have also been identified 
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across the three sites, although exact measurements of the double-F molif as 
evidence of possible pottery distribution or standardization have not been 
proven. 
6. Given the somewhat regularized pottery production procedures, there is a 
high degree of variability between the double-F potteries of the three sites. It 
can be explained by Lechtman's "technological styles" (1977), in which 
experience and custom combine to establish a body of information and 
practice governing the shaping and firing, resulting in a characteristic final 
product with a unique range of properties. I would propose however, besides 
the different customs, skills, or experience each potter possesses, 
manufacturing has not reached to the point of centrally controlled in 
execution and measures such as having the same firing atmosphere, how long 
pottery should be fired or the exact wall thickness, so pottery of the three 
sites might have been produced independently. 
7. Decorative styles however, differ from technological properties and should 
be noted here. The double-F styles are rather diverse, described in terms of 
richness, or the numbers of categories present (Rice 1987). Besides the five 
basic double-F styles shared between the three sites, there are a total of 18 
double-F styles found, including exceptional ones. The larger variation of the 
double-F styles may actually indicate that the double-F pottery was elite ware 
where designs could be applied as requested. Note there are six variations in 
the lozenge patterns in a relatively simpler design; the double-F style in 18 
forms readily proves that the double-F motif could be played in many styles 
and variations. It is interesting to note that though there is decorative variety 
in the double-F styles, it is limited to certain styles and it seems that there are 
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no two potsherds exactly alike. Underhill (2002:100-102) offered an 
explanation in that there could have been production by specialists (be it full-
time or part-time) in a few areas, where lineage or village members acquired 
vessels from nearest specialist potters. This is a possibility that cannot be 
ruled out in the context of Bronze Age Hong Kong, since there could be more 
archaeological sites near Tai Wan, Sha Po New Village, or Sha Ha, and 
pottery that have not been found from these sites may offer more clues to 
pottery production during that period. There is also another possibility that, 
instead of specialists producing pottery for many villages to be exchanged, 
there could have been a few designated potting families within each site or 
across a region that produced double-F vessels upon request. As double-F 
vessels were only made when "ordered", vessels were obviously made on 
separate occasions. The double-F styles would still conform to the five 
general styles since the same few potter(s) made them, but double-F motifs 
on each vessel would be different because they were only applied when 
requested for production, which then explains the decorative varieties and the 
absence of identical motif measurements on the potsherds. 
8. It is clear that a general knowledge of how to make pottery existed in Bronze 
Age Hong Kong, from resource selection (the majority of gray clay), forming, 
finishing, except process (drying, temper adding), to decorating and firing. 
The procedures in manufacturing are instructed and accepted but not exactly 
executed up to standards, and each potter seemed to have his or her own 
"recipe". Pottery might have been made according to some shared "mindset" 
(Renfrew and Bahn 2000), but there was nobody to monitor manufacturing 
and to conduct quality control. Highly standardized products imply that 
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production is carried out by individuals utilizing a limited range of materials 
and somewhat formalized or routinized techniques that result in virtually 
identical products (Rice 1987:201), such as mass production. However, in the 
double-F potsherds studied, there are no identical products, nor do they 
indicate signs of mass production as seen in wall thickness measurements and 
firing. Therefore, there is reason to believe that Bronze Age Hong Kong 
pottery production might be experiencing craft specialization, but not yet 
economic specialization. 
6.6 Conclusion 
Making full use of all information readily embedded within these potsherds can help 
us answer many questions about the inhabitants of Bronze Age Hong Kong. Early 
researchers focused on appraising the aesthetic values of a complete vessel; later 
researchers shifted their focuses on studying typology and its implications on 
distribution, style, and chronology (Orton et al. 1993). The focus is not a complete 
vessel alone, but what we can infer from the slightest details in as tiny as a pottery 
sherd itself. As research technology develops, scientific methods studying pottery 
chemical composition, experiments on pottery production (techniques and firing), 
and use-wear analysis, have offered more information to further prove or refute 
previous hypotheses. 
In this study, the information extracted from the potsherds evidently shed 
light on pottery production and its organization of Bronze Age Hong Kong. Pottery 
observations, comparison between skills levels, the analysis of measurements, and 
the identification of similarities and dissimilarities have been used. Though with 
limited time and resources, some possible scenarios of pottery manufacturing (the 
mode, the scale, and the organization of production) in Bronze Age Hong Kong can 
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be depicted. With reference to different firing conditions and different skill levels of 
the three sites, pottery was probably produced by a small group of semi-specialists in 
each site — a household industry to supply pottery for the whole village or possibly 
for other villages across the region. This is further supported by Tan's ethnographic 
study on the Badeng people in Malaysia, Southeast Asia, where one or two 
blacksmiths not only catered to their own villagers but also to neighboring 
communities (Tan 2009). However, given the absence of close monitoring 
throughout all processes in production, it is unlikely that mass production and 
standardization existed. Underbill (2002:198),s study of social change in northern 
China points out that there was "no compelling evidence for change in organization 
of labor to produce pottery during the Longshan period, such as a change from 
household to workshop production", and that pottery was made by a small number of 
potters who probably worked in their houses, facilitating scheduling of farming tasks 
with the slow production of ritual vessels. Underbill's differentiation between 
domestic and prestige ware immediately reminds me of the double-F pottery being 
found only in 17 sites (according to my study) out of the 90 known Bronze Age sites 
in Hong Kong (Shang 2000), which may further suggest that the double-F pottery 
was not a simple ware after all. This however, requires more studies on the double-F 
pottery itself; perhaps a comparison between all double-F potteries in Hong Kong 
would sketch a better picture of pottery production. 
There seems to be quite a strong link between craft production and social 
change. From its pottery manufacturing we can further infer that since 
standardization may not have existed in Bronze Age Hong Kong, centralization, 
where a certain party controls a larger portion of resources, and hence social 
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stratification, may also have been absent. This will be discussed in Chapter 8 when 
integrating with other archaeological data. 
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CHAPTER I SPECIAL SAMPLES - INFERENCE ON 
PRODUCTION, ORGANIZATION, AND POTTER，S SKILLS 
This chapter analyzes the information from the three sites by interpreting the 
production, the organization and the potter's skills during that time. These will shed 
light on whether standardization and economic specialization existed in Bronze Age 
Hong Kong. 
7.1 The Firing Technology 
It has been discussed in Chapters 3, 4, and 5, that all the pottery sherds display a 
very uneven distribution of firing. As shown in the cross section of sherds, regardless 
it being the double-F, the lozenge-patterned, or the cord-marked, core colors and 
surface colors were extremely different, some even showing sandwich layers. The 
majority of hard pottery in all three sites had a core color that is light gray, and 
surface colors that range from shades of pale yellow, light yellow, dull orange, 
yellow orange, orange, light gray, yellowish gray, and brownish black. White 
potsherds only appeared among the double-F pottery sherds with only one or two 
pieces occurring, which were not considered as the majority. According to Rice 
(1987) and Orton et al. (1993), the reason to the peculiar layers of color is greatly 
due to the firing atmosphere. In addition, "the fired color of a fabric depends 
principally on the iron compounds and carbon that the clay contains and the duration, 
temperature and atmosphere during firing" (Orton et al. 1993:133). Now in this 
study, testing the duration and the temperature of the pottery was not feasible due to 
limited time and resources, so the only interpreting the firing atmosphere from the 
fired colors was possible. 
The changes in color development of pottery, which are evident in relative 
degrees of oxidation of carbon and iron, provide a basis for very general assessments 
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of the conditions under which the pottery was fired. Continuing the discussion of 
Orton et al. (ibid), most clays, in particular sedimentary clays, contain a proportion 
of organic matter. When clay is heated in an oxidizing environment, where there is 
an excess of free oxygen, the carbon will burn and form carbon dioxide, which will 
attempt to escape from the fabric. In some cases the escaping gas causes bloating or 
bubbling. This is also shown in pottery sherds with higher value (the intensity, 
brilliance, or lightness/darkness of a color) and chroma (saturation, purity, or 
strength of color) designations (Rice 1987). Chroma is more apt to reflect the 
increasing development of the color of whatever iron is present. In other words, the 
higher the chroma, the more color development, which is usually reflected in the 
brightness of a color, for example, a bright orange versus a buff color. Potsherd 
No.2004.16.302 from Sha Po New Village (Figure 7.1) for example, has an interior 
surface color of yellow orange, and a core color (color at the cross section of the 
potsherd) of light gray. This, according to Rice (1987), reflects an incomplete 
oxidation, probably carbonaceous clay that was not sufficiently fired to oxidize 
organics and allow color development of any iron present. If the pottery was 
sufficiently fired in an oxidized atmosphere, the potsherd should show identical core 
and surface colors throughout the cross section. 
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Figure 7.1 Interior Surface Color of Potsherd No.2004.16.302 (Sha Po New Village, 
2003/2004) 
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When there is no excess of oxygen (also known as a reducing environment) 
during firing, or where the firing atmosphere has less oxygen, there is insufficient 
combustion, which results in the fired product having a light gray core and surface 
color (Orton et al. 1993:133). Or in another possible case, when the duration of the 
firing is insufficient, the carbon will not be able to burn out completely, but will be 
visible in the final fired fabric as dark gray or black core. In hard pottery - the 
double-F pottery sherds and the lozenge-patterned pottery sherds in this case, usually 
show light gray core colors and light gray surface colors, or some with yellow, 
orange, or red, but dark gray or black cores are not seen as much in these hard, high-
fired pottery but more in the cord-marked pottery sherds. Rice (1987:343) suggests 
that low figures for value and chroma measurements from the Munsell soil color 
chart give clues to the amount of free carbon present in the sherds. Although this 
alone does not tell whether the carbon was initially present or deposited during firing, 
the presence of a dark gray (low chroma and value) color indicates incomplete 
oxidation: either at atmosphere with insufficient oxygen or a short period and/or low 
temperatures of firing. However, carbon can also be deposited on the surface of the 
pot during firing in a process known as "smudging" (Rice 1987:345). This results in 
a very black surface and margins. The cases of smudging and incompletely oxidized 
pottery with dark cores are especially evident in the cord-marked pottery, almost all 
core colors are either dark gray or brownish black. Smudging however, can 
sometimes be seen in some double-F or lozenge-patterned potsherds, but not a lot. 
Black specks are another common feature among the hard pottery sherds of 
the three sites. Specks can be densely populated or sparsely populated among the 
sherd, they can be very large or very tiny, or only one or two specks appear on the 
surfoce or in the core (Figure 7.2). This seems to be a common characteristic in 
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Hong Kong pottery as noted by Meacham in the Sham Wan (深灣）excavation report, 
“these specks are more frequent in gray than in reddish ware, and may be caused by 
iron oxide in the clay turning to black magnetic iron oxide at temperatures above 
1150�C’，(Meacham 1978:156). Iron compounds in the clay reacting to the firing 
atmosphere explain this phenomenon. In oxidizing conditions the iron compounds in 
the clay will usually be converted to ferric oxide (Fe203), which is red in color, but 
this change will not usually take place until after the carbon has been burnt off. Even 
if the surplus of oxygen is very marginal or prolonged firing will result in a red color, 
but where there is a shortage of iron-rich clay will usually be gray (Orton et al. 
1993:135). If this is the case, there is reason to believe that almost all double-F and 
lozenge-patterned pottery were fired at a relatively high temperature, fired long 
enough for carbon to be burnt off, and because the clays of these hard potteries did 
not contain much iron, black specks resulted on potsherds instead of having 
potsherds turning red. 
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Figure 7.2 Black Specks seen on Double-F Potsherd No.2002.31.298 (Sha Ha, 2001/2002) 
Wong (2007) conducted an experiment on manufacturing Middle Neolithic 
pottery in Hong Kong; one of the tests was to produce cord-marked pottery to see 
how much labor was invested from learning, practicing to actually producing the 
pottery from clay and tool acquisition to the final stages of firing. The experiment 
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was to fire cord-marked pottery in bonfire, pit firing, and kiln firing. Results showed 
that bonfire reached a maximum temperature of 670''C, but because fire was subject 
to wind blows in the open air, the temperature and the atmosphere were not stable 
which resulted in pottery that was loose with uneven colors. The pit firing 
experiment was done by digging a hole 70 cm in diameter and 30 cm in depth, and 
covering with burning grass or wood (the fuel). A maximum temperature of 690°C 
was reached but the temperature stayed at 500 to 600°C. The conditions of the fired 
products were similar to those of bon-fire. The kiln was a simple dome-shaped cave-
like shelter, the maximum temperature reaching 600�C but temperature was 
obviously more stable than the temperatures from the bonfire and pit firing. The 
pottery structure was still loose, the colors were still uneven but better than the 
previous pottery; the core colors were dark-colored and the surface colors were 
grayish black, black or orange (Wong 2007:46). The pottery was fired for different 
times - 20, 40, and 60 minutes, to see the effects (Wong 2007). Clearly, the kiln 
provided a better-oxidizing environment sufficient enough to change the colors of 
the pottery. In this experiment on cord-marked pottery, it was evident that a simple 
kiln can produce a firing temperature of around 600°C. 
Wong's experiment has offered insight to explain why Bronze Age cord-
marked pottery had become more compact but still looser than hard pottery. More 
compact probably due to firing for a longer time, but still loose because they were 
fired at a relatively low temperature. It is interesting to note that potsherds from each 
site have a different variability among the potsherd colors. The three sites' double-F 
potsherds all show diversity in terms of hue (the first quality of a color 
corresponding to its perception as visible light as red, blue, green) (Rice 1987), value 
and chroma. Sha Po New Village potsherds showed a relatively steady account of 
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value and chroma, giving the impression that Sha Po New Village pottery had a 
comparatively better control in firing than that of other sites, and as discussed in 
Chapter 6, Sha Po New Village pottery indeed seemed to have better firing. In 
previous chapters I have questioned, if mass production existed, there should not be 
such high variability in the fired products in terms of color. The answer is that in 
noiikiln firings, "because of nonuniform rates of heating caused by kinds and 
placement of fuel and by drafts, the colors of vessels from a single kiln load are apt 
to vary considerably" (Rice 1987:344). This also creates another question for the 
hard geometric pottery - if almost all double-F and lozenge-patterned pottery were 
fired at a relatively high temperature (at least 1150°C and above), and fired long 
enough for carbon to be burnt off, a simple kiln like the one Wong created would 
definitely be insufficient. This shows that by the Bronze Age, the potters of Tai Wan, 
Sha Po New Village, and Sha Ha developed a relatively sophisticated kiln, if not as 
elaborate as the dragon kiln found in Boluo county (博羅)，Guangdong Province. 
When surface colors in an assemblage reflect pottery being fired in either an 
oxidizing atmosphere or a reduced atmosphere, it may mean that kiln firing existed 
already because a kiln offering a closed environment should be able to produce light 
gray pottery. This also suggests the different production schemes done by different 
potters, as the pottery sherds were fired in different loads during different occasions 
in different atmospheres. 
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7.2 Difficulty in Applying the Perfect Double-F: Overlaps 
All (2004) has once hypothesized that the double-F motif must have been introduced 
from elsewhere and must not have been originated in Hong Kong, because the 
pottery found already had very sophisticated skills, showing no novice skills or 
development phase of this design (overlapped or pressed unevenly). Xu has also 
mentioned in his studies that the double-F patterns were "stamped neatly and seldom 
overlapped" (1984:66). 
In fact，this study shows that the double-F pottery of the three sites exhibit 
overlaps (Figure 7.3), and they all display similar conditions of overlaps: 1) the 
double-F motif was stamped too closely to the previous unit, creating an overlap or 
was re-stamped to compensate the previous poorly-stamped double-F; 2) the double-
F motif was simply covered by the next band of motif (such as the net pattern that 
usually follows the double-F motif) or was crossed out intentionally by another motif, 
for example, the incised grooves. Some of the double-Fs had been stamped unevenly 
as well, which seems to explain the organization and the skills of applying the 
double-F motif. Stamping a motif approximately eight centimeters in length can be 
an extremely tedious and time-consuming task, especially when a j a r or an urn can 
have a rather huge diameter, for instance, the large pottery urn from Hai Dei Wan on 
Lantau Island with a height of 54 cm and maximum diameter of 49 cm (as seen at 
the Hong Kong Museum of History). Applying the motif one by one and in 
numerous bands, simply decorating a vessel can easily take up a good whole day. 
Most of the double-F in all three sites show double-F overlaps along with the 
double-F motif being covered by another motif, some samples show unit overlaps 
and have the double-F being covered or the double-F covering a previous motif, 
while some do not show unit overlaps but show motif overlaps. One possible reason 
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for having unit overlaps may depend largely on the ratio of the double-F stamp and 
diameter of the vessel where the motif is applied, which means not having the exact 
measurements calculated and planning how big a vessel to produce ahead of time 
would eventually create unit overlaps. Another reason may have been due to the 
complicated curvy details that made it more difficult in applying the motif to the 
vessel. In certain rare potsherds, there are zero overlaps. If we talk about skills, the 
sherds showing zero overlaps definitely display the highest level of skills, while 
motif overlaps may well be a skill problem and a coordination problem. 
Figure 7.3 Severe Double-F Overlaps of Potsherd No•丫 1973.60.3F (Tai Wan, Finn's 
Collection 1930s) 
It has been discussed in Chapter 6 that the studied Tai Wan double-F 
potsherds only have 10% of the double-F pottery without overlaps (Chapter 6 Figure 
6.3), Sha Po New Village with around 40% (Figure 6.4), and Sha Ha with around 
10% (Figure 6.6). Motif overlaps occur probably because potters seem to be obliged 
to have every single space covered by motifs (notice the base that sits on the ground 
was also stamped with the net pattern), thus creating either unintentional or 
deliberate overlaps. Some sherds however, show intentional crossing out of the 
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double-F motif by incised grooves or net pattern that was obviously added after the 
double-F motif was applied. 
This can be interpreted as the potter realizing there was additional space in 
between the double-F motif and another pattern, so the potter added incised grooves 
or stamped the net pattern to cover that blank space up. This condition portrays a 
slight carelessness and the lack of organization of potters when applying the motifs. 
If the potters were skilled and were well aware of what was to be done, they would 
not have to additionally hide the "imperfections". 
Finn also noticed this phenomenon long time ago that patterns excessively 
stamped over each other; he called it "overstamping" that made “a very tangled 
interlacing" (1958:12). At that time, Finn (1958) thought to himself, if potters made 
stamps themselves, a little practice would definitely create better "borders" of the 
pattern rather than having patterns overlapped. He also noticed that the potters 
seemed to prefer closely knit patterns being stamped continuously rather than having 
space in between one unit after another. With that on mind, he hypothesized that the 
stamps may have been imported, or at least the design may have come from 
elsewhere. He even thought that potters may have been local people who were 
supplied by immigrants with these designs, so the use of this double-F motif was not 
as intended (Finn 1958:187). Ng (2002) has also noted that there are 28 variations of 
the double-F, eight of which Ng calls "mutated double-F", where he sees as crucial 
to finding out the origins of the double-F. In this study however, the three sites do 
not show that many variations (with only 18 forms in this study), and I prefer not to 
put the "mutated double-F" under the category of the double-F motif as it has 
already become different from or does not even look like the double-F anymore. Ng 
has referred to Xu's study on the double-F, stating that the double-F,s possibly 
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originated from Foshan (f卯山)，but he has also traced the double-F to earlier dragon 
totems throughout China. He has further analyzed Hong Kong double-F potsherds, 
describing how a unit of impression is produced in a way that half of the "F" would 
be on the edges of the motif and would create a continuously flowing dragon-like 
motif. But again, the question arises, even if the potters carved the stamps 
themselves, it did not guarantee that they would be able to stamp it without overlaps 
because potters would then have to make precise calculations of the diameter to 
where the double-F would be applied. So even if the stamps were imported as 
suggested by Finn, a little practice and a little calculation should solve the problem 
of overstamping. This phenomenon does not reflect the alien origin of the double-F 
stamp, but it actually reflects the potters' inability to control the exact measurements 
of a finished vessel as they pleased. It seems to be the case that the potters at that 
time did not completely grasp the skills of applying the double-F motif perfectly. 
Clearly, the double-F motif did not just last one generation but presumably more 
than that one, so the skills should have improved over generations with finds of 
increasingly well-stamped double-F pottery. According to traditional pottery 
morphological and typological changes, the double-F pottery should have reached its 
apex (it being at its "best") before it disappeared. Yet，only a few were found. That 
did not mean Hong Kong local prehistoric potters were the ones who made them 
poorly because the same problems seemed to occur in Guangdong's double-F pottery 
as well. Despite the fact that double-F vessels were found as grave goods in the 
Henglingshan (橫嶺山）cemetery the vessels still showed conditions of motif 
overlaps and overstamping (see Figure 7.4). 
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Figure 7.4 Signs of Overstamping and Motif Overlaps (by Incised Grooves) from 
Henglingshan (橫嶺山)，Boluo County (博羅)，Guangdong Province (adapted from 
Guangdong Provincial Institute of Cultural Relics and Archaeology 2005) 
7.3 Apprenticeship? Experimentation? Trial and Error? 
Pottery of all three sites shows imperfections such as uneven firing and motif 
overlaps. It seems that these imperfections were common and were accepted by 
producers and consumers. But within the assemblages are individual potsherds that 
show extremely raw skills, and this phenomenon is only apparent among the double-
F potsherds. 
Finn took note of peculiar samples as well, 
Most interesting were fragments found away from the 'richest' vein. 
These were of a hard reddish clay of good levigation but showing a 
very crude form of the double-F, center-ribbed, almost upright, with 
very poor drawing in which the second limb from the top was longer 
than the top branch and all the lines were very stiff although it had 
well marked fangs (1958:13). 
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By “away from the richest vein", he meant further away from the area where the 
richest finds were located. My speculation is that the location of the richest vein 
would probably be something like a workshop and the locations further off may have 
been amateurs or apprentices either practicing or trying to imitate. 
Among the nine Tai Wan double-F potsherds, No.Y1973.60.5F is an 
exceptional one. Like others, it is hard and should be wheel-made. But what is 
different is that a rough joint is observed between the rim and the shoulder 
suggesting that the rim and the shoulder were made separately and pieced together 
afterwards (Figure 7.5). The rim has faint occasional patches of net patterns that 
might suggest some sort of support or surface treatment. The shoulder on the other 
hand, shows no rilling but instead looks more like it was made by coiling. This 
sample is an obvious one in showing how the rim is first made on the slow wheel 
and later attached to the body that did not seem to be made on the wheel. In fact, 
most of the double-F potsherds in Sha Po New Village and Sha Ha also display this 
type of forming method, only that the joints are not as obvious and as clear as this 
one. Only in more sophisticated double-F potsherds do they display rilling 
throughout the whole vessel. Another interesting point is that part of the core shows 
marks that look like liquid pouring in (see Figure 7.6). 
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Figure 7.5 Joint between Rim and Shoulder of Double-F Potsherd No.Y1973.60.5F (Tai Wan, 
Finn's Collection 1930s) ’ 
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Figure 7.6 Different Core Effect of Double-F Potsherd No.Y1973.60.5F (Tai Wan, Finn's 
Collection 1930s) 
This special liquid core has also been identified in pottery sherds from Sha 
Po New Village, No.2004.16.296, and Sha Ha, No.2002.31.1664; only these three 
have this kind of effect (Figure 7.7). It is not certain to what has caused the core to 
have this effect, but further studies and analysis on this should be conducted to find 
out the answer. Though Sha Po New Village potsherd No.2004.16.296 is hard, it 
does not look like it was wheel-made, but rather it seems like it was made through 
coiling, the more common techniques used in Neolithic assemblages. The forming of 
the vessel is very unskillful as well as the wall thickness is the thickest among the 
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Sha Po New Village double-F pottery sherds as compared with others found in Ihc 
same grid (T201) — 0.96 cm as opposed to the usual 0.50 to 0.80 cm. The double-F 
looks very “raw’’，like the description of Finn mentioned above that it has very "poor 
drawing" (Finn 1958) or poor stamp carving (see Figure 7.8). The "F" is angular, 
and “stiff’ in Finn's terms (Finn 1958), and the double-F stamp was carved not 
following the usual 1/2 .1. 1/2 pattern but with a group consisting of one normal "F" 
and a reversed, upside down "F". This double-F style was definitely not used on 
other double-F pottery, although it is not overlapped, and seems as if it was applied 
very carefully. It also shows the poor skills in applying the incised grooves crossing 
out parts of the double-F. The lines are wriggly compared to other potsherds with 
incised grooves. It seems to show that the lines were applied at the wrong time -
probably when the clay was drier than the potter had expected, and it was obviously 
not applied on the slow wheel as lines would have been applied smoothly. 
This reminds me of Budden and Sofaer's (2009) study on non-discursive 
knowledge of pottery in Middle Bronze Age Szazhalombatta, Hungary. According to 
their study, apprentices were not able to acquire full skills from the masters because 
there was a hierarchical system of knowledge among the prestige circle of craftsmen. 
The masters did not teach the apprentices everything perhaps due to the fear of these 
amateurs taking over their places. Thus the appearance of many alternate or new 
forms or styles. If the same case occurred to Bronze Age Hong Kong amateurs, it 
would make sense that this amateur tried to create his or her own version of the 
double-F motif, experimenting to see if the invented methods could actually compare 
with those of the masters. Sha Po New Village potsherd No.2004.16.296 could have 
been done from the hands of an amateur, although it cannot be proven whether there 
was a hierarchy among potters in Bronze Age Hong Kong. 
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Figure 7.7 The Cross Section of Potsherd No.2004.16.296 (Sha Po New Village, 2003/2004) 
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Figure 7.8 The Poorly Made Double-F Potsherd No.2004.16.296 (Sha Po New Village 
2003/2004) ’ 
In the Sha Ha assemblage, there is a double-F pottery sherd No.2002.31.2879. 
This particular double-F pottery sherd, like most double-F sherds, is hard and wheel-
made. There are black specks on the surface, and the double-F is overlapped like any 
other double-F potsherd. But what make this potsherd worth mentioning are its 
exceptionally rough surface and a bulge within the sherd (Figure 7.9). This potsherd 
is burst out with cracks, probably caused by the vessel being dried or fired too long, 
causing it to contract and expand. There is also another possibility that it was 
bloating, where the distortion of the body was caused by the evolution of gases 
during firing particularly when the firing has been too rapid (Gibson and Woods 
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1997). This was probably a case of unskilled labor, or at limes mistakes by skilled 
potters, or even possible that it was some sort of experimentation on timing. 
Whatever the reason, it was a clay preparation or a firing problem during the course 
of potting. 
Another example is one of the many potsherds found in bag No.2005.5.347 
from the 2005 Sha Ha excavation. This potsherd is special in its way because it has 
extremely messy motifs printed on it, and there is no way to identify what type of 
motifs this potsherd bore (Figure 7.10). If we look closely, it looks like a double-F 
motif being stamped on the surface numerous times. It does not look like an 
intentional design for the vessel but more like a failed piece with errors made during 
the attempt of applying designs or a practice piece for a potter to spontaneously print 
on, or even a test piece for potters to test the effectiveness of certain newly carved 
motif stamps. 
_ 
Figure 7.9 The Bulge in Double-F Potsherd No.2002.31.2879 (Sha Ha, 2001/2002) 
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Figure 7.10 Messy Prints on Potsherd from Bag No.2005.5.347 (Sha Ha, 2005) 
Generally speaking, the stamping skill of the double-F found in the Tai Wan 
potsherds is better than those found in Sha Po New Village and Sha Ha. "Better" 
stamping skills mean motifs have been pressed evenly, carefully, and the motifs are 
better organized and better stamped, thus they can be properly lined up in parallel 
bands. The clearer stamped motifs may indicate that the stamps from Bronze Age 
Tai Wan 
were better carved than those from Sha Po New Village and Sha Ha, or that 
the speed of application was timed just right to have all double-F applied in time 
before clay became too dry, while the better-organized motifs indicates more 
experienced and/or skillful potters, which also means more efficiency at Tai Wan 
comparing to those found in the other two sites. 
Potters in Bronze Age Sha Po New Village seem to be able to control pottery 
firing better, as illustrated by the steady account of value and chroma colors in the 
studied potsherds, though there is still one potsherd that shows flaws caused by 
firing and design application. For Sha Ha pottery, however, perhaps due to the large 
number of potsherds studied, variables and varieties seem to have increased. The 
double-F pottery sherds do not seem to display better stamping skills, nor do they 
show better control of firing. The Sha Ha double-F potsherds show a mixture of 
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everything: some motifs are well stamped but others are not; some potsherds arc well 
fired, while others are relatively poorly fired. 
Wong's study on pottery manufacturing has also given us an idea of how 
long it takes to fully grasp the skills of making pottery. Wong attempted to make a 
cord-marked cauldron (H) . According to Wong (2007:51), it took 285 minutes to 
apply cord marks, to form, to fire, but it took 12 days for full manufacturing where it 
involved clay procurement, treatment (which involves taking out impurities, grass, 
twigs, and rinsing the clay), all the way to firing, given that one was already a skilled 
potter who has acquired all skills and have gone through practicing. Wong noted that 
forming a cauldron type of vessel was very difficult, as it required the potter's 
knowledge in thinning out and at the same time controlling the thickness of the walls. 
Applying cord marks is actually not an easy task, as shown in Wong's study, this 
skill requires even strength when applying the marks. One would need to press or 
support the interior wall with one hand, while the other hand applies the cord marks 
with a twig wrapped with a type of grass after being soaked for 10 hours. Wong 
needed 30 days to just learn how to apply the most desirable type of cord marks 
(2007:42). This leads to the question of how much time would an apprentice need to 
learn to make a relatively huge double-F jar then? The time required to learning 
everything from clay procurement, clay treatment, forming, surface treatment and 
enhancement to firing would definitely be much more than the time required for 
making a cord-marked cauldron. The apprentice would have to know how to treat 
the clay, how to add inclusion/temper, how much temper to add, how to use the 
potter's wheel, how to shape the vessel, what are the best tools in applying incised 
grooves or combed dots, when to apply the motifs to the vessel surface, what fuel 
and how much fuel should be used for firing, how long should the vessel be fired and 
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in what type of atmosphere, etc. Each step is crucial to the success of the final 
product, and if any minor step went wrong, it could have spoiled the product entirely. 
It must be emphasized here that the more complicated the potsherds are, the 
more labor and skills would be required. Roux has already noticed the importance of 
apprenticeship in producing pottery, "Skills put techniques, methods, and tools in 
action and are acquired through apprenticeship. Skills are at the heart of the 
mechanisms that underlie changes in technical tasks, because new technical tasks 
require new skills" (Roux 2003:10). This also means that a slight change in skills can 
actually reflect technological change. As Roux (2003:10-11) continues, "skills can 
be characterized with respect to capabilities acquired during different stages of 
apprenticeship and to biomechanical constraints." Clearly, anything that requires 
skills needs time to practice and to learn the knowledge from the skilled. And this 
may be the possible explanation for the "ugly" and “flawed” double-F potsherds 
appearing in the three sites，though there are not many. 
Going back to Wong's study (2007), 30 days are at least needed to learn only 
the cord application skills, just how much more time is needed to learn from scratch 
to the final product? The learner would have had to spend countless days practicing 
and enhancing the skills before he or she could be recognized as a potter. Another 
question arises, even if the apprentice finally learned the necessary skills to create 
pottery of his or her own, this newly learned skill would have to be constantly 
practiced. The longer one has made pottery, the more efficient one would be in all 
procedures of pottery making. 
Roux and Corbetta (1989) have conducted a study based on 
ethnoarchaeology in India to investigate whether wheel-using potters were craft 
specialists. Through experiments with potters of different competent levels and a 
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control group of non-potters, they concluded that it took a minimum of 10 lo 15 
years for an apprentice to become skilled, because apprentices had to master one 
skill before they could learn new skills of different levels of difficulty. 
In the context of Bronze Age Hong Kong, coarse cord-marked pottery could 
have been an easier type of pottery to make and could be made by amateurs or 
anyone who had learned the skills, but for more complicated hard geometric pottery. 
This also echoes Underhill's differentiation between domestic and prestige ware 
where domestic ware could be produced by anyone anywhere, and prestige ware that 
was made by certain potter(s) in the village because not everyone possessed the 
skills to make prestige ware (Underbill 2002). But according to Roux and Corbetta's 
study, wheel-using potters had to be full-time potters and specialists. It must be 
noted however, that most of the hard geometric pottery in Bronze Age Hong Kong 
was probably made on the slow-wheel instead of the fast wheel. The rim seemed to 
be made on the slow wheel, while the body was made separately through coiling and 
paddle-and-anvil, and the different parts were then attached to each other later. If 
fast-wheel users were full-time specialists, it may be possible that Bronze Age 
potters at that time were approaching a semi-specialist position. However, we must 
consider the archaeological context of Bronze Age Hong Kong before drawing any 
conclusion. 
7.4 Manufacturing Skills as Seen through Complete Vessels 
Complete double-F vessels are rarely found in Hong Kong and they are absent for 
now in the three studied sites. Nonetheless, I have looked at one complete restored 
jar from Sha Po Tsuen, Lamma Island (SPT-1994 Kg 2-0004)，and it has offered 
more information on the double-F pottery production. Like my previous descriptions 
of potsherds, I will discuss this round-bottomed jar in terms of technological 
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properties and stylistic attributes. In terms of technology, the jar is approximately 43 
cm in height with a wall thickness of approximately 0.70 cm. The core color is light 
gray while surface colors are displayed in different patches of pale yellow, dull 
yellow orange, and dull orange. The different core and surface colors readily 
explains the incomplete oxidation of firing condition. Like most double-F potsherds 
found in the three sites, black specks are seen on the pottery; occasional slits are also 
observed on cross sections of the pieced potsherds. 
In terms of motifs, like many double-F pottery, the lower part and the base of 
the jar has been entirely stamped with the net pattern, but the upper body displays a 
rather special type of decoration. Different from the common double-F vessels that 
are decorated with double-F on the upper part of the vessel, followed by the net 
pattern at the bottom, this jar is decorated with various motifs. Beginning from the 
rim down to the bottom of the jar, the sequence of the whole decoration is as follows: 
the very edge near the rim is decorated with hints of combed dots, followed by 
incised grooves, two bands of double-F, incised grooves, lozenge pattern, incised 
grooves, three bands of double-F, incised grooves, lozenge pattern, incised grooves, 
three bands of double-F, and finally the net pattern. In previous discussions and 
archaeological reports, the design combination of the double-F is often the double-F 
and the net pattern, and some with incised grooves and combed dots, but rarely is 
there one single vessel with both the double-F and the lozenge pattern (see Figure 
7.11). In the three sites studied, there are only three sherds decorated by the double-F, 
the lozenge pattern and incised grooves. Two of them are from Sha Po New Village 
(potsherd No.2004.16.261, No.2004.16.317) and one from Sha Ha (potsherd 
No.2002.31.2870). It is possible that the three vessels in Sha Po New Village and 
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Sha Ha presented by the potsherds might have been decorated in a similar way like 
the jar found in Sha Po Tsiien. 
There are unit overlaps as well as motif overlaps on this jar. The double-F is 
raised, hooked, and slanted to the right. Instead of the usual unit pattern: YiA.Vi, the 
unit pattern of this jar seems to be a bit longer than usual, and runs at 1/2 .1.1.1.1/2. 
The lozenge pattern is the single bordered filled diamond with unit stamp overlaps. 
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Figure 7.11 Patterns of Double-F Jar SPT-1994 Kg 2-0004 (Sha Po Tsuen) 
The body structure of this jar is like the other double-F pottery sherds found 
in other Hong Kong Bronze Age sites: not burnished, not glazed, a bit rough and not 
exceptionally fine. This complete vessel offers clues to the manufacturing of many 
double-F vessels in Hong Kong. Given the closer distance of this Sha Po Tsuen 
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double-F vessel with my studied Sha Po New Village, there may have been a 
relationship between these two sites. As it is not possible to observe the vessel 
through the microscope, the inclusions cannot be identified, but the manufacturing 
procedures and the forming skills of this vessel can be examined by looking at the 
whole vessel. The upper body of this jar seems to be formed through the slow wheel, 
as the upper half of the vessel shows smoother surfaces and wheel marks on the 
interior. The lower half of the jar on the other hand, shows obvious coiled ridges on 
the interior, which means it was possibly formed through coiling. It seems that the 
rim and the nearby part of this jar was made on the wheel and attached to a separate 
body, which is similar to other vessels decorated by the double-F pattern as 
discussed above. It was also suggested by Rice (1987) that coiling was a common 
method used in making large storage jars, which is evidently reflected in this 43 cm 
Sha Po Tsuen jar. 
Besides forming techniques, the presence of slits indicates poor clay 
preparation skills or poor firing. Not only the color but also the texture of different 
parts of the jar varies, as if the jar was constructed using fragments from different 
vessels. These also indicate lower firing temperature and/or poor preparation of clay 
for making the jar. 
In terms of stamping skills, overlaps are very obvious on the first two 
sections of the double-F. The last three bands of the double-F seem to be better 
stamped with significantly less double-F overlaps. Patterns of both double-F and 
lozenge patterns appear evenly pressed, but not pressed hard enough for the patterns 
to be clear. Incised grooves were applied along the slow wheel but they did not look 
too smooth as they went slightly “off track", but generally speaking the grooves are 
evenly distributed and lines are parallel, so they must have been applied by placing 
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the vessel on the slow wheel, as observed in today's pottery workshop at R)shan 
County, Guangdong Province in South China (Lu personal communication 20�1) . 
Most of the incised grooves found on different double-F potsherds are almost the last 
decoration applied to the vessel, often covering or crossing out other previously 
applied patterns such as the double-F and the lozenge pattern. In this jar, there is a 
tendency to cover up lozenge patterns than to spoil the double-F pattern. This shows 
that there could have been a preference of keeping the double-F pattern perfect rather 
than other patterns, or it could also indicate that the original design was to add the 
incision to the previous patterns as part of the decoration. 
7.5 Conclusion 
In Chapter 6, it was proven in the analysis that the three sites produced pottery 
individually and that there was no mass production occurring during the Bronze Age. 
Pottery sherd observations have also shown that clay preparation (inclusion adding), 
forming, and firing, were all carried out differently. The manufacturing skills of all 
potsherds varied, which not only suggests that individual manufacturing, but also the 
lack of mature skills in producing the vessels. I have suggested that the double-F 
pottery was possibly a prestige ware given the scarce appearance of it among the 90 
known Bronze Age sites in Hong Kong. This Chapter has further shown that the 
skills and labor invested to make a double-F pottery vessel, be it large or small, was 
not an easy task. Making a decent double-F pottery vessel would require many 
training, as discussed earlier in the difficulty in stamping the perfect double-F motif, 
the failed/practice pieces, and the close examination of the restored jar. 
Given the large size of this jar (43 cm tall), the formation skill is rather 
impressive. Underbill (2002:180) has suggested that it is relatively simple to form 
small vessels, but much more difficult to form large vessels like urns and jars. 
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Looking at the complicated and time-consuming procedures of pattern applications 
on the Sha Po Tsuen jar, it is not likely that it was made by somebody who had just 
learned to make pottery. Rather, the jar should have been made by an experienced 
potter, and perhaps it was a prestige ware that was made-to-order due to the time and 
labor invested in making one large vessel. If this is the case, it explains why the 
double-F potsherds varied in such a large degree. We do not know whether this big 
jar had any particular function(s) or meanings in Bronze Age Sha Po Tsuen, but this 
"complete" jar after restoration provides valuable information for the shape, location 
and decoration approaches of vessels decorated with double-F motif in Hong Kong. 
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CHAPTER 8 CONCLUSION: WAS THERE HIERARCHY? 
Hierarchy here does not only apply to social structure on whether early inhabitants of 
Bronze Age Hong Kong had some sort of status differences, but also in the hierarchy 
of knowledge as mentioned earlier on potter's skills, and on the hierarchy of pottery 
vessels. The hierarchy of pottery vessels is seen through the proportion of the 
presence of certain types of pottery, or the rarity of them. Some pottery vessels were 
chosen to be made in fewer numbers particularly for perhaps a group of people, or 
served special purposes which reflected its importance and significance; while 
information was also a resource one sought after and treasured - the rarer the 
information or knowledge one possessed, the more important one may be. 
We will see in this chapter however, that in Bronze Age Hong Kong, a 
hierarchical society did not seem to have appeared yet. This study has provided a 
closer look and a clearer picture of Hong Kong's social structure during the Bronze 
Age. We have seen that Tai Wan was probably a ranked society, while Sha Ha was 
still egalitarian. Within a small city like Hong Kong, different sites had connections 
and exchange (of information), but each group actually held different values and had 
different social organizations. As simple as these societies may seem, each were 
greatly unique and different, and it would be interesting to further investigate and 
analyze other sites so more pieces can be added to the jigsaw puzzle of Bronze Age 
Hong Kong. 
8.1 Society in the Bronze Age 
The availability of natural resources has much to do with the livelihood of early 
inhabitants. One reason people from Tai Wan, Sha Po New Village, and Sha Ha 
chose to settle down at these areas was because of the presence of fresh water 
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sources (AMO 2004; 2005; 2007c; Au 2004). Each site had a stream running nearby 
the hills that was essential for human survival. What we can learn based on pottery 
observations and archaeological data of these three sites is their subsistence economy, 
pottery economics，and some reflections on social reality and values. 
8,1,1 Subsistence Strategies 
Early inhabitants of Bronze Age Hong Kong was thought to live by hunting, 
gathering, and fishing, until after rice phytolith was discovered in Sha Ha, did we 
know that knowledge of plant cultivation had already existed (Lu 2007; Meacham 
1978). The difference in tool forms may reflect different subsistence strategies. The 
stone tool kit from Sha Ha was predominantly composed of cutting and chopping 
tools like adzes and axes, while hunting and fishing tools such as arrowheads and net 
weights were relatively few in number (AMO 2005:32-33). The change seemed to 
coincide with the transition from the Neolithic period to the Bronze Age, where the 
development of cultivation had led early inhabitants to rely less on the ocean and a 
little bit more on their ability to plant part of their food sources. Though plant 
cultivation existed in Sha Ha, and probably in other Bronze Age sites in Hong Kong 
if there were further data to analyze (Lu 2007), there seemed to be no large-scale 
agriculture that took place in Sha Ha. 
Johnson and Earle have also noted (2000:127) that, Upper Paleolithic hunters 
and gatherers had a basic understanding of the principles of plant cultivation but 
foragers seldom seemed eager to develop large-scale agriculture. Similar to the 
Tsembaga Maring of New Guinea people living in the highland, they had a low 
population density mainly because of environmental factors. The steep mountain 
slopes were vulnerable to erosion and nutrient depletion, which limited opportunities 
for intensification (Johnson and Earle 2000:181). Hong Kong's soil, on the other 
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hand, is prone to leaching in a tropical environment with heavy rainfall (Ricc 1987). 
One reason why intensified agriculture did not exist in Hong Kong was because of 
the lack of large amounts of fresh water to have irrigation, and the lack of fertile soil 
in sandbar sites. Another reason was because food source was diverse and abundant 
enough to support the population - with 2100 types of fauna, around 50 types of 
mammals, 450 types of birds, along with large amounts of marine organisms (Lu 
2007:36). For these reasons, there was also a probability that plant cultivation was a 
food substitution and was practiced to store food for the lean season (Lu 2010) or for 
the typhoon season starting from mid-April through September or other bad weather, 
when climate 5000 years ago was already the same as present day Hong Kong (Lu 
2007; Rogers et al. 1995). 
The existence of cultivation activity not only proves that early inhabitants of 
Bronze Age Hong Kong was able to produce food source for themselves, but also 
proves that people had to stay in a certain area to not only take care of but also to 
guard the crops (Lu 2010), which verifies that a sedentary lifestyle must have been 
accomplished by the time of the Bronze Age. 
8.1.2 Pottery Production 
From previous chapters, technological properties and stylistic attributes of the 
double-F pottery have been discussed in detail. Putting all three sites together, it is 
observed that all double-F pottery was made with mainly light gray clay with a small 
portion of pale yellow colored clay. It has been suggested by Rice (1987) that light 
gray-colored clay probably indicates the little carbon and organics contained within. 
Inclusions are seen among the studied double-F potsherds, but the amount and sizes 
of the inclusions seem to vary quite a bit. Inclusions in general are opaque, orange, 
and black in color, and where there are voids and fractures that reveal the inclusions, 
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the inclusions are usually opaque-colored. Voids were not obviously spotted with the 
naked eye, but examining the potsherds under the microscope show that there are 
many hidden voids and cracks within. As explained in previous chapters, drying 
shrinkage was probably what caused the voids to appear during the course of firing. 
The rims of the double-F pottery were made on the slow wheel with evidence of 
wheel marks，and later attached to the body, where it was usually made through 
coiling. The double-F and the lozenge patterns were stamped on the upper body of 
the vessel using the paddle-and-anvil technique when the clay was relatively wet. 
The stamp was thought to be relatively well carved as opposed to the potting skills, 
and the double-F designs were intricately made with detailed and smooth curves. 
The pots were later fired in either a closed environment such as a kiln, or in an 
oxidized environment where there was open air. 
The pottery manufacturing technology employed in Bronze Age Hong Kong 
was complicated and sophisticated, as demonstrated in the use of the slow wheel to 
increase efficiency in vessel forming, and to create a more symmetrical shape. The 
stamping of decorations instead of drawing them by hand had also made decorating 
faster. Being able to fire pottery at 1150°C or above proved that prehistoric potters 
were able to control firing atmosphere, and the presence of reduced potsherds 
implies that some sort of kiln might have been in use. 
The results show that all CV values of all sites and all wares are above 10%, 
and that skill levels of the three sites show a relatively high degree of variability, 
further implying that pottery standardization probably did not exist in the Bronze 
Age society. As defined earlier in Chapter 6, standardization is usually associated 
with mass production and stratified societies that involved a certain complex system 
of division of labor (Blackman et al. 1993; Costin 1991; Rice 1987). A high degree 
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of standardization would mean all processes in manufacturing pottery arc highly 
routinized, for example, the strict control of clay composition, standardized 
dimensional measurements and wall thicknesses to increase efficiency and to lower 
costs. Standardization works on the principle that using the same resources and 
methods to create successful products and reduce risk by eliminating any varying 
factors (Rice 1987). 
Standardization occurs largely for economic reasons. To have large batches 
of pottery produced together would need an enormous group of specialist potters 
who were all capable of forming, decorating, and finishing a double-F jar at around 
the same time to have them all fired together. Given that people from Tai Wan, Sha 
Po New Village, and Sha Ha hunted, gathered, and fished for living, they could not 
possibly afford to pot full-time for long periods of time. The fact that certain 
instructions were followed strictly as seen in the double-F styles applied on the upper 
body of only urns or jars show that there could have been craft specialization, but the 
high variability in technological properties is probably an indication of zero 
centralization and mass production (economic specialization) because there was no 
quality control. It has been proposed in Chapter 6 that because double-F pottery has 
been found in only 17 sites (AMO 2005; 2007c; Finn 1958; Meacham 1978; 1994; 
2009; Shang 2000) among the vast 90 Bronze Age sites (Shang 2000), and that 
knowledge of the double-F pottery making was rather consistent among the three 
sites studied, it was possible that during the Bronze Age, there were designated 
potting families in certain sites that provided double-F vessels upon request 
(Underhill 2002). 
The double-F pottery was definitely made by experienced potters, as 
explored previously, that the time and labor invested on each steps of the 
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manufacturing were great. The tedious tasks of preparing, forming, decorating, and 
firing would require the experience of someone who had learned the skills long 
enough to carry each step out correctly. Although it can be argued that "cumulative 
blurring" could have occurred, defined as multiple production events in several 
different workshops, even when carried out by specialists can be expected to 
increase the amount of variability (Blackman et al. 1993; Underbill 2002), the wide 
range of wall thickness measurements in the double-F potsherds, the inconsistent and 
uneven firing, and voids observed in potsherds as a result of poor clay preparation 
undeniably suggest that they were not made by extremely skilled potters who 
worked full-time all day on pottery but rather by part-time semi-specialist potters. 
8丄3 Social Organization as Seen through Burials and Artifacts 
According to Johnson and Earle (2000:127), burials are closely related to sedentism 
一 "when humans settled down and build houses in villages, their cognitive and 
spatial worlds changed". Individuals settling down in larger numbers created a web 
of kinship and the concept of the ancestors where burials of the deceased act as a 
symbol of continuous connection with living descendants (2000:128). In societies 
with relatively limited differentiation in terms of rank, a close analysis of grave 
goods can reveal much about disparities in social status (Renfrew and Bahn 2000). 
Although what is buried is not simply the exact equivalent either of status or of 
material goods owned or used during life, there is "often a relationship between the 
role and rank of the deceased during life and the manner in which the remains are 
disposed of and accompanied by artifacts" (Renfrew and Bahn 2000:195). Looking 
at burials and grave goods can help us understand social values of the people during 
that time, and it may also help us find possible signs of social differentiation, if not 
social hierarchy. 
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Among llie three sites, only Tai Wan and Sha Ha have been identified with burials. 
As explored in Chapter 3, it has been acknowledged that there was a specific burial 
system among the 10 Tai Wan burials from the 1990 excavation (Au 2004). Those 
who were buried with "jade" and stone artifacts basically did not have pottery buried 
with them and vice versa, indicating a differentiating value reflected in the burials 
(see Table 3.1) 
A set of decoration items made by dark-brown stone, including a teeth 
knife/scepter，or yazhang, has been found in burial M6 at Tai Wan (please refer to 
Chapter 3). This set of items seems to symbolize status or something the Tai Wan 
group considered as significant, as these exotic items have not been found in any 
other burials. Many studies have been done on the yazhang blade and have suggested 
many functions of this piece of rare artifact, some saying it was used to worship the 
heaven, and some saying it was the symbol of commanding power (Deng 1994; 
Gong and Yang 1994; Zhang 1994; Zheng 1994). More importantly, Tai Wan and 
Shek Pik were the only two sites in Hong Kong out of the mere 14 archaeological 
sites throughout China that have yielded the yazhang (Deng 1994), indicating a 
potentially important status of the owner of burial M6 who possessed this item. 
These bronze artifacts from the three sites were not found in the context of 
burials, and none of them seem to resemble bronze vessels found in the Yellow and 
Yangzi River valley, which are considered to be symbols of social status and 
hierarchy (Chang 2005; Lu and Wen 2005); but some of these bronze items bearing 
unique motifs seem to suggest some sort of significance. Though the original 
archaeological context of these Tai Wan bronze artifacts was unclear, one thing to be 
certain of is that, Tai Wan has undeniably yielded the most bronze artifacts among 
the three sites studied, if not throughout all of Hong Kong, which in turn suggests its 
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relative importance over other contemporary Bronze Age archaeological sites. The 
social organization of Tai Wan in Bronze Age can be considered a ranked one as 
status differentiation proved to exist. The owner of Xhtyazhang blade could have had 
special power or influence over the Tai Wan society, and it was possibly those with a 
higher status who set up the special burial system. As pottery observations have 
shown that economic specialization did not seem to exist yet. This would also mean 
that a group of elites who enjoyed economic privileges and mobilized resources 
might not have existed also, but this still needs more studies to further verify. 
The Sha Ha excavation yielded more than 10 prehistoric burials (Neolithic 
and Bronze Age). In the absence of the skeletons or teeth of the deceased, it is 
difficult to determine their age, sex, and burial customs (AMO 2005). However, each 
of these burials could only fit one person, which means that individual identity had 
already been recognized in as early as the Neolithic period. All burials were 
furnished with a few pottery vessels and stone artifacts, while the three Bronze Age 
burials were specifically buried with only hard geometric jars and nothing else 
(AMO 2005) (Table 5.1). The distribution of the burials shows no signs of consistent 
directions or spatial patterns (AMO 2005), indicating that the scale of the society 
may be relatively small. Unlike Tai Wan's burials, there was no specific pattern on 
how items were allocated perhaps due to the fact that seven of the Sha Ha burials 
were dated to the Neolithic instead of the Bronze Age. There was no clear distinction 
between what types of goods such as those in Tai Wan: "jade" and stone versus 
pottery, and only finding hard geometric pottery in the three Bronze Age burials 
does not tell much about an elaborate burial system. There is a possibility that among 
the Neolithic burials, the amount of goods is an indicator of relatively higher status, 
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for instance, burial M5, has been found with 18 pieces of artifacts, followed by 
burial M2 with 13 (Table 5.1). Other burials only had one item or at most had seven. 
According to the AMO (2005), stone slotted rings used as personal ornaments were 
commonly found in burials from Yung Long in Tuen Mun, from Tung Wan Tsai 
North (東灣仔4匕）on Ma Wan Island (馬灣)，and also from Tai Wan, but have not 
been found as grave goods in Sha Ha (AMO 2005:31-32; Au 2004). Some of the 
burials detected were dated to the Neolithic rather than the Bronze Age, but I do 
notice that there is a slight identity difference among individuals. Burials had 
become individualistic where each burial could only hold a single person. Burials 
found in each site discussed in this section, however, do display different concepts of 
individuals. In Tai Wan, for example, we see a relatively more elaborate burial 
system, where certain items were placed with certain individuals; in other sites like 
Sha Ha, different individuals were buried with grave goods differentiated by quantity 
instead of quality. This is probably due to different groups of people having different 
values, thus the different treatments toward certain items. But there is also a 
possibility that chronology can be a factor. As seven of the 11 Sha Ha burials have 
been dated to the Neolithic instead of the Bronze Age, it could have been the case 
that Sha Ha inhabitants in the Neolithic did not have the concept of social 
differentiation, or not to the point of having the need to express differentiation. 
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8.2 Remarks: the Social Structure of Bronze Age Hong Kong 
The research questions raised at the beginning of the thesis are as follows: 
Was the double-F pottery a social elite item? 
Was there exchange of pottery and information? 
Was there social complexity in Bronze Age Hong Kong? 
8.2.1 How Socially Significant was the Double-F 
Though there have been approximately 97 Bronze Age sites found in Hong Kong 
(Shang 2000), and the AMO notes that there are 66 Bronze Age sites at the moment 
(AMO 2011), according to my study based on different reports and publications, it 
shows that only 17 sites have yielded the double-F pottery (AMO 2005; 2007c; 
Meacham 1978; 1994; 2009; Shang 2000). The double-F motifs, as well as the 
lozenge-patterned, were applied to designated forms of urns and jars. The primary 
function of urns and jars was thought to be for storage (Meacham 1978; Rice 1987; 
Underbill 2002), but were they made solely for this function? Schiffer (1992:10) 
states that artifacts have three functions: technofunction (utilitarian purpose), 
sociofunction (the communication of information about social phenomena), and 
ideofunction (ideas, values that obscures rather than highlights social realities). 
From an economic perspective, Earle proposes that, "primitive valuables 
include those of high value and often durability that are used in stateless societies as 
a means of payment and store of value" (2002:21). Durable items such as shells and 
axes provide good store of value but factors affecting scarcity of items are key for 
maintaining value (2002:24). Earle (2002) continues, "valuables are rare because of 
foreign origin such that access depends on control of exchange and also because 
more production costs such that access depends on control of production,，（Earle 
2002:25). Speaking of foreign origin, it has been put forward by the AMO (2007c) in 
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the Sha Po New Village excavation report that some double-F potsherds highly 
resembled those found in Meihuadun in Boluo County, Guangdong Province, and 
the AMO has suggested that those specific potsherds No.2004.16.315, 
No.2004.16.316, and No.2004.16.317 had been imported into Sha Po New Village 
from Meihuadun in Boluo County of Guangdong Province. Coincidentally, two of 
the “imported’’ potsherds No.2004.16.315, No.2004.16.317 from Sha Po New 
Village and potsherd No.2002.31.1656 from the 2001/2002 Sha Ha assemblage are 
white in color among the total 74 double-F potsherds. Rice (1987) has suggested that 
white potsherds indicate that the clay was originally lacking carbon or organics. Rice 
(1987) has also suggested that if a clay is completely free of iron compounds and 
organic matter that causes the "impurities" and determines color of the fired product, 
it will usually be white in the raw state and white or cream when fired. "White clays 
are thus comparatively uncommon and are likely to be accorded special value, both 
prehistorically and in modern ceramic production (Rice 1987:333)." As white 
potsherds in this study only contain the double-F motif and not others, it is therefore 
possible that the double-F pottery was considered something rare and special. The 
double-F pottery with diverse styles and limited quantity found in the archaeological 
sites of Hong Kong seem to demonstrate that it was produced for a limited crowd, 
thus making it relatively rare. 
However, the double-F pottery in Bronze Age Hong Kong was not exotic. 
Figure 8.1 illustrates the hierarchy of Bronze Age goods in Hong Kong, which 
shows exotic goods being the yazhang that can only be acquired through trade, 
inherited, or awarded. These goods are usually goods of alien origins, made of 
extremely delicate materials, or made with skills local people do not know of. They 
are possessed by only a few of extremely high ranking. Rare goods on the other hand, 
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is not as special as the exotic goods, that can be locally made but probably with 
materials difficult to acquire or that requires skills known only to certain people. 
There is no exclusive ownership of these rare goods, but can be produced or acquired 
through limited access by elites or through special occasions such as ceremonies. At 
the bottom of the pyramid lie the domestic goods or goods with low value, goods 
that are used daily or by common people. These goods are usually found in abundant 
numbers in archaeological sites, and can be produced by anyone and anywhere. 
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Figure 8.1 The Hierarchy of Bronze Age Goods in Hong Kong 
Underbill's study (2002) has pointed out the difference of domestic ware and 
prestige ware, and that while domestic ware could be made in any settlements by 
many persons, prestige ware could only be made by a few (Underbill 2002). Is 
double-F pottery a prestige ware then? The scarce presence of the double-F pottery 
in Hong Kong may indicate that those 17 sites (or fewer) were places for double-F 
pottery manufacturing. Given the time and skills required to produce properly-
designed and stamped double-F pottery, it is possible that the double-F pottery was 
an exquisite expensive prestige ware for special functions or meanings, which at the 
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same time seem to perform not only techno function but also sociofunction. But due 
to limited archaeological data, particularly the lack of contextual data from Tai Wan, 
it is hard to reach a conclusion at this stage. This has yet to be confirmed with further 
studies of Bronze Age Hong Kong pottery when more comparison can be made 
between sites with and without double-F pottery. 
Although Earle (2002:57) claims that two periods of similar social 
differentiation can have different burial practices and ideologies, burial analysis is 
still one of the main approaches in archaeological study of social status, as 
stratification is usually distinguished by rank and status, and typically analyzed 
through burials as a means to directly correlate the actors' concept of the groups 
(Renfrew and Bahn 2000). There are problems in applying this approach in this 
study. Unlike the lozenge-patterned or the cord-marked pottery, double-F pottery has 
not been found in burials, though double-F pottery has been found in Guangdong 
burials (Guangdong Provincial Institute of Cultural Relics and Archaeology 2005). 
But whether this difference had been institutionalized, and whether there were 
similar social phenomena in other sites, would require further studies. Based on 
archaeological material, “jade” seemed to represent status more than pottery (in Tai 
Wan's case). The representation in burials may not relate to immediate economic 
relations. The absence of this pottery in burials, on the other hand, only proves that 
the double-F pottery may not have been regarded as grave goods in the Hong Kong 
context, instead of it possessing no special value. It may indicate that it had 
meaning(s) differing from other types of pottery (Lu personal communication 2011), 
meanings that we cannot comprehend yet due to the lack of archaeological data on 
the archaeological contexts of these potteries. 
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8,2.2 There was Exchange but what about Trade? 
In stateless societies, the concept of exchange and trade are very different. 
According to Earle (2002), exchange involves primitive valuables (often durable 
items) with their generalized uses for social, political, and economic payments, 
including bridewealth payments and homicide compensation. Trade, on the contrary， 
involves the commercialization of economy, and often related to the evolution of 
leadership and ranking. Goods once deemed durable and exchanged for payments 
would have been transformed to goods that were intentionally produced to increase 
their value for other special goods. Trade soon followed the rules of supply and 
demand，and further developed into a complex market system where goods were 
produced in large batches or in limited numbers with exquisite designs or produced 
from materials of exotic origins (Earle 2002). 
In some societies organized at the family level (bands), decorative art or 
elaboration of special artifacts would have embodied information symbolic of one's 
group or to exclude nonmembers from sources (Earle 2002). Here in Bronze Age 
Hong Kong, there was no pottery style that was exclusive to other parts of Hong 
Kong, or at least in the three sites Tai Wan, Sha Po New Village, and Sha Ha. 
Pottery style seemed to spread throughout most of Bronze Age Hong Kong despite 
site distances; this indicates a certain kind of information exchange. Pottery analysis 
of the three sites have proven that there were no potsherds found identical which 
defies the principle of possibly having trade of standardized products between the 
three sites. Hong Kong during its Bronze Age did not seem to have such complex 
market system yet, but was probably still operating in the basic exchange system. 
There could have been physical exchanges of pottery itself with a mixture of 
imported and locally produced pottery, but was more for personal or social purposes 
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such as for bridewealth, gift exchange, and not for commercial purposes. This has 
been suggested in the Sha Po New Village excavation report on two pieces of 
white/glazed double-F potsherds (No.2004.16.315, No.2004.16.317) (please refer to 
section 8.2.1). But whether these two specific potsherds were imported from Boluo 
County's Yingang archaeological site as the report claims (AMO 2004; 2007c) will 
need further comparisons and research. 
Since not all Bronze Age sites yielded the double-F pottery, besides having 
cultural exchange between sites, there could have been information introduced from 
outside of Hong Kong during the Bronze Age that brought about the knowledge of 
the double-F pottery. This could have been people who further migrated down south 
to Hong Kong from Guangdong. This also explains why most of the Bronze Age 
sites in Hong Kong did not contain the double-F pottery, either because we have not 
found them yet, or because new waves of immigrants who possessed such 
knowledge have not reached certain sites. This is just an assumption; hopefully, later 
studies could provide us with more information on the double-F pottery and its 
implications. 
8,2.3 Was there Social Complexity in Bronze Age Hong Kong? 
A ranked society and a stratified society are distinguished by the presence of wealth 
differentiation in a stratified one (Earle 2002). Wealth differentiation is also one of 
the criteria to investigate economic specialization (Renfrew and Bahn 2000). 
Renfrew and Bahn (2000) postulate that centralization allows greater economic 
specialization, and is often associated with increased intensification of farming to 
produce enough surpluses to support full-time craft specialists. Intensified farming 
and often storage and redistribution are also consequences of coercive, organizing 
powers of a central authority. After combining archaeological data from Tai Wan, 
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Sha Po New Village, and Sha Ha, a preliminary conclusion inferred on the social 
structure of Bronze Age Hong Kong has been established based on a few factors: 
1. While hunting, gathering, and fishing were the main subsistence strategies 
for Bronze Age inhabitants, the possible evidence of plant cultivation in Sha 
Ha may mean (Lu et al. 2005) sedentism existed so that groups could take 
care of the crops, and that it "allowed for new subsistence security" (Johnson 
and Earle 2000:127). It is argued that cultivation might not have been a 
significant part of the subsistence strategy, and there could be different 
subsistence strategies in different sites (Lu 2007). 
2. The discovery of burials found in Tai Wan and Sha Ha (AMO 2005; Au 
2004), and the post-holes found in Sha Po New Village and Sha Ha (AMO 
2005; 2007c) indicate that early inhabitants had settled down in this area. 
When humans settled and built houses, the "cognitive and spatial worlds" 
changed (Johnson and Earle 2000:127). People might have begun to 
distinguish between public and private spaces, relationships were built, and 
the concept of kinship could have been enforced (Johnson and Earle 
2000:128). However, more studies are required for these issues in Hong 
Kong's context. 
3. Burial analysis in the previous section indicates that identity or status 
difference existed, depending on customs of different groups in Bronze Age 
Hong Kong. This is also an indicator of a concept of "death" and the need of 
burying the dead as a connection with the living (Johnson and Earle 2000). 
4. Pottery analysis has proven that Bronze Age pottery was independently and 
individually produced, but the greatly improved and increasing sophistication 
of pottery manufacturing signifies a rise in craft specialization. The increase 
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of vessel types means there were more demands to cater diverse needs or 
functions in Bronze Age Hong Kong. 
5. There is no evidence for the existence of a single craft center that produced 
and distributed vessels to other sites in Bronze Age Hong Kong, but 
exchange of ideas and techniques, even migratory members, existed. 
Putting the above elements together, a basic picture of Bronze Age Hong 
Kong's social structure is illustrated. Bronze Age Hong Kong society was probably 
organized in between bands and tribes, depending on each site. But if we were to 
determine the social structure of Tai Wan, Sha Po New Village, and Sha Ha, based 
on its pottery production and other archaeological data, societies were probably 
organized in local groups (Johnson and Earle 2000). The local group is organized in 
extended subgroups, often kin-related, and are linked to other local groups by 
extensive regional networks of personal friendships, exchanges, alliances, and 
ceremonial cycles (Johnson and Earle 2000:124). The dynamics of daily life 
continue to be worked out in small families. The population is significantly lower 
among hunter-gatherers and pastoralists than farmers, constrained by the available 
wild resources of animals, fish, and pasture (Johnson and Earle 2000:125). The 
social organization of production is managed on two levels: the family level, 
involving daily subsistence, child-rearing, and informal aid; and the local group, 
involving cooperation in large-scale work tasks, and ceremony. Leaders in the local 
group do not have exclusive control of resources and the power to oppress; some 
leaders control more resources than others but they need to work harder and lead by 
example (Johnson and Earle 2000:126). Sanctity, on the other hand, takes the form 
of invoking, honoring, and placating ancestral spirits who stand for the local group 
and its subgroups (ibid). 
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The subsistence strategies and mode of craft production of Bronze Age Hong 
Kong is highly similar to today's Badeng people, it is also possible that Bronze Age 
Hong Kong inhabitants had similar social organization. The Badeng live in the 
Southeast Asian island of Borneo, on both the Sarawakian (East Malaysia) and 
Kalimantan (Indonesia) sides of the international border (Tan 2009). According to 
Tan's study, they traditionally live in longhouses and practice swidden agriculture to 
produce hill rice as principal crop. Hunting and fishing, as well as gathering are 
other subsistence activities. The Badeng are mostly kin-related, established through 
marriage as well as recognizing common descent antedating the migrations that led 
to the formation of different longhouse communities. They had their own local 
headmen, who enjoyed some privileges as leaders such as the receipt of free labor, 
while the people were divided into aristocrats and commoners (Tan 2009: 220). 
Murdock has also suggested a criterion on the intensity of agriculture for 
different groups of societies. Certain groups such as the Miao people, the Min 
Chinese from South China, the Li people from Hainan, and the Batak from Indonesia 
have been drawn from Murdock's study (1967) for reference. These groups have a 
relatively high population ranging from 10,000 to 1,000,000 people, and perhaps for 
this reason, 50% of their subsistence economy depends largely on agriculture, mostly 
labeled as "intensive cultivation" that is dependent upon irrigation (Murdock 
1967:159) and lives in “compact and relatively permanent settlements" such as 
nucleated villages or towns (ibid). Cultivation has been proven in Sha Ha, and not in 
Tai Wan or in Sha Po New Village, but this is mainly due to the absence and the 
difference of proper research methods for Tai Wan and Sha Po New Village. 
Although food could have been gathered, hunted, and/or planted (Lu 2007), 
cultivation seemed to be only a supplement to the diet and not the main subsistence 
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strategy. Wild resources were still capable of sustaining the population, which also 
meant that population density was rather low. As Lu and her co-authors have 
suggested that slash-and-burn was a possible method for Sha Ha inhabitants to clear 
lands (Lu et al. 2005), Bronze Age Hong Kong seems to be in the ‘‘extensive/shifting 
cultivation" category, where new fields are cleared annually and cultivated for a year 
or two (Murdock 1967:159). Murdock has also provided different categories of 
settlement patterns, Bronze Age Hong Kong societies seems to fit in the "compact 
and relatively permanent settlements" such as nucleated villages and towns, as 
possible continuous site occupation, craft specializations, and burials suggest a 
relatively permanent settlement, though population density would not be as high 
(ibid). 
Renfrew and Bahn (2000) have proposed that intensified farming was one of 
the key factors to support full-time craft specialists, and the absence of it may mean 
that there was no centralized authority to support full-time craft specialists on the 
production of large amounts of pottery to be traded or distributed to other sites. As 
proven from my pottery observations and analysis that mass production did not exist 
in the three sites, Bronze Age potters producing hard pottery were already skilled 
labor and part-time specialists. It has also been noted by Renfrew and Bahn (2000) 
that craft production was usually restricted from residential areas of a site, and was 
strongly represented in specialist workshop areas. This was also evident in Bronze 
Age Sha Ha - Blocks DI and DII were found concentrated with stone tools, double-F 
potsherds, and one piece of axe mold, suggesting that craft production (stone tool 
processing, pottery manufacturing, and metal working) took place in specific areas. 
Burials have not been recovered in Sha Po New Village yet due to the limited 
excavated area, but in a small area like this has also yielded a bronze oval ornament, 
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slotted rings and axe molds (AMO 2007c). This being said, the three sites have 
actually all recovered bronze items, axe molds, and slotted rings (AMO 2005; 2007c; 
Au 2004; Finn 1958), but the context and amount greatly differ. Tai Wan has yielded 
the most bronze artifacts and axe molds (see Chapter 3). At the same time, it is also 
Tai Wan that seemed to have a ranked society as seen in the exotic items found in 
burials and the relatively organized burial system, while Sha Ha's burials do not 
seem to show signs of social differentiation. This points to the fact that Tai Wan was 
a relatively complex society, or at least comparatively more complex than the other 
sites, though potsherd observations have not confirmed that craftsmanship in Tai 
Wan was exceptionally finer than Sha Po New Village's and Sha Ha's. Whether 
there were trade, internal disputes, external warfare, elaborate ceremonies, resource 
redistribution, or community security, would require more information and more 
research. 
8.2.4 Closing Thoughts 
Pottery studies go back to at least the fifteenth century when antiquarianism was the 
"archaeology". The study of archaeological ceramics have been divided into three 
phases: the art historical phase (from 1500 and onwards) focusing on admiration of 
the artistry and techniques; the typological phase (from 1880 and onwards) 
emphasizing on chronological and regional spatial distributions, and finally the 
contextual phase (from 1960 and onwards) studying the provenance, manufacturing 
technology, and ethnography context (Orton et al. 1993). There is reason to its long 
history of studying throughout centuries. Pottery is first hand information of the 
people who created and once used it. A tiny piece of fired clay fragment can tell us 
much more about a culture especially in illiterate or prehistoric societies when 
writing was not available. From potsherds, we can infer information of where clay 
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was sourccd, how clay was procured, how the vessel was formed, how it was 
designed, where was the vessel from, what it contained, how it was used, etc. 
Information of the vessel's producer(s) and consumer(s) can be interpreted from a 
micro level such as manufacturing skills to a macro level such as how the society 
was organized. 
This study on Bronze Age Hong Kong contests the popular belief that Bronze 
Age Hong Kong was a "primitive" and "barbaric" society. In fact Bronze Age Hong 
Kong society was far more complex than originally assumed. This study has shown 
that during the Bronze Age, local inhabitants produced relatively sophisticated 
pottery. They had workshops and they exchanged technologies/items. There were 
inter-group cultural dynamics, and people were settled in quite a large settlement and 
some began to cultivate, where cooperation and coordination of people were 
essential. 
This study could have gone further if there was larger pottery sherd count, 
which could have allowed better statistical significance. As part of this study has 
relied on measurements, the lack of complete vessels made certain measurements 
impossible (such as vessel height, maximum diameter, rim diameter) for a better 
comparison. The extremely fragmented double-F potsherds, some that were only 6 
cm long and 4 cm wide, have made it more difficult to identify the unit stamp or to 
measure just the double-F motif itself. A great amount of information of the potters' 
skills could have also been processed with the presence of more complete vessels, 
though I was fortunate enough to at least examine one whole double-F vessel closely 
for this study. 
This study has also raised some questions and issues. Identifying social 
complexity in Bronze Age was not an easy task as the widely used method of burial 
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analysis was not quite applicable to Hong Kong due to the very few burials found, 
and therefore a lack of human remains to study. Specialization was also difficult to 
detect as production workshops and kilns were rarely discovered, and that the 
evidence of trade and exchange was not readily available with the absence of 
provenance studies, and network analysis could not be carried out due to lack of, or 
even lost of archaeological information, such as the case in Tai Wan. Assessing 
standardization in pottery was one of the hopes in providing a better picture of the 
economy and social organization of Bronze Age Hong Kong as pottery was a 
relatively abundant source in Hong Kong; however, the very concept of 
standardization is rather arbitrary. Blackman et al. (1993) have confidently stated 
that using the Coefficient of Variation is one of the best measures to assess 
standardization, to some point, I would agree when standardization is rather obvious 
within an assemblage. As mentioned previously, an arbitrary concept being assessed 
through quantitative means is rather difficult. For a case like Hong Kong, where 
measurements are constrained by the difficulty in preserving complete or sufficient 
data for analysis, wall thickness is one of the many aspects to assess standardization. 
But when Hong Kong or other cultures at some points seem to have standardization 
but not entirely so, how do we assess the degree of standardization when there are so 
many variables that may affect the results? Especially when we understand that each 
culture operates in its own context and experiences its own change at a different pace, 
it ultimately leads to the question to how do we efficiently assess complexity within 
a culture (settlement, population size, intensified agriculture or trading, 
differentiation of household and burial goods etc.)? 
Archaeological material recovered in China is agreeably very vast and rich 
while Hong Kong archaeological material seems considerably few and insignificant. 
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The lack of attention lo Hong Kong's archaeological sites is rdlccted when 
archaeological sites discovered and excavated are only for the purpose of clearing 
land for development, and not for the sake of knowing more about Hong Kong's past. 
In a city like Hong Kong with a surface area of approximately 1070m (AMO 
2007a), archaeological sites found (approximately 200 known prehistoric sites) are 
relatively numerous (Shang 2000), but more research needs to be done in order to 
understand more about Hong Kong's past. The social structure of Bronze Age Hong 
Kong is still a puzzle with a lot of missing pieces waiting to be found. Information 
such as provenance studies of pottery and exotic items, network analysis, 
experimentation on the making of a double-F vessel, comparisons between all 
double-F pottery bearing sites, studies of settlement patterns and hierarchy, and 
locations of craft centers will provide us with a clearer picture of the social structure 
at that time. Hopefully in future there will be more studies contributing to the 
knowledge of prehistoric Hong Kong. 
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